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Keep your eyes on the prize!
Change ... it's on everybody's mind... Last Friday, while at my son's graduation ceremony, Karen Tandy of Motorola gave
the students a talk on change. And on how people with very little money and lots of determination and imagination have
changed the world as we knew it.
From John Mackey of Whole Foods, to Steve Jobs at Apple, to William Wriggly Jr., embracing change made all the difference
in their lives and ours... out of garages and classrooms, with nothing but persistence and an embracing attitude towards
change.
I can remember not too long ago, laughing at DEC, the digital computer company when they approached us to buy a
computer. We laughed ...who needs a computer? And the internet ...?
As we deal with nightmarish traffic and delays, I always keep my eyes on the prize... the new city on the hill... with bustling
shops, restaurants, and pedestrians enjoying a new center of enterprise. And all the opportunities that come with it. More
shoppers to support our merchants, enjoy our restaurants, and support our community services. More jobs for the young and
young at heart, entertainment and the arts, cultural exhibits and networks... it's all on the way.
In our July issue, we highlight six entrepreneurial women who seized the day and spent some time with Rafee and Hasmik
Karapetian, who continue to make ancient bread to the delight of the community. We scour the area for two eggs over
medium with rye toast... where to go for an old fashioned breakfast. We found some great spots!
Judy Caplan finds some "healthy treats" at COSTCO, Cindy Pavell keeps us upright, and Denise Willard has some thoughts
on Backyard Design Trends. Leigh Macdonald has some easy tips to look your best and John Byrd talks about outdoor
decks.
We are working hard at bringing you the latest up-to-date information on the progress of the Silver Line, Hot Lanes, and
who's who, what's up, and who's going where.
Every day we open our box of Cracker Jacks and look through the commotion to find the prize. We always find a token of
what's to come. It's exciting.
Lastly, we want to thank our advertisers, new and old, for their support in helping us bring our community together - without
them, this couldn't be possible.
Have a great summer and we will see you in September.

Johnny Hanna and Dennis Alloy, Publishers

“We Know the Neighborhood”

To receive our value-packed emails, sign up at www.viennavirginia.com
For advertising information, including our interactive web merchant and
services listing directory, please call 703-585-3354 or email us at
calamitymedia@aol.com

ViennaVirginia.com

Viva Tysons! is published bimonthly by Calamity Media, PO Box 506,
Dunn Loring, VA 22027. All rights reserved. Calamity Media makes every
effort to ensure the accuracy of the information we publish, but we cannot be
held responsible for any consequences or claims due to errors or omissions.
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to correspond with us are asked to write us at comments@VivaTysons.com.
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Selected Events

July 14
Outdoor Twister
Vienna Town Green

August 13
Battle of the Bands III - Finals
Jammin Java, Vienna

JULY 17, AUGUST 21 & SEPTEMBER 25
Vienna Caboose Open House
The Optimist Club maintains the Historic Red Caboose at Church
Street between Dominion Drive and Mill Street. Open Saturday
from 1 to 5 pm.
July 18 & 24, August 7, 24 & 29
Kayak Tour - Island Hopping
Riverbend Park

August 27
An Evening with Tony Bennett
Wolftrap Center for the Performing Arts

Wednesday. For children of all ages 2-3:30 pm. See how long you can
stand up!

(14 yrs. and up), 9-11:30 am. Explore the islands of the upper Potomac
River. Get started with the basics, and soon you will be maneuvering
through the water. This is not a whitewater tour. No previous experience
required. One and two person kayaks available. $63

JULY 21
Active Obstacle Course
Vienna Town Green

Wednesday 2-3:30 pm For children of all ages. On your mark, get set,
GO! Jump rope, run around a cone, and jump, three times! Can you
do that? Great, then you are halfway there. The tots and teens obstacle
courses will be separate and age-appropriate.

July 26
Open Mic Night
Jammin Java, Vienna

Declared the "Best Open Mic in the DC area" by The Washington Post.
Hosted by Ron Goad. Food and drink specials including $6 gourmet chili.
$2 charge.

July 28
Dance Gym Day

Vienna Town Green
Wednesday 2-3:30 pm. For children of all ages. Enjoy games of Simon
Says, Freeze Dance, Musical Squares and a lot of dancing on the green!

July 29
Aretha Franklin
Wolftrap Center for the Performing Arts
RESPECT this soul icon. 8 pm.

August 3
Arts & Crafts Galore
Vienna Town Green

Wednesday, 2-3:30 pm. For children of all ages. Show your artistic side
using beads, paint and more. We will bring all the art supplies, just wear
clothes you can get creative in!!

August 12
Perseid Meteor Shower
Riverbend Park

8-11pm. Celebrate the Park Authority's 60th Anniversary with nature's
fireworks at Riverbend Park. During the peak period of the meteor
shower, spend the evening enjoying the dark skies over the Potomac
River. Activities will introduce you to the night sky and reveal a meteor's
true identity. Bring a flashlight, lawn chair or blanket to sit on and bug
spray. Popcorn, ice cream and snacks will be available for purchase. $10/
adult, $5/child.

August 12-15
Legally Blonde the Musical
Wolftrap Center for the Performing Arts

8 pm. Broadway's brightest heroine comes to Vienna.
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The THIRD Mid-Atlantic Band Battle. Everyone had such a killer time
at the 1st and 2nd Battle that they're doing it all over again. The best of
the East Coast vying for the $2500 cash prize. This show will be standing
room only - with very limited seating. Friday 8 p.m., $10 advance, $13
at door.

8 pm. Need we say anything about this iconic jazz singer.

August 28
The Nighthawks + Los Fabulocos
Jammin Java, Vienna

The Nighthawks have been a DC rock staple since 1972. If you've never
been to a show, crawl out of that hole and see them. Los Fabulocos serve
up a spicy and tantalizing blend of traditional Spanish and Mexican music,
blues, R&B, and rockabilly, delivered with sincerity and passion. 8 p.m.,
$20.

August 31 - September 5
The Sound of Music
Wolftrap Center for the Performing Arts

Celebrate the golden anniversary of this iconic musical with timeless
standards including “My Favorite Things,” “Do-Re-Mi,” and “Climb
Ev'ry Mountain.”

September 3
Wagon ride to Poohsticks bridge

Riverbend Park
10-10:45 am. Journey through the woods to Poohsticks bridge. Listen to
Pooh's story and play Poohsticks on the bridge. $5.

September 11
McLean Fall Community Garage Sale

At the Business Bank parking garage from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

September 11
Annual Taste of Falls Church

Cherry Hill Park, (312 Park Avenue), Falls Church
Features include live entertainment, pony rides, amusement rides, crafters,
businesses and civic organizations, and cuisine from city kitchens. The
children's activity tent offers face painting and craft projects. Admission
is free to the public, but amusement rides require the purchase of one or
more tickets. The Fall Festival is held rain or shine!

October 3
MPA Artsfest 2010
McLean Central Park
See page 9.

Recurring Events
Tuesdays		
Open Mic Night

8 pm. The Soundry, 316 Dominion Road, Vienna
Every Tuesday night we host our popular all ages Open Mic. The mic
opens at 8 pm. for ALL kinds of music, including bands. Our stage has a
drum kit and PA. 703-698-0088

Wednesdays
Summer Stories and Sprinklers
June 23- August 11

Children and parents, come and enjoy stories at the Historic Vienna
Library located behind the Historic Freeman Store at 1:00 pm. At 1:30

VivaTysons.com

p.m., families can enjoy a run through the sprinklers on the lawn of the
Town Green.

Join Mr. Knick Knack for the new and improved Tysons Corner Center
Kids Club, the Kid Krusaders, on a NEW DAY - Wednesdays! Sing,
dance and hop along with Mr. Knick Knack's original musical adventures
every Wednesday in the Kid's Play Area on Level 3.

Reinhardt Liebig
Maplewood Grill, 132 Branch Road SE, Vienna 703-281-0070

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays 7-10 pm. Maplewood welcomes
Reinhardt Liebig, consummate pianist. His repertoire includes a variety
of popular, blues, jazz, and classical standards. Reinhardt is equally at
home playing standards, blues, classical, and the popular song forms
with some Broadway tunes thrown into his performances.

Open Mic Comedy Night

8-midnight, The Soundry, 316 Dominion Rd Vienna
The Soundry welcomes new and veteran comics to our unique venue. The
Soundry supports all art forms and is a great space to test new material,
network, and build a fan base before tackling the big bad world. We look
forward to laughing with you! Hosted by a very, very funny man: Mike
Eltringham.

Vienna/Oakton Farmers Market

Oak Marr RECenter, 3200 Jermantown Road, Oakton
Wednesdays, 8 am to noon.

Thursdays
Terry Lee Ryan

Maplewood Grill, 132 Branch Road SE, Vienna 703-281-0070
Thursdays, 7-10 pm. New Orleans' own Terry Lee Ryan, pianist and
vocalist. He plays blues, popular standards and especially N'awlins
style funky piano music. Our piano bar is an "institution" in the area don't miss it! If you can't go to the cresent city, then get yourself here.

Vynal Vibrations

7-10 pm The Soundry, 316 Dominion Rd Vienna
Take Your Old Records off the Shelf and bring them to The Soundry!
Thursday night is record night-you bring them and we play them for an
old school listening party. Sharing music, coffee and good times!

Nottoway Nights - Free Concert Series

Nottoway Park on Courthouse Road, Vienna
7:30 p.m. This series of free public concerts will feature a variety of
musical acts from across the United States and around the world. All
of the funds for Nottoway Nights are from private donations. You are
welcome to bring a picnic dinner and a blanket to sit back, relax and
enjoy the show. We are looking for volunteers to work with the Friends
of Nottoway Park on this and other events at Nottoway. June 17th is The
Glass Onion, a Beatles tribute band, June 24th is the always entertaining
bluegrass band Seldom Scene. Check the Fairfax County Park Authority
site for all the details for the summer.

Summer Concerts in the Park

Cherry Hill Park, Falls Church
The series features local musicians of various genres every Thursday
evening. All concerts begin at 7 p.m. and are free to the public. In the
event of rain, concerts will be held in the Falls Church Community Center
located next to the park at 223 Little Falls Street.

Fridays
Friday Night Festivals

Club Phoenix - Vienna Community Center

ViennaVirginia.com

Reinhardt Liebig
Maplewood Grill, 132 Branch Road SE, Vienna 703-281-0070

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays 7-10 pm (see description on Wed.)

Family Skate Nights
Fridays June 25 – July 23 (No skating June 18 or July 16)
Vienna Community Center Gymnasium. $1.00/person. Participants are
required to bring their own skates and safety equipment. Roller skaters
and in-line skaters only.

McLean Farmer's Market

Lewinsville Park, Chain Bridge Road, McLean
Fridays, 8 am to noon.

Verbal Assault! An Open Mic for Poetry, Monologues, Rants
& Spoken Word

Selected Events

Kid Krusaders Kids Club & Mr. Knick Knack
Tysons Corner Center - 11-11:45 am

7:00 p.m. for middle schoolers ONLY!
Take part in tournaments, watch movies, hang out with
friends, and maybe even play a pick-up game of basketball.

8-11 pm, The Soundry, 316 Dominion Rd. Vienna
Let your words fly and join us for The Soundry's Friday night Verbal
Assault where we welcome an eclectic mix of poetry, monologues, rants,
spoken word or even free-form expression. Whether it is joy, sorrow,
anger, laughter, apathy or regret-all can be expressed at Verbal Assault.
Just want to sit back and listen? That is ok too! An audience is a very
important component to any performance.

Friday Night Star-gazing in Observatory Park

Turner Farm Park, Great Falls
The Analemma Society hosts viewings of the night sky in Observatory
Park on Friday evenings. Feel free to bring chairs and blankets to enjoy
star gazing. The free program is about an hour. For more information,
visit www.analemma.org

Movies in the Park

Glyndon Park, Vienna
We will turn the park into an outdoor movie theatre! All movies will be
rated G. We welcome everyone to bring lawn chairs or blankets or just sit
in the grass and enjoy their favorite movie with the whole family. What a
great way to start off the weekend! Show dates and times are as follows:
July 23, Aug 27– 8:45 pm or at dusk, whichever comes first. No rain dates.
Parents and family members are required to stay with their children. Call
703-255-7842 for movie information after noon on Wednesday, before
the show date, and for weather information on the day of the show.

TGI Sunsets - Doggie Happy Hour

Barrel Oak Winery, Delaplane, VA
Fridays & Saturdays 6-9 p.m. until November
Enjoy 240 degree sunset views on the patio with a glass of fine wine.
Good people, happy dogs. Time to enjoy and relax.

Sunset Cinema

Cherry Hill Park, Falls Church
Fridays in September at 8 pm. Free film screenings of various family
friendly movies are shown throughout the summer evenings. Moviegoers
are encouraged to bring blankets, bug spray, and picnics. In the case
of inclement weather, screenings will take place at the Falls Church
Community Center located next to the park at 223 Little Falls Street.

Saturdays & Sundays		
Sunday Blues Jam
Bangkok Blues 926 W. Broad, Falls Church

6:00-11:00 p.m. Open Mic for all local musicians. 703-534-0095. No
cover on Sundays! Kids are very welcome. Cool live music, hot Thai
food. Fun for the whole family.
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Music and Arts in the Park

Merrifield Park, Srawberry Lane, Falls Church
Free concerts Saturdays 6 to 8 pm.

Vienna Farmer's Market
Historic Church Street
Saturdays from 8 am to noon.

Great Falls Farmer's Market
St Francis Epsicopal Church, 9220 Georgetown Pike
Saturdays, 8 am to noon.

Summer Concerts on the Green

Great Falls Village Centre
Sunday evenings in the summer mark the beginning of the concerts
on the Green. Come out with your picnic baskets for an entertaining
evening of live music at the Great Falls Village Centre. The concerts are
sponsored by local merchants and feature a full range of musical talents
from eclectic rock/pop to Country, Jazz and more. Free.

Musical Showcase
Serbian Crown Restaurant 1141 Walker Rd., Great Falls

Sundays, 5:30-9 p.m., The music of top local performers at the piano bar.

Reinhardt Liebig

Maplewood Grill, 132 Branch Road SE, Vienna 703-281-0070
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays 7-10 p.m. (see description on
Wed.)

Falls Walk - Great Falls National Park

12:30 to 1:15, 3:00 to 3:45 p.m., Saturdays & Sundays
Join a Park Ranger for a forty five minute walk along the Falls overlooks.
Learn about the waterfall and explore the natural and cultural history of
the park.

Birdwatching- Great Falls National Park
8 - 10 am Sundays in the visitor courtyard.

Concerts in the Park

McLean Central Park
Sundays, 5 pm at the Gazebo. FREE.
www.McLeancenter.org/alden/gazeboconcerts.asp

The Little Library in Vienna

On Mill Street at Church
Open the first Sunday of each month 1 to 4 pm. Children ages 4-12 are
welcome at the Little Library the 2nd Saturday of each month from 10:00
a.m. to 11:00 a.m. for our reading program.

VIENNA FAMILY SCAVENGER HUNT

May 20 – August 20
Celebrate summer with a scavenger hunt in Vienna!
Create memorable experiences with your family as you take part in a
six category photo scavenger hunt around our beautiful town. Submit a
photo CD and entry form by August 20, 2010 to have a chance at being
Vienna’s #1 recreating family. The winning family will have their photo
taken and put in next season’s activity brochure. For more details, contact
Enrique Guzman at eguzman@viennava.gov.

Tysons Trekkers

Tysons Corner Center invites you to join the Tysons Trekkers Mall
Walking Club, a free walking program at Tysons Corner Center. The
mall provides a comfortable and convenient environment to help you
walk your way to fitness and maintain a healthy lifestyle. Program hours
are Monday through Saturday, 6am - 10am and Sundays, 6am - 11am.
Tysons Trekkers receive a free T-shirt and special discounts from many
of the mall's stores and restaurants. To obtain a registration form or for
more information, call Guest Services at (73-847-7300).

For the teens:
Club Phoenix

Vienna Community Center, 120 Cherry Street SE, Vienna
Students can enjoy a place of their own in Club Phoenix. The Club has a
lounge area, big screen TV, XBox 360, Wii, billiard table and Ping-Pong,
a state-of-the art sound system, and more. A stage is available for open
mic nights, karaoke, and much more. Students can also purchase snacks
at our “Candy Bar” during operation hours.
There are many special events, activities, and dances throughout the year.
Club Phoenix has free admission, unless otherwise stated. Once your
child signs out, however, they will not be allowed back that day.
A registration form filled out by a parent is required by all students
wishing to enter or participate in any Club Phoenix activity or special
event. The Club Phoenix phone number is 703-255-5736. Club Phoenix
is a drop-in facility and is staffed by the Vienna Parks and Recreation
Department.
Summer activities schedule:
July 20 - 4:30 p.m. WATER FUN DAY
Hot summer afternoon? Come cool off at Club Phoenix! Teens can
come compete in a huge water balloon fight and other water theme
games. We will provide yummy summer snacks. Teens should
bring a towel and a change of clothes.
July 29 - 4:30 p.m. ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Is your favorite chocolate, vanilla or strawberry? Do you like
sprinkles or jimmies on top? Doesn’t matter, cuz we will have
them all!
August 11 - 5 p.m. HOT DOG APPRECIATION DAY
Maybe you like your dog with ketchup or mustard? Maybe both?
Whatever your taste, we will have all the fixin’s for a great hot
dog! Enjoy a game of flag football and sitting under the gazebo
your favorite combo.
August 20 - 4:30 p.m. OUTBACK FUN DAY
There is always something refreshing about playing outside. Bring
your friends or make some new ones on a warm summer’s day.
We will play soccer, and toss the football, kickball and other fun
games.
Fridays - 7 p.m. FRIDAY NIGHT FESTIVALS
Every Friday after 7:00 p.m. is for middle schoolers ONLY! Take
part in tournaments, watch movies, hang out with friends, and
maybe even play a pick up-game of basketball.

The Old Firehouse

1440 Chain Bridge Road, McLean (next to Starbucks)
This award-winning facility, the first of its kind in the Metropolitan
D.C. area, provides a safe atmosphere for teens to meet for recreation
and personal development. Professional and experienced staff members
organize and facilitate activities each day, ensuring that teens do not have
to return home to empty houses. They can enjoy their time at the Old
Firehouse Teen Center after school and during the summer. It's a satellite
of the McLean Community Center (MCC). Youth in grades 7 and 8 are
eligible for membership and its benefits. Non-members are permitted to
attend Friday night parties and some other programs at the discretion of
the Teen Center Director. 703-448-8336 (TEEN)
Fun on Friday nights for 7th and 8th graders. Some nights a DJ keeps the
fun alive with music and videos while the game room is open for pingpong, pool, and other arcade games. Other nights, they do different fun
things, such as movie nights, comedy shows, etc. Please see their website
for details and rules. www.McLeancenter.org/kids-teens/old-firehouse.
asp
July 9 - Hawaiian Luau, July 16 - Dance, July 23 - Game Night
July 30 - Dance, August 6 - Movie and Popcorn
August 13 - Dance, August 20 - Karaoke, August 27 - Dance

Find links to all these selected events and many more by visiting
the events link on your local web portal. Post your event for free!!
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MCP, formed out of the Great Falls Players, C.A.S.T. in McLean, and
the McLean Theatre Alliance, has been entertaining the community
since about 1964. All our performances are at the Alden Theatre: 1234
Ingleside Ave, McLean, VA 22101
Little Women -- the Musical Jul 16 - Jul 31, 2010
Frost/Nixon Sep 17 - Oct 2, 2010
The Drowsy Chaperone Jan 14 - Jan 29, 2011
Cheaper by the Dozen Apr 29 - May 14, 2011
1776 Jul 15 - Jul 30, 2011

7TH Annual Great Falls Art Studio Tour

Free self-guided driving
tour on back roads of
Great Falls. Meet more
than 40 painters, potters,
photographers, sculptors,
jewelry designers, quilters
and other artists. Explore
their barns, rustic houses,
historic
outbuildings,
contemporary homes and
other remarkable studio
settings. Saturday and Surrounded by pots, Laura Nichols works on
Sunday, October 16 and the wheel in her pottery studio on a historic
17, 10:00 to 5:00. Tour is Great Falls farm. She is one of more than 40
supported by the Virginia artists on the free driving tour throughout
Commission for the Arts Great Falls on October 16 and 17.
and the Arts Council of
Fairfax County. For more
information, go to www.GreatFallsStudios.com. You can download
a map with all locations after September 15.

VIENNA YOUTH PLAYERS
Vienna Community Center
August 6-8, 13-14 $13, $11 Kids & Seniors
Presenting NARNIA
“The first and most famous story of the
Chronicles of Narnia has become a musical presentation of this
unique, enchanted world filled with creatures and spirits of myth and
fable, both good and evil, demonic and transcendent. The principle
inhabitants, however, are the intelligent taking animals ruled by the
majestic King Aslan, the great lion of Narnia."

McLean Project for the Arts
at the McLean Community Center

MPA Artfest 2010

On October 3rd, 2010 MPAartfest will transform McLean Central Park
into a lively landscape of mini art galleries showcasing and offering
for sale the work of a diverse group of 40 juried artists. MPAartfest
includes activities to captivate art-lovers of all ages. Stroll through
the Children’s ArtWalk, sponsored by McLean Citizens Foundation,
to experience the work of young artists from McLean area schools.
Budding artists may create their own works of
art at the Children’s ArtTent, coordinated by
New Dominion Women's Club.
The Gazebo Stage will feature a variety
of live performances throughout the
day. Visitors can treat themselves to a
delicious selection of refreshments from
local restaurants.

Local Arts

The McLean Community Players
2010 - 2011 Season

Exhibits through July 31

Fantastic Journeys - Juried exhibition
EMERSON GALLERY
Corcoran/MPA Student Art Show
RAMP GALLERY

Red Caboose Gallery
138 Church Street, NE, Vienna
703-349-7178
Summer Group Show
July 2 through July 29
Eric Easthon
Kevin Veara
Suzanne Vigil

Seeing the light

Vale Arts

Mark your calendars for the Vale Arts Show October 1-3.
The Vale Schoolhouse, site for the ValeArts Art Show for more than
13 years, has been used by the Oakton community’s Vale Club since
the 1930’s. Expanding to two shows a year, spring and fall, ValeArts
members exhibit more than 100 original works of art in a three day
weekend. Always remaining fresh and new with a changing variety
of guest artists and assorted media, ValeArts welcomes each visitor to
the colorful world of local art.

Summer on the Green 2010
The Town of Vienna Town Green

A variety of musical entertainament starting at 6:30 pm
Check www.viennava.goiv for schedules.
A Few Reminders: No alcohol, bring blankets and/or lawn chairs and
please keep your pets at home. In case of Inclement Weather please
call the Parks and Recreation Weather Line at 703-255-7842 .

1st Stage Annual Gala Event

1524 Spring Hill Road, McLean www.1stStageTysons.org
Mark your calendars for this annual event on July 31. A celebratory
reception featuring a performance, auction and much more.

ViennaVirginia.com

A S L I D E P R E S E N T A T I O N A N D T A L K B Y
R O T T E R D A M G L A S S A R T I S T B R I T H A M M E R
Friday, September 24, 2010
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Free admission
Reserved seating

Maverick Mosaics Art School & Studio
145 Church Street NW
Vienna, VA 22180
www.maverickmosaics.com

R e s e r v e y o u r s e a t o n l i n e a t h t t p : / / b r i t h a m m e r. e v e n t b r i t e . c o m
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13 Year Old Founder of the Maddie's Blankets Charity Wins Top Honors at
Virginia Scholarship Pageant.
Rachel Carson Middle School 7th grader Madeline Pelgrim, 13, from Oakton, took home top honors when she was crowned
the 2010 Miss Greater Springfield’s Outstanding Teen. Madeline will be representing Springfield, Virginia when she will
compete for the title of Miss Virginia’s Outstanding Teen in Roanoke VA in June 2010.
Madeline has always been active in her community. She has spent countless hours helping both people and animals in
need. She serves a foster parent for cats and kittens through Lost Dogs and Cats Rescue Foundation. Most recently, she
founded “Maddie’s Blankets” a non-profit organization that makes and distributes blankets for children in foster care and
transitional housing as well as for animals in adoption facilities across the state of Virginia (www.maddiesblankets.org).
After completing high school, she intends to pursue her passion for helping animals and others by going on to college to
become a pediatric oncologist.
The Miss Virginia's Outstanding Teen event will occur over our print date, so we wish her luck!

Seniors "Strut their Stuff" at the Tysons Towers Second Annual Fashion Show
Unless you look at an aerial photograph, you would be hard pressed to find to find Tysons Towers Apartments. This
independent senior living complex sits in a private wooded enclave just off Gosnell Road near Leesburg Pike. It's quiet,
serene setting is a sharp contrast to the hustle and bustle found just a couple blocks away.
Built in 1977, the apartments are owned by the Fairfax Education Association (an affiliate of the NEA), and is managed as
an independent senior living community. Not assisted living or a nursing home, but a development for those over 62 or
disabled wanting to live in a comfortable setting designed to provide a convenient, enjoyable, well kept place to live. The
building is staffed to provide services and planned activities for the residents. The goal is to give them the opportunity for
them to stay active and involved. There is a lounge, a library, a formal lobby and beautifully landscaped grounds with a
gazebo. Other amenities include weekly coffee socials (which have turned into breakfasts), an annual bazaar August in that
helps support a grand holiday dinner each December. There are an abundance of activities, classes, speakers, and other
events. One of the events that has become quite the hit is the annual fashion show.
The second annual fashion show at Tysons Towers took place at the end of May and
quite the show it was. Seventeen residents, including three men, modeled their high
fashion couture down the runway for the crowd that was standing room only. These
ladies and gentlemen know how to flaunt their fashion. Decked out in outfits ranging
from traditional clothing from the many countries represented in the building, to
leisure and sportswear, to some "Sunday Best", to formal gowns (with a very studley
white jacket tuxedo), the attendees were all well entertained. It was obviously fun for
the participants as they seemed
comfortable and natural as the
focus of attention posing for
the cameras. It opened with
a wonderful Asian dance and
finished with a dashing group
picture. Congratulations are
deserved by all.
Monica Parks invited us over to
see the show and we are grateful
for the invitation. It was a pleasure
to see a community participate
in a fun and rewarding show. It
was a fabulous time had by all.
The models were exquisite, the
residents and guests appreciative,
and the management and
The fashion show participants: Jane Kilburne, Jasmin Mahin, Monica Parks, Nam Kim, Virginia Penid, Reiko VanGelder, Mahin
planners were rewarded with a
Nakhaie, Kyong Pak, Christine Spencer, Haesoon Kang, Song Lee, Yuk Cheng, Tung Wang, Ghodsieh Haghbin. Back row: John
very successful event.
Jenkins, Wesley Carter, Mosey Maged, Dorothy Smith. Above: Activity Director Roxanne Philman and resident Monica Parks.
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On July 1, Fairfax County Public Libraries' hours changed due to budgetary cutbacks. Regional and Community library
branches, including Patrick Henry, Tysons-Pimmit, and Oakton, will alternate evening and morning hours four days a
week. Although this change results in fewer open hours, the altered schedule allows libraries to stay open later in the
evening until 9 pm. The cuts also include elimination of seventy positions and reduced hours for other positions.

Several County Firms on the List of Top 100 Government
Contractors
Twenty two businesses located in Fairfax County made the list of the top 100 Government Contractors of 2010 published
by Washington Technology Magazine. SAIC and Booze Allen Hamilton were two Tysons based companies on the top
ten of the list. Government contracting is what any believe insulates our area from the negative impact of recessions
that hit other areas much worse. Fairfax County firms have contracts with the Federal Government totallying in excess
of seventeen billion dollars in 2008. That is the second highest total in the nation next to Tarrant County, Texas, which
has federal facilities like the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and major oil company contracts with the government.
Hochlander Davis Photography

around town

Budget Cuts Leaves Public LIbraries with Shorter Schedules

McLean Architectural Firm
Announces Award Winning Green
Project

McLean's A2 Design, Inc. is the recipient of two prestigious awards
for their recent Project in Reston. The new state of the art facility
of The College Board at 11955 Democracy Drive won the 2010
World Building Congress Craftsmanship Award and the prestigious
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold by the
US Green Building Council. Developed by Boston Properties, the nine
story 235,000 square foot building was completed a month ahead
of scedhule and under budget. A2 Design provided the full range of
architectural and engineering services including furniture, art, and
sign selection. A2 Design's success came from their ability to create a
sustainable design while maintaining a collaborative, innovative and
flexible environment. See the project at www.a2design.com

McLean High School Girls Softball Wins First State
Championship
Congratulations to the McLean Girls AAA Softball team for bringing home their first state title. They beat the LeeDavis Confederates 4-2 in the tourney where they won three straight. Not only was it the first title for the softball
team it was the first title to be taken home since 1986 when the girls field hockey team won the AAA Championship.
Lee-Davis has now come in second four times without inning the title.

In Search of "Vienna's #1 Recreating
Family"
The Town of Vienna wants you to celebrate summer by participating in a
family scavenger hunt that runs through August 20th. The idea is to find
some of "Vienna's Hidden Gems", little known places around town that fit
into seven categories: Play in a Safe Place, Play a Sport, Explore Nature,
Explore History, Celebrate the Arts, Make a Lasting Memory, Follow a Trail.
Find a creative place in Vienna that fits the category and take a photo of a
family member participating in some activity for that category. The goal is
to get creative, have some fun and learn about new places around town. A
photo CD must be submitted with your seven photos by August 20. See all the
details at the Town's web site http://www.viennava.gov/Town_Departments/
ViennaScavengerHuntGems.pdf or call 703-255-6360 for more info.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Look! It's Moe Hamilton...
...and he's reading Viva Tysons!
Moe Hamilton is the Executive Director for the McLean office
of Cushman & Wakefield. An award winning, consistent top
producer in Institutional landlord asset representation and
tenant representation, he has been involved with transactions
totaling over 1.8 billion dollars in aggregate value and over 8
million square feet of completed leasing transactions.
With a special focus in the suburban leasing markets of
Metropolitan DC, and with special concentration in the
Tysons Corner and Northern Virginia Markets, Moe Hamilton
is always on top of what's new and changing.
Maybe that's why everyone looking for a presence in the
Tysons Corner market begins their search with a conversation
with Moe. A great guy...and a Viva subscriber. Thanks Moe!

How? Easy! Subscribe today at www.vivatysons.com.

Subscribe Now for Guaranteed Delivery of

In your hand you have the only magazine focused on the Tysons
Corner locale of McLean, Vienna, Great Falls, Oakton, and
Western Falls Church. Nearly a hundred pages. Don't miss out.
Stay up to date with the latest in merchant news, learn something new, find some
great deals, stay informed on the latest traffic and construction issues, hear about the
best in neighborhood dining and shopping, check the calendar for entertaining events,
keep informed about area real estate, hear the latest from our local experts, and more.
All this conveniently delivered to your mailbox six times a year for twelve bucks.
Be part of a hometown publication. Subscribe today. You can even do it from the
comfort of your home or office at www.vivatysons.com, or send a check for $12 with
your name and mailing address to Calamity Media, Box 506, Dunn Loring, VA 22027.

Do it online! www.VivaTysons.com
12
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE Winners
Non Profit of the Year		
Community Partnership Award
Outstanding Business Citizen
Outstanding Community Citizen
New Business
		
Innovative Business			
Commitment Award 		
Entrepreneur				
Beautification Award		
Restaurant of the Year		
Retailer of the Year			
Chairman’s Award			
Firefighter of the Year		
Police Officer of the Year		

Medical Care for Children Partnership Foundation
Chesterbrook Residences
F. Kevin Reynolds
Vic Kimm
Chop N Chicken
McLean Giant
Patricia Butler
Jennifer North
The Lewinsville Coalition
McLean Family Restaurant and J. Gilberts
Safeway Inc.
McLean Volunteer Fire Chief Clyde Clark
Hazardous Materials Technician Steven T. Onufrey
Police Officer First Class Jonathan Ward

around town

2010 McLean Chamber Business and Community Awards

Check out the new web site of The Great McLean Chamber of Commerce!
www.McLeanchamber.org
The Greater McLean Chamber of Commerce enhances the local business community by giving
professionals an opportunity to get connected. Founded nearly fifty years ago, originally as a Business
and Professionals Association, we have evolved into a substanial organization ranked as one of the top
20 Chambers in the Metropolitan Region.
For more information about us and upcoming events, please contact us at 703-356-5424 or visit
www.McLeanchamber.org.
Upcoming Chamber Events
The Business Academy, a program of the Greater McLean
Chamber of Commerce, is designed to educate business
owners on varied topics that one must understand to
successfully operate their business. Each monthly seminar
will be a learning opportunity relevant to business ownership
through the General Counsel, P.C. Business Academy.
Upcoming sessions:
July 28th:
Business Insurance.
August 25th: Health and Disability Insurance.
Sept 22nd:
Branding/Marketing
October 27th: Websites, SEO and Social Media
Nov TBD:
Year End Tax Planning, Personal Wealth
			
Planning and Estate Planning.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Wi-Fi is almost everywhere Windows 7 is hit with
...and next come the fiber optics consumers and business
Wi-Fi technology makes it possible for travelers to keep on
top of business and keep in touch with friends while on the go.
It's a technology that allows getting online at 30,000 feet,
checking in while traveling on a high-speed train or keeping
connected from your tent while camping on a mountain peak.
It started with Wi-Fi hot spots in airports and coffee shops, but
was quickly adopted by hotels that added wireless capability
for their guests.
Southwest Airlines and Alaskan Airlines have been leaders
in equipping domestic flights with Wi-Fi. That service will
soon be expanded to trans-oceanic and trans-European routes.
Others that are equipped with AircellÕs Gogo systems include
Delta, American, AirTran and Virgin. At the end of 2009,
1,200 aircraft had Wi-Fi on board.
In 2010, Amtrak's Acela Express trains, operating in the highspeed Eastern corridors of the U.S., added equipment for WiFi , as did Greyhound on a number of routes.
Some companies are offering direct satellite Internet and
phone service from almost anywhere, be it a tent, a motor
home or mobile office. The equipment requires a dish and the
know-how to point the dish antennas at the proper satellite
location.
The future
Taking communications one dramatic step farther, Google
plans to build (for free) an ultra-fast fiber-optic network in
one or more U.S. cities. Local officials across America have
engaged in battles of one-upmanship to get their hometowns
chosen as a demo site. By the March 26 deadline, Goggle had
received more than 1,100 applications from cities and towns.
The broadband network will be able to transmit 1 gigabit per
second. That's fast enough to download a feature-length movie
in 70 seconds. It's more than 100 times as fast as the typical
connection available in the U.S.
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Microsoft has something to celebrate in its new Windows
7 operating system. It's the hottest-selling product in the
company's 35-year history. By mid-April, it had sold 90
million copies.
At Microsoft, they say the growth rate for the entire consumer
PC market is now 20 percent, as opposed to 6 percent before
Windows 7 shipped. They believe customers were waiting for
the system before they bought new PCs.
Another reason the system is a big hit: For the first time ever,
Microsoft is actually advertising it. Everyone has seen the
neat ads with people who claim, "Windows 7 was my idea."
The company's profits are way up, and they are creating new
technologies, but Time's Daniel Lyons says "Nobody seems
to care." The Apple iPad is still getting all the free publicity!
Maybe Microsoft's forthcoming video game system will bring
some free raves from the press. Its Project Natal is great in
that it lets you control a video game using hand gestures and
no controller. It's a hot unit, according to Lyons, that will
generate excitement.
But if the press doesn't get caught up in it, Microsoft will
just have to trudge along on its own, raking in more then $60
billion a year and carrying 25 percent or more of that down to
the bottom line.

Cell Phones Cause Brain
Tumors. Really???

According to a recently published study in the International
Journal of Epidemiology, there really isn't a definitve answer.
We've been hearing horror stories over the last decase on how
increased cell phone use is a cause for alarm and heavy users
could be destined for brain cancer. Well, once again, the latest
data just doesn't confirm it, but it also doesn't deny it.
Over 10,000 people took part in the study led by epidemiologists
from more than ten countries. This was thought to provide
some useful conclusions, but in reality the findings were
ambiguous and according to the findings, "puzzling". Though
the study did show that the heaviest users were prone to be at
greater risk of brain tumors, when combined with all users,
the risk appeared to be lower. A couple of reasons for the
ambiguity is that cell phone users may not be totally truthful
about their use, and the source of patients may be suspect.
Strict ethics rules about research require studies to work
directly with treating physicians who tend to be overworked
and not spend adequate time providing the needed accuracy
on data.
So is there a risk? Perhaps. If you are a heavy cell phone user
and just can't reduce your use, at least get a hands free device
and keep the readio waves from your phone away from your
head. Better safe than very sorry.

VivaTysons.com

There wasn't quite the hype of the iPad release, but Microsoft
has released Office 2010, the latest version of the world's most
used office suite. After the latest success with Windows 7,
Microsoft is hoping that it’s latest launch will also be a huge
success. Along with a slew of new features, Microsoft's cloud
computing aspirations are given form with the introduction of
browser-based versions of Word and Excel.
The launch really wasn't aimed at the masses... yet. Microsoft
touted the likes of GE and other huge corporate users that keep
the juggernaut we call Microsft on a roll to profitabiliy. It may
take awhile for the concumer to jump on this bandwagon, but
as long as the Fortune 500's start to adopt Office 2010, those
employees may decide to take the plunge at home.
Microsoft’s Office software has become a staple in
the productivity software area, and is installed on the
overwhelming majority of computers. Microsoft Office 2010
is considered to be the fastest of its kind, and it should easily
be better than all of its previous versions. The question still
remains, how much faster and how many more features does
the average home user need? We'll soon find out.
Anticipation for this release has been high and a record number
of beta users downloaded the test version: an estimated 7.5
million. Around 500,000 people are expected to participate
in the virtual launch of Microsoft Office 2010. The pricing
is around $150 for home and student users. The Office 2010
small business and home version will cost $279, and Office
Professional will cost around $499. This version of Office is
said to possess many new features which should lead to fast
adoption by users, similar to what Windows 7 did.
Office is like the weather—you can't get away from it—but
the 2007 version combined the power and the ease of use that
leave earlier versions far behind. If you're happy with Office
2007, you might want to stick with it, unless you truly need one
of the new features in Office 2010, or if you find a real deal.

3D Television: Here it comes!
The success of Avatar has started the 3D bandwagon
rolling and a host of manufacturers have jumped on
board to bring the new technology to our living rooms.
The 2010 Consumer Electronics Show was full of all the
technologies being developed, and of course, most are
proprietary (remember VHS/Beta, HD-DVD/Blueray?).
Here is what we should expect to see.
Panasonic has partnered with Best Buy to bring a 3D
package of a 50 inch plasma full HD 3D television, a 3D
capable Blueray player and of course, the glasses. You'll
get a full 1080p resolution in each eye, and you'll be able
to get the package up to a 65 inch screen size. It appears
Panasonic is ready to heavily discount to jump on market
share, the packages could go for as little as $2,500.
Samsung has alrady shipped 3D TV's ranging from 46
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inch to 55 inch LED's ranging from $2,000 to $3,300. No
package, and no glasses with the TV, but there will be a
bundle of movies with their Blueray 3D players that will
have a pair of glasses. There will also be a a cheaper LCD
version of the 46 inch at around $1,700.
Sony should be releasing their version this summer. These
will be high end models in the 40, 46, and 54 inch sizes
with their new monolithic designs and backlighting. The
range in pricing will be from $4-5,000.
LG and Toshiba expect models to be released late this
year, but the lack of details should tell you to wait until
2011 to see them.
The biggest problem is the technology extras like the 3D
glasses (that can run well over a $100) plus on certain TV's
an IR emitter may be needed at an extra cost of around
$50. These costs will drive up the price, especially if you
have a large family, if you want to watch at the same time!
The hype is here. 3D movies out of Hollywood appear
to be here for the long haul. Remember the issues with
Blueray. You may want to wait to see how this whole
technology works out. There is no question there will be
second and third generation upgrades coming out along
with a drop in prices as everything falls into place.

Technology & You

Office 2010 released in June

OLED: the newest in HDTV

Forget LCD's and plasmas, think about a TV as thick as a pane
of glass, uses less energy, and has a far superior picture and
you get Organic Light Emitting Diodes. Kodak developed
the technology in the 1970's, but it has been so expensive to
produce quality large screens, production hasn't really started
to the consumer market. Dupont recently announced a new
system to "print" the screens. Their manufacturing process can
produce a 50 inch screen in about two minutes significantly
reducing the cost of production. Stay tuned though, since
implementing this technology may take another year. The wait
will definitely be worth it. OLED's use vastly less energy, don't
need a backlight and can be hung on the wall like a painting.
It refreshes about a thousand times faster than current LCD's
and it has almost a 180 degree viewing area. How cool is that?
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Three letter word for
ruining a great summer:

B

DUI

arbecues, picnics, sporting events, beach trips, outdoor concerts are just some of the fun activities we all enjoy
during the summer. Schools are out, people are on vacation and we tend to enjoy the warm weather and all it brings
until the grind returns in September. Too often we can overindulge where alcohol is concerned, and with some
diminished reasoning and poor pre-planning, your fun summer can become a nightmare that can follow you long
past these summer months.

Summer is prime time for driving under the influence (or driving while intoxicated). According to Fairfax County Police, July and
December are the months with the highest DWI arrests. December is due to holiday celebrating, while July is a lot of summer fun
with some poor choices. August tends to be lower only because of the number of people that skip town on vacation. In 2008 the
number of arrests peaked to a fifteen year high with 3,155 arrests. Last year there were 2,987.
Fairfax County Police has a high visibility enforcement program which operates every weekend year around. This program
alternates the use of stationary sobriety checkpoints with roving directed patrols. Officers are assigned to the operation with
the sole purpose of removing intoxicated drivers from the county's roadways. These operations move through their eight police
districts from week to week so that they occur throughout the county. Not only do they arrest drunk drivers, but these high
visibility operations serve as a deterrent to other drivers who observe them and provide public education and awareness. Over
15,000 drivers were screened during 2009 through 22 Sobriety Checkpoints, and 29 Directed Patrols.
Beginning in May, all district stations increase patrol focusing on drunk drivers and implement special enforcement programs
due to high school prom and graduation season. This is traditionally one of the most dangerous times of year for youthful
drivers. These programs are in addition to the under age alcohol stings the Fairfax County Police operate, which are
used to prevent the sale of alcohol to those under the legal age of 21. Under age police cadets attempt to purchase
alcohol at retail establishments and if they are successful, an arrest is made. There is also a second program called
"Shoulder Tap" (which was started in 2006), in which an under age police cadet will approach a citizen in a parking
lot of a retail establishment and ask them to purchase alcohol for them. If they do, an arrest is made. In these cases
the cadet is always honest and if asked will admit that he is under age. When the stings in 1997, about 42% of the
businesses entered sold alcohol to under age cadets. In 2009 the number was down to under 4%. With Shoulder
Tap, there was a 12% arrest rate in 2006, and in 2009 were down to 7.69%. The point is obviously getting across.
So if you get caught driving under the influence, what is the penalty?
First time offense (class 1 misdemeanor): minimum 250 dollar fine up to 2500 dollar fine; possibility of up to
one year in jail, and enrollment in the ASAP (Alcohol Safety Action Program) of which there is a cost of
about $450. Your license will be suspended for one year, but getting that waived or just restricted is not
uncommon for a first offense. If the person's blood alcohol content (BAC) is over .15 (.08 being the legal
limit) and not more than a .20 there is a mandatory minimum 5 days in jail. If the BAC is over .20 there is
a mandatory minimum of 10 days in jail.
If there is a second offense within 5 years or less of the first offense, the mandatory minimum fine becomes
$500 and minimum mandatory jail time is one month (20 days in jail is required) up to one year. Second
offense in 10 years the mandatory minimum fine if $500 and minimum mandatory jail time of one month (10
days in jail required).
The circumstances of each case may sway the judge in terms of the sentence. There are a number
of other legal issues that also apply (you may want to look at VA State code 18.2-266-271 for more
detail). A drivers license may be revoked or suspended and an ignition interlock system can be
ordered to be placed on the offender's vehicle.
So if going to jail, paying a fine, losing your privilege to drive, having a felony on your record, and
being embarrassed in front of your friends, family and community isn't enough, think about how
often the consequences are even worse. Death, injury, property and vehicle damage, is just the
start. Damages from law suits, the guilt of killing someone, and the stigma being the cause of so
many terrible consequences will stay with you the rest of your life.
Play it safe while having fun. If you're going to imbibe, have a designated driver or take a cab. Watch
your guests and don't serve those under-age. Make it a summer to remember... in a good way.
Thanks to Captain Susan Culin, Commander, Traffic Division, Fairfax County Police
Department for providing statistics and information about DUI enforcement and prevention.
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“I know that half
of my advertising
doesn’t work. The
problem is . . .
I don’t know
which half.”
- John Wanamaker

Some say advertising is fun and easy to do, like playing

the piano . . . until you try it.
Let Viva Tysons! and Calamity Media help you with
your advertising strategy. We’ll put your message
in front of the audience that lives and works in your
community. Micro-targeted to maximize ROI.
And we don’t stop there. We bring your message to our
local web portal for even more exposure, allowing you
more room for more details…and pictures.
Just a call to our advertising department brings us to
your door step to answer any questions and explore the
opportunity. Remember . . . we're in the neighborhood.
Call us at 703.442.9410- Ask for the “other half”
info@vivatysons.com
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Healthier Carpets... Healthier Home

Oriental Rug Washing & Wall to Wall Steam Cleaning
Oriental Rug Cleaning

20% OFF

In Plant Rug Cleaning
Oﬀer good through 7/15/10 • Not valid with any other oﬀers

Wall to Wall Steam

any 3 areas 139. 400 sq ft
4 to 6 Areas 199. 800 sq ft
6 to 8 Areas 299. 1,000 sq ft

Oﬀer good through 7/15/10 • Not valid with any other oﬀers

We Fix And Repair All Types:

See how we get your carpets sparkling clean on our web site

www.hadeedcarpet.com 703-836-1111

ViennaVirginia.com
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Public art gardens?
It’s elementary!
by Brit Hammer-Dijcks

Artist Bonnie
Fitzgerald helps
students leave
their mark
The first thing you see when you turn into the driveway at
Hunters Woods Elementary School in Reston is a large, colorful
mural made by 200 sixth graders along with artist in residence
Bonnie Fitzgerald and her team. The 2009 artwork welcomes you
with the words respect, honesty, compassion and responsibility—
words that give you an idea what else is being taught at the
school.
Hunter Woods is an arts and science magnet and since 1999
has been a model school with the Kennedy Center’s Changing
Education Through the Arts program (CETA).
Through the program teachers learn new
ways to integrate the arts into the curriculum
to improve student participation and learning
retention. In addition, each year the school
brings in an artist in residence to help the
graduating class create a public artwork to
leave behind as their legacy, and for the past
two years that artist has been Fitzgerald.
What makes the artist in residence program
special is how it’s funded—by the PTA.
Despite government cuts on funding for the
arts, PTA members have voted a big “YES!”
to public art and hold fund-raisers to continue
the program. It just goes to show what a
little conscious spending will do, and what’s
not to love about that? Everyone benefits—
including the community.
Teachers use the art garden as an outdoor
classroom, bringing students there for
reading, writing and other lessons. Several
sculptures and murals decorate the grounds,
and the most recent addition is a gift from
the 2010 graduating class—a series of eight
artworks collectively titled “If I Were an Animal”. Look closely
and you’ll see—between the cats, butterflies, wolves, birds, lions,
monkeys and mice—words including "compassion" and "imagine"
(look closely at the photo of the mosaic and you'll see them). Those
powerful words bring to mind the teachings of Mahatma Gandhi
and John Lennon, each of whom left behind a great legacy.
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Does your local elementary
school have a public art
garden and artist in residence
program? It should.

What’s more, the individual animals are signed and the artwork
dated so that everyone who comes to enjoy the garden knows
who helped create it, and Fitzgerald’s name is there along with
Principal Olivia Toatley and many teachers.
To some people the idea of working with 200 kids might seem
overwhelming, but Fitzgerald is completely in her element
because the same number of kids go through her licensed summer
art camps at Maverick Mosaics Art School & Studio in Vienna.
The week-long program teaches mosaic art, paper mache and
sculpture to children ages 5-16 and lets them
experiment with various techniques under the
supervision of Fitzgerald and four apprentices.
The goal is not just to introduce kids to art but
to encourage them to experiment—to play.
Fitzgerald is a big believer in creative
expression and self-discovery through having
fun. She also believes in building community
through art. As a past Executive Board Member
of the Society of American Mosaic Artists
(SAMA), Fitzgerald has fostered relationships
with many schools and civic organizations and
has donated her time and resources to several
worthy causes, including the Discovery Creek
Children's Museum in DC and Crafts for a Cure.
At the core, Fitzgerald believes in sharing—her
experience, network and joy of life—which is
what has made Maverick popular with leftbrained executives seeking to reconnect with
their inner artists.
Pablo Picasso is often quoted as having said
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how
to remain an artist once we grow up.” That’s
where Fitzgerald’s sharing comes in—she
brings in renowned artists from all around the world, each skilled
in an area, to share their knowledge with students. No, not
because she has to—because she wants to.
Fitzgerald wants to make it fun for adults to remember how to be
an artist so that they—like the kids at Hunters Woods—can leave
their mark on the world. That is HER legacy.
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health & fitness

Golf
Conditioning:

The Big 3
By Pat McCloskey

T

he athletic world has fully embraced
the positive effects of sports specific
conditioning
for
performance
enhancement and injury prevention.
However, most golfers do not know what type
of training will help most positively impact their
golf game and reduce their chances of injury.
Worse yet, many golfers may actually hinder their
performance and predispose themselves to injury
by training incorrectly.
Training for a sport must include exercises that
improve “movement quality” specific to that sport.
Movement quality for golfers can be enhanced
by focusing on golf’s “big 3” regions of the body
- the ankles, hips, and the thoracic region of the
upper back. Golfers will generate more powerful
movement and torque provided that the “big 3”
joints move smoothly and the muscles affecting
them are correctly trained to generate force within
a full range of motion. In addition to improving
force generation capacity, training the “big 3” can
also help prevent injury or aggravation of other
areas of the body. Almost all joints in the body can
move rotationally, but some such as the knees and
low back are not designed to rotate very much.

If a golfer does not have good rotational range
at the ankles, hips and upper back, he may likely
force too much rotation at the knees and low back
and thus open the door to overuse injuries in those
areas. Even the neck, shoulders and elbows are
more vulnerable to strain while golfing if the “Big
3” are not able to perform their jobs adequately.
To optimally enhance movement quality for golf,
training must also be “proprioceptively” consistent
with golf. Proprioceptors are the nerves that give
information and direction for all movement. They
are like wires and sensors that are part of the
body’s computer. Some proprioceptors detect
changes in speed of motion, some “turn on” only
at the very end range of a motion, and others
only respond to “load” or tension in a muscle or
tendon. Many exercises do not provide the right
types of stimulus to these “golf” proprioceptors.
For example, working exclusively on machines,
or only at slow/controlled speeds, or in limited
ranges of motion, or isolating body parts instead
of training the body as one integrated forceproducing unit, or not exercising in the 3 planes of
motion in which the body moves (particularly the
transverse or rotational plane).
As one great example of an exercise that could
“proprioceptively” fire up the ankles, hips and
upper back (and every muscle connecting them!)
for golf, try this: balance on your right leg with
a slight knee bend and your left foot lightly toe
touching next to it. Now take both hands and
reach forward at waist height as far as you can
and then back overhead 6 times. Next go hands
overhead and reach a little right then left 6
times, and lastly, with your hands extended at
shoulder height, rotate left and right as far as you
can control. Start slowly and then increase your
speed, only go as far as you can control, let your
hips move freely, and do as much work as possible
with the R leg. Then, switch and repeat on the Left
with a right toe touch for the same numbers. You
can gradually increase the range of motion, the
repetitions, and maybe even add a light weight
like holding your putter in your hands. This one
will really turn on the golf critical muscles in ways
that will pay off on the tee box!
Pat McCloskey is the Director of One To One Fitness Centers,
the area’s leading professional training team for over 23 years.
They have locations in Tysons, Reston, and downtown DC and
specialize in custom training for individuals and small groups.
For information, call 703-848-0881. www.1to1fitness.com
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*New clients only. Limited time offer.

Eat healthy, eat light & eat often.

Better Together: Training + Nutrition
Introducing Nutrition Together. Now, in addition to one-onone personal training, your Fitness Together program includes
personalized nutritional counseling to help you eat right and
support your fitness goals.

health & fitness

Forget the Fad diets. Forget the gimmicks.

Call today and schedule a free Personal Training
or Nutrition Session.*
Fitness Together Tysons
2235 Cedar Lane, Ste 102
Vienna, VA 22182

703.289.9909

fitnesstogether.com/Tysons
follow us on Facebook at Fitness Together Dunnloring/Tysons-Vienna

Here's how salt raises
your blood pressure

S

ugar and salt, salt and sugar, if one isn't making the news,
the other one is. Consuming too much sugar will make
you gain weight. Considering its calorie count, that's
understandable. Salt is a more complicated subject. It
raises your blood pressure, but how it does this dastardly deed is a
mystery to most of us. Read on.
Salt plays a key role in your electrolyte balance. Too much salt can
keep the volume of blood circulating in the body higher than it
should be. When that happens, the high blood volume puts pressure
on blood vessel walls. To protect themselves, the blood vessels
thicken and narrow. That means the heart has to work harder to push the blood through a smaller space. The harder push
raises blood pressure.
There may be other factors working at the same time to raise the pressure, but doctors at Johns Hopkins and the Institute of
Medicine's Committee on Strategies to Reduce Sodium Intake believe salty diets are the main culprit.
Salt peaks the flavor of many foods, but Americans are going overboard on using it. They consume up to twice as much as they
should, which could be the reason why nearly one-third of adult Americans have high blood pressure.
Avoiding the salt shaker can help reduce consumption. But processed foods contain 75 percent to 80 percent of the salt in
your diet. You never see it and can't identify it when you eat it. You should only have 150 to 200 mg of salt at a meal, so read
packaged and canned food labels to see how much they contain. Rinsing canned vegetables before cooking can help.
Dining out can be a problem. Some meals at chain restaurants contain two to five days worth of your salt limit. Eating in is
better than eating out. Choose fresh foods when possible. Processing always includes a lot of salt. A serving of potatoes au
gratin from dry mix, for example may contain 50 times as much salt as one baked potato.

ViennaVirginia.com
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The Eclectic Medicine Cabinet:

Healthy Food at Costco
by Judy Caplan

T

his concept is finally grabbing hold in both mainstream
medicine and in mainstream America. Even the
Cleveland Clinic, perhaps America’s premier heart
institute, has gone green and is focusing on wellness.
With this trend in mind, my trip to Costco the other day
was enlightening.
Costco represents the best and the worst of America. The best
because we can see how productive we are as a nation (although
many of the products are not made here) and how abundant is our
food supply. And yes the prices are great. Yet, walking into a warehouse filled to the brim with over sized boxes of
goods and with shopping carts to match confirms the obvious: we are obese in body and in mind.
Not only do you need a large vehicle to carry home all the items purchased, you also need a tremendous amount
of storage space at home. I know many businesses purchase their goods at Costco, hence the large packaging,
but for the average family it is overkill.
However, Costco gets a high five when it comes to stocking many great products that promote health and
wellness and for less money than Whole Foods or Trader Joe's (though I still love both of these stores.) Plus it is
great to be able to buy your cleaning and household products at the same time you grocery shop. Take a friend
with you on your next trip and share the bounty. Here are some products that shine:
1. Kirkland Whole Dried Blueberries - These are a great super food (though they contain a little added
sugar) and have no sulfur dioxide. All of the dried fruit other than raisins had added sulfur dioxide.
Sulfur dioxide is a preservative that keeps foods from rotting and also has anti-microbial properties. In
certain susceptible individuals it can cause respiratory problems. Even though blueberries are high in
antioxidants, remember that dried fruit is also high in calories. 1/4 cup equals one serving of fruit. Add
blueberries to Irish oatmeal or mix them with raw almonds for a quick pick-me-up. They are great with
plain yogurt too.
2. Pacific Organic Chicken Broth – These broths are great to have on hand for quick homemade soups
and flavorful rice. You can also add it to many savory recipes instead of water to add more flavor.
3. Amy's Organic Soups - Both the lentil and minestrone look good and the sodium content is reasonable.
They are full of fiber and low in fat. These can make a dinner when you have no time and there is
nothing to eat in the house. Add a salad and a hunk of whole grain bread dipped in olive oil and you are
good to go.
4. Home Foods Tofu - Good for all you vegans. Add to Pho soups, stir fry, and eggs. Baked tofu marinated
in a sauce of low sodium soy sauce, fresh ginger, chili paste, rice wine vinegar, and toasted sesame oil
is really delicious. Bake at 350 for 45 minutes.
5. Brothers All Natural Crisps - Freeze dried fruit! Sweet and delicious. Nothing but fruit. Throw these foil
packs into your lunch bag, purse, or back pack. Keep in the car. Great for hikes.
6. Cheese - Lots of great low fat choices. Favorites include: Cabot 50% reduced fat cheddar and Babybel Light.
These cheese are very satisfying without all the guilt. Add to a school lunch or offer as an after-school snack.
7. POM - With all the grim news on diet sodas being more addictive than cocaine, POM is a good way to
kick the habit. Mix 1/4 cup of POM into an 8 oz. glass of bubbly water. Add a lime and you are good-togo. Plus sodas are now linked to heart disease because of their role in elevating triglycerides, a type of
Fitness - if it came in a bottle, everybody would have a great body. -Cher
I am pushing sixty. That is enough exercise for me. -Mark Twain
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There are of course many other great products at Costco
but beware of all the junk. Just like real life, you have
to steer clear of trouble so forget purchasing sweets in
bulk and read labels to avoid bad fats, refined flours, and
additives. So, despite its flaws, shopping at Costco can
contribute to your eclectic medicine cabinet, also known
as your kitchen.

health & fitness

fat in the blood. POM is full of antioxidants
and great for the brain. Other juices like
grape, black cherry, and cranberry are also
high in antioxidants.
8. Fresh Produce - Here is where Costco shines,
especially in winter when there is no local
produce available. In the summer though, I
would head out to the local farmer’s markets
and support our neighborhood growers.
9. Olive Oil - Lots of good cold pressed brands
to choose from. Only problem is they come
in huge bottles and unless you use lots of
olive oil it may go rancid before you finish the
bottle. Once opened, store in your massive
Sub Zero to keep fresh or if you have a
normal refrigerator pour into smaller bottles
and share with friends. If the opened bottles
are not used within about four weeks, store
in fridge. Loosen oil under hot water for a
second before using.

Workout wear that is not just for working out!
We specialize in unique and functional fitness wear for
all body types and types of activities to include yoga,
Pilates, running, cycling, triathlons, swimming, tennis,
and even shopping!

www.DressToSweat.com
Contact Lynn for a personal appointment today. Located in the heart of Tysons Corner.

703-749-5304

lynn@dresstosweat.com

Judy Caplan is a registered dietitian with a private practice in preventive health in
Vienna, VA. Her children’s book, Gobey Gets Full – Good Nutrition in a Nutshell,
is now available. Visit www.GoBeFull.com for more information about Judy and
her company, Nutrition Ammunition.

Exercises that increase core strength are all the rage among
everyone from top athletes to fitness buffs and people who just
want their bodies to be strong.
The Mayo Clinic recommends strengthening the muscles
in your back, pelvis, hips and abdomen because they work
together to maintain your balance and stability.
No special equipment is needed because any exercise that
uses the trunk without support counts as a core exercise.
Abdominal crunches qualify. Push-ups count too, as do push-ups on your knees or standing against a wall.
Want to tone your abs? Core exercises strengthen and tone abdominal muscles. To reduce belly fat, however, you
need aerobic activity. With a strong core your help prevent lower back pain and muscle injuries. A strong core makes
it easier to do everything from swinging a golf club to tying shoes. Core exercises don't take much time, especially at
first. Gradually work up to 10 to 15 repetitions of each exercise two or three times a week.
Try these core exercises:
• The glute bridge: Lie on your back with arms at your sides and knees bent. Lift hips until knees, hips and shoulders
are in a straight line. Hold for two or three seconds.
• Lateral pillar bridge: Lie on your side propped up on one elbow. Lift your hip to make a straight line from ankle to
shoulder. Hold for 15 to 30 seconds.
• Plank with arm lift: Start in a push-position. Without moving your torso, lift the left arm up and slightly to the left. Hold
one or two seconds, then switch to the other arm.

Focus on the
Core of Strength

ViennaVirginia.com
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E xercise , Discomfort, & Choices

Are you avoiding exercise or your favorite activities due to pain?
We are all aware that regular exercise and/or activity (i.e., gardening,
house cleaning) allow for a higher quality of life. We have more stamina
and strength to do the things we like to do. For some, the motivation for
exercise is more about addressing a current health issue. On the other
side of the coin – many people who would like to exercise have (in their
mind) a legitimate reason for not exercising - pain and discomfort. There
are degrees of pain and injury. Obviously, I am not recommending that
someone with a broken ankle should go running. However, I have often
experienced clients avoiding certain activities because the activity is too
difficult for them to do, or awkward. “Getting old” is a common reason
given for avoiding specific activities; in this article I want to challenge this
generally accepted response.

When physical discomfort is experienced during exercise or activity, it is
actually a signal from your body. Your body is telling you it can no longer
compensate for poor postural alignment. For example, I have witnessed numerous
I. Everted and/or flat feet people walking on a treadmill and holding on for dear life! When I ask, “Why don’t
(a reduced or elongated)
you walk without holding on?” I receive the following responses: “I will lose my
balance; I won’t be able to go as fast; I can’t use the incline without holding on.” If
you happen to be one these people, my suggestion is to change the premise of your
thinking to, “What is going on in my body that I am not able to do activity X?”
Chronic discomfort or pain let us know there is some form a misalignment,
dysfunction or compensation happening due to poor posture. For example, check
out the these examples of the sitting posture.

II. Kyphosis of the spine
(Curved/hunched spine)

With these postures your rib cage begins to press down on major organs; your
diaphragm and lungs do not expand efficiently. You can easily to see how neck and
back problems emerge. Your flexibility is reduced in the shoulder joint which usually
results in chronic shoulder pain. Your shoulder blades will no longer adduct (move
towards each other), which over time will give a person the hunch-back look. This
position further affects the lower back, hip joint, and knee joints. If one joint or area
of your body is not functioning in the way it is designed, it affects the rest of the
body. Often, where you’re feeling the pain IS NOT where the problem lies.
Your body is designed to move and to maintain right angles at each of the eight
load joints (shoulders, hips, knees, and ankles). Poor posture leads to weakened
and tight muscles, strained ligaments and joints. If you have any of the posture
misalignments as shown to the left (flat or everted feet, the hunching and curving or
kyphosis of the spine, or knocking knees), injury, pain and discomfort are very likely
coming your way – if they are not already present.

III. Valgus knees
(Knock Knees)

What is amazing is you can do a lot to correct or improve these conditions by
working with a Posture Alignment Specialist. I have seen tremendous change in
working with people with various postural dysfunctions and compensations. It is
a time investment on your part – and it will change your life! You will be able to do
many, if not all, the activities you have been avoiding due to chronic pain. Hence,
instead of avoiding activity investigate what you can do to live your life fully and
without chronic pain! We only have one body…please put time into taking care of it.
Your rewards will far outweigh your effort!

Cindy Pavell, M.S (Exercise Science & Health)
PAS I Posture Alignment Specialist
Fitness + Wellness www.fitnesspluswellness.com
703-298-8198 cpavell@cox.net
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The Secret That Helped This Mom Get Rid
of Her Post-Baby “Muffin Top”!
Michelle is a local mom who enjoys having two wonderful kids,
but she did not enjoy the belly fat, or “muffin top”, that she
gained having her kids. Like many women, she tried consistent
dieting and exercising, but the belly fat would not budge. Luckily,
she came across a new body contouring treatment.
“I was skeptical, but admittedly desperate, so I decided to try
the Zerona® body contouring laser”, explains Michelle. Zerona®
treatments utilize cold laser beams that cause fat cells to open
and empty their contents. The cells deflate like balloons, and
then repair themselves. Meanwhile, the fat gets transported
through the lymph system, processed by the liver, and eliminated naturally by the body.
“Since this laser is not destroying anything, I felt that it was worth a try”, continues Michelle. “The treatments were
easy and painless. I was able to continue my daily routine, including exercising and running after the kids! I did have to
temporarily decrease the fat in my diet, but it was worth the effort!”
“For six years I have struggled with the ‘muffin top’ that remained after I had my two kids”, concludes Michelle. “Then I
tried the Zerona® body contouring laser at Dr. Nicole Hayre’s office. For the first time since I had my kids, I don’t have
unsightly flab over the top of my jeans! I lost 11 inches total without losing even one pound. It’s been six months, and
I am still in my skinny jeans!”
Michelle’s before and after photos along with details about a Summer special (space is limited) can be viewed at
www.cosmetic-dermatology-center.com under Zerona® Body Contouring, listed under services.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Church Street Merchants
We welcome two new businesses to historic Church
Street! Sanctuary on Church is a new interior
design firm providing home accessories and design
services from silk flowers to new additions. Caffe
Amouri is a new cafe serving up fresh roasted
coffee, hand shaken teas, and more. Welcome!

A Single Wiretm
Fine Handmade Jewelry
Nothing is merely put together

703-938-1155

115 Church Street, Vienna

The unique details and inclusions of each
gemstone allow me to create one of a kind
pieces. Each stone speaks a design for my work
and allows me to craft something unique and
one of a kind. From clasp, chain and pendant all
made by my hands and A Single Wire.
Fernanda Zanette | www.asinglewire.com | 703.344.1027

The Artfull Gift Shop

~ Think Artfully, Shop Locally

New Items Every Day!!







Hours:



Contact Us:



www.artfulgiftshop.com
Peggy James, Owner
145 B Church St. NW Vienna. VA 22180
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Bazin’s On Church
111 Church Street, NW
Vienna, VA 22180
703.255.7212

www.bazinsonchurch.com

sales - serVice
rePairs - renTals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recumbents
Trikes
Tandems
Adaptive
Folding Bikes
Kids

128a c hUrch s TreeT , nW V ienna

703-938-8900 www.BikesAtVienna.com
VivaTysons.com

Karen Sherwood, local mother turned entrepreneur, "just did it" when her dissatisfaction with
the number of convenient healthy choices available in our area drove her into the organic health
food business. Nourish Market opened June 4 as a culmination of her desire to provide what was
lacking in convenient healthy food stores. The McLean store is 1,800 square feet, about the size of
a convenience store, but is stocked with items you would find in a much larger organic food store.
“The store offers professionals, parents, and students healthy foods that nourish the body;
provides environmentally sustainable products that are good for the earth; and allows shoppers the
convenience that fits with the demands of today’s lifestyle,“ said Karen.
Her endeavor to create this healthy and organic "grab n' go" concept was full of the delays and headaches every business
owner experiences when trying to open a store. Issues like permits and zoning held up her progress, but did that discourage
her? Not in the least. She decided to get her feet wet and buy an existing operation. Her acquisition of Kennedy's Natural
Foods in Falls Church, a long time icon of health food in the area, actually kept her on course for Nourish Market. Now
with twelve employees, an established store to operate, a pending grand opening, and all the
financial issues that all brings, well, you can imagine it got a little stressful. The on-the-job
training and perseverance has gotten her to her goal. There will be a strong synergy with the
Kennedy's store as they are have a larger focus on supplements, vitamins etc. At some point
a rebranding will occur to better tie the two stores together without losing the neighborhood
history of Kennedy's.
“Nourish Market is a perfect union of wanting to serve my family healthy foods and providing
food that had positive ramifications for the environment,” explained Sherwood. “Nourish
Market customers have the option to stop in, grab some healthy food and non-toxic household
goods, and be on their way.” In addition, the store will provide productKaren Sherwood stands among her variety of natural, organic
information to help its customers understand the value of making healthy foodand healthy offerings at her new store, Nourish Market.
choices.
The organic and natural food business is a fast-growing sector of the economy. Locally, MOM's Organic Market, which has
several metro area stores, signed a lease for the new Merrifield town center. Whole Foods was the first area large supermarket
to put a focus on organic and natural, and even local heavyweights Giant Food and Harris Teeter have expanded their natural
organic offerings. There is an obvious growing market for these niche products.
There still needs to be a better choice in the quick service arena. Sherwood wants to be able to provide healthy and nutritious
choices for so many of us with hectic and stressful schedules with the need for a fast and easy way to make those choices. The
pending LEED Green certified building will offer deli products, natural drinks, baby and pet products, personal care products,
produce, kids' snacks and more. Though no kitchen is on the premises, the prepared food offerings come from Kennedy's
which has always had a great reputation for their salads, baked goods, and vegetarian dishes.
We offer Karen our congratulations and best of luck to her success. Check out more information at www.nourishmarket.com
or just stop in for a quick stop and a healthy snack at 8100 Old Dominion Drive in McLean (at Spring Hill Road).

More Merchant News...
•
•

•

•

•

Maggie's Timeless Treasures in Vienna is now open offering eclectic, unique and retro furniture, jewelry, accessories
and more. You can find them at 320 Maple Avenue East.
STS Health & Fitness in McLean is moving just down the street in July to Elm Street Fitness. Memberships will now
be available to the new facility along with their personal training services. Now you can choose from truly personal
training (as in private rooms), or the more traditional studio workout. State-of-the art equipment and highly trained
staff will make this the place to get in shape in McLean.
Pizzeria Orso is now open in Falls Church at 400 South Maple Avenue. Edan MacQuaid brings unique brick-oven
pizzas and more to the ever-developing downtown area. How? It's 800 degrees in that oven, making the kind of crisp
crust that makes a pizza... well, a great pizza. Edan has the experience as he was part of the 2 Amy's and Paradiso
Pizza success stories. Northern Virginia has always been in need of more good pizza; this should be a delicious
addition.
Nostos is opening at 8100 Boone Boulevard late this fall in the old Chutzpah Deli spot (yes, they closed in June). This
Greek restaurant will highlight a fun bar with famous small plates. Owner Peter Pagonis currently owns Mykonos
Grill in Rockville.
JP Brehony Homes is now offering their new "Cottage Collection" of in-town Vienna homes starting in the $800's.
Seven livable and affordable home plans, which build out between 2,116 and 2,600 square feet. The Cottage
Collection includes homes with three to six bedrooms and offers master bedrooms on the main or upper levels.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Reader's Restaurant Review

Chef Geoff’s restaurant in Tysons occupies the spot formerly filled by Colvin
Run Tavern in a shopping center off of Leesburg Pike. And while it does not
share the same upscale refinement in its cuisine, if offers something its
predecessor clearly did not: simplicity and wide arching appeal. One glance
at its menu informs diners that their options run the gamut from small
plates, sizeable appetizers, salads, house made pizzas and proper entrees all
with an interesting twist on creative American cuisine. Another advantage
Chef Geoff’s has over other local choices is that there is an obvious attention
to detail with ingredients.
For instance, their pizzas are enhanced by mozzarella that is made fresh daily
and there is no mistaking the difference in its creamy, lush texture melted
atop each pie. The selection of burgers and sandwiches are accompanied by
hand cut fries (regular or sweet potato) or chips that are both perfectly fried
to a golden crisp and addictive to eat in their own right. Knowing that most
menu items are prepared from scratch makes for a difficult decision. Whether
to order a handful of small plates, like the roasted meatballs or bite size BLT’s,
over one of the featured entrees a tough call. Fortunately, depending on your
expense account and frame of mind, you can choose either or maybe just one
of the substantial salads to go with your glass of wine.

Think you can
be a restaurant
reviewer? Send
us your best shot!
Email us your
review of your
favorite restaurant
and if we publish it,
get a $50 certificate
to a fine local
restaurant. See
details on page 17.

Either way, be sure to save room for dessert, as the selection is both
imaginative and hard to refuse. The cinnamon sugar donuts are sinful dipped
either into a frothy cappuccino or the garnishing side of chocolate pudding.
Buttery and fragrant, the pineapple upside down cake is complimented by a
spiced ice cream that adds its own element of complexity to the otherwise
homespun confection.
Clearly a popular spot for business lunches among local executives but also a
big hit among families given the menu’s diverse offerings, the restaurant has
something for everyone, including serious foodies. Nightly prix fixe specials
and happy hour deals strengthen its appeal as a hot spot for date nights.
Chef Geoff’s is a welcome addition to the Tysons complex that should thrive
among the hearty restaurant scene.
Contributed by Molly Zemek, avid Viva Tysons! reader.

Maggio's Grilled Chicken
Breast Salad

by Chris Maggio of Skorpio's in Vienna
It’s his best selling salad by far! His boneless
Chicken Grilled Breast Salad (here’s the secret
marinate)… perfect for summer or anytime!
Makes a salad for two…
¼ tea spoon Granulated Garlic
¼ tea spoon White Pepper
¼ tea spoon Oregano
1/8 tea Paprika
2 oz Oolive oil
1 oz Fresh Lemon Juice
1Lb Fresh Chicken Breast
Crisp Iceberg lettuce and Salad Fixin’s
(tomatoes, cukes, olives, sport peppers)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mix ingredients and Marinate Chicken in refrigerator overnight.
Grill breast until cooked…chunk into 1’ pieces.
Serve chicken over bed of Lettuce and Salad fixin’s.
Add Feta or Mozzarella to preference.

"EffenTM Black Cherry Martini"
by Albert Cornejo- Ruth's Chris Steak House, Tysons Corner

3oz EffenTM Vodka
2oz Cranberry Juice
3/4 oz Fresh Lime
1 oz Simple Syrup
Fill shaker with ice and
add ingredients. Shake
and strain into Martini
Glass.
Garnish with Lime Wheel. Enjoy!

Enjoy!
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Dining with Debbie...
...at the Serbian Crown

I

fell in LOVE with emu at the Serbian Crown
Restaurant in Great Falls. Not who is emu, but what
is emu??? (Same question I asked my server). Emu
is a large bird, similar to the ostrich whose meat is
considered to be a wonderful delicacy. And to my
surprise it was. I was truly stepping out of my "comfort
food zone" and ordered the Assorted Wild Game Dish on
the menu. The sampling included wild boar, emu, venison
and antelope and of those four items, venison was the only
meat to have to previously passed by my lips. Served with
scalloped potatoes and a vegetable, I devoured my meal
like a true carnivore. My less-than-adventuresome dining
companion chose the Grilled Salmon with Bearnaise,which
I of course sampled (grabbing food off another's plate is
totally acceptable when you are the restaurant reviewer
for Viva Tysons) and that too was delicious. But I'm getting
ahead of myself...
Like the civilized diners that we are, we started with the
appetizers, the Avocado, Crabmeat with Remoulade sauce
and Shrimp Sauteed with Brandy. Had to pass on the
assorted caviars being offered, not a personal favorite,
but if you fancy yourself a caviar aficionado, this would be
your place!!! With our gastric cavities brimming, we were
presented with a dessert plate with assorted homemade
cakes. Ahhh.. heavenly.
The evening was so enjoyable I went back Wednesday
evening to observe the Piano sing-along with Tom Saputo.
We are not talking karaoke here...these folks could belt
out a tune and many took a turn on the dance floor. My
friend and I dined on The Serbian Salad and the Liver Pate
hoping that if we kept our mouths full, we would not be
asked to sing. Hey I'm a foodie...not a singer!!! We washed
down our food with ice cold raspberry flavored vodka,
having selected raspberry over 14 other types of flavored
vodka.
The evening ended much too soon. All good parties
must come to an end. Oh... besides emu, I have two new
additional loves in my life...Rene, the charming owner
and JB who has worked with Renee for the past 25 years.
(Yes...he is quite charming as well!) Stop by and say hello.
The Serbian Crown is located at 1141 Walker Road at
Colvin Run Road, Great Falls. Telephone 703-759-4150 or
visit www.SerbianCrown.com. - Debbie Casey, Viva Tysons!
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We’ll help you stand out from the crowd.
P ro u d Member of

Allegra of Tysons Corner has marketing
support services that will help you get
noticed. These proven strategies, along
with creative design services and on-site
production capabilities will allow Allegra to
reinvigorate the face you show to the world.

MARKETING • PRINT • MAIL

1577 Spring Hill Road, Suite 110
Vienna,VA 22182
703.556.0155
www.printallegra.net

Nova Concierge Services, LLC

Nova Concierge Services LLC offers expert consultation
in computer repair, network setup and troubleshooting,
software & hardware installation, POS systems, virus
remediation, custom built computers and more.
Call Andrea Schaaf at 703.405.7105
nova.experts@gmail.com

www.NovaConciergeServices.com
References available. Licensed and insured.
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Expert Auto Repair Since 1952

Guaranteed !
Foreign and Domestic Auto and Light Truck Repairs
Trust your car to our local mechanics for of all your service
needs, scheduled maintenance, and inspections
without any risk to your vehicle’s warranty!

Mclean Automotive Service Center
1387 Chain Bridge Road, Mclean

703.356.7730

703.356.3730

www.mcleanautoservice.com

ViennaVirginia.com
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Local Artists
Spotlight
Moses Rayo
You come to nature with all her
theories, and she knocks them all flat.
-Renoir

The Anniversary, oil on canvas, 16x12

I have always envied the artist. Someone
who could put on canvas what he sees
with his eyes, feels in his heart and
executes with his hands. Even more
than talent, I have lived in awe of the
dedication and sacrifices one is willing
to endure for the opportunity to perfect
their talents.
So it wasn't surprising to watch my jaw
drop when I met Moses Rayo in Great
Falls. Introduced to me by Rene Bertagna,
proprietor of the Serbian Crown Restaurant
in Great Falls, I was thrilled at the paintings
which hung at the restaurant with his
signature.

Moses in front of his oil painting
Shenandoah Horizons

A deeply religious person raised by strict
Catholic parents in Lima, Peru, Moses was
heading for life as an architect before being
stung by his desire to paint "what he sees,
and paint it precisely."
Arriving in Washington in 1992 to study,
Moses has lived the life of many of history's

Huan Lei

Huan Lei works out of his Tysons apartment whose walls are
covered with his works.
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We sat at a table in the lobby of
Tysons Towers off Gosnell Road,
as Huan Lei opened a portfolio
of his artistic life. The binders
were thick, full of photos of his
work, newspaper reviews both in
English and Chinese, and photos
of galleries and shows where his
work has been displayed. It is an
impressive history.
Huan Lei is a well know talented
Shanghai artist in the genre of
traditional Chinese painting.
Born in the year of the tiger in
1926 in the ancient city of Suzhou, his parents had a great influence
on his artistic future. His Mother was an embroidery master and his
Father was an ancient costume artist. As a youth, he studied the
painting of the tiger, landscapes, flowers, and birds with famous
artists like Fang Huqing.
A retired professor from the Shanghai University of Political Science
and Law, he paints for the love of it. Though many have purchased
his paintings, money is not a focus at all. Painting is his passion.

VivaTysons.com

great painters... working hard for the chance
to celebrate those talents and watch people
enjoy his creations.
His passion for his faith, the hues of his
surrounding, his love of life and dedication to his
art and family are everywhere in his paintings.
His gifts have not only resulted in original
works, but he also paints custom portraits
for businesses and homes. His ability to
accurately reproduce what he sees allows him
to offer masterfully detailed reproductions.
You can see some of those painting at the
restaurant where his work (both artistically
and professionally), are on display. You can
also admire his work on his gallery at www.
themosesgallery.com.

&

CLYDE’S

YOU

Colorful Companions
CLYDE’S OF GEORGETOWN, CHEVY CHASE, MARK CENTER, COLUMBIA, RESTON, TYSONS
CORNER, GALLERY PLACE; THE TOMBS; 1789 RESTAURANT; OLD EBBITT GRILL;
THE TOMATO PALACE; TOWER OAKS LODGE; CLYDE’S WILLOW CREEK
FARM TASTE. THE DIFFERENCE. 202.333.9180
Tomato Salad recipe at clydes.com
Paradise • Oil on canvas • 30 x 24"

"Living to paint" is something
easily understood as you walk
through his Tysons apartment
(and studio) filled with his
works. His love of painting
tigers has given him the title of
"Sushou's old tiger painter."
He has won numerous
accolades both in China and
the United States. From 1993
to 1997 at the annual Show of a Hundred Tigers in Shanghai,
his tiger paintings won the Award of Excellency for five
consecutive years. In 1995, the Shanghai archives chose his
painting for their collection, as exhibited at the art show
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Victory in the
Anti-Japanese War. Most recently he was exhibited at the
Johnson Center Gallery in April at George Mason University,
as well as displays in Washington in celebration of the Chinese
New Year.
"I paint for my own enjoyment," says Huan Lei. 2010 is the
year of the tiger as was the year he was born. People that are
born in the Year of the Tiger are generally well liked because
of their charismatic personalities... and in regard to this
talented artist, I have to agree.

ViennaVirginia.com

We can repair and restore
your valuable time piece
with the utmost care.
Any time piece?
Of course.
Antique to Modern,
Watches to Clocks.

Trust your treasures of time
to a Master Watchmaker.

GCA LA PreCision

Horologist Master Watchmaker
•
•
•
•
•

State of the Art Equipment
Authentication and Evaluation
Modernization
Timely and Guaranteed Repairs
Certified Rolex Technician (#0168)

Mention this Ad for
One of the Following:
• Free Battery with Any Repair
• $10 Off Any Basic Repair
• $50 of any Advanced Repair

320 Maple Avenue Vienna 703-255-0055
www.watch-watches-repairs.com
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dining out

Café RenaissanCe

“The Most Romantic Restaurant in the DC Metro Area”
-S u rv e y

o f ov e r

400,000

dinerS from

openTable.com

This intimate setting is perfect for lunch or dinner and for any celebratory occasion. Perfect for that special evening,
with that someone special, on that special day. Cafe Renaissance offers an exemplary fine dining experience for
you and your guests in a warm and welcoming, yet elegant and sensual ambiance. serving exquisite continental
cuisine with a french and italian flair with impeccable personal service. Reservations recommended.

163 Glyndon street se, Vienna , Virginia 22180
www.CafeRenaissance.com
703-938-3311
“ . . . just the kind of place every neighborhood
should be fortunate enough to have.”

Idylwood Grill
and Wine Bar

The secret is out!

A variety of traditional American selections with a
Mediterranean flair. Seafood, salads, pasta, steak, veal
. . . paired with a wine from our diverse, notable, and
affordable wine list.
Lunch Monday thru Friday. Dinner Monday thru Saturday.

I guarantee you’ll enjoy our
wide selection of fine wine
and superb cuisine.
Hedi Ben-Abdallah

2190-B Pimmit Drive, Falls Church
(behind Whole Foods on Route 7)

ViennaVirginia.com

703.992.0915

www.idylwoodgrill.com
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Taste Of Tysons

A

Da Domenico

Tysons landmark
for three
decades, Da
Domenico has been
serving the finest
Tuscan Italian cuisine.
Whether for an intimate
dinner for two, a family
gathering, a business function or a party for dozens,
your dining experience will be a memorable one.
Homemade pastas, succulent meats, fresh seafood,
delectable desserts and more rounded out with their
notable and varied wine selections. Enjoy their new
Da Lunch values and the Italian Hour weekdays
from 4 -7, you cannot go wrong. Buon Appetito!

Boulevard Cafe’ & Catering

B

Da Domenico

oulevard
Café &
Catering is
your complete
corporate
catering service
in the Tysons
Corner Area. Think of Boulevard when planning
office celebrations, sales and breakfast meetings,
office holiday parties, home celebrations, and last
minute occasions. So next time you need to plan an
event, think Boulevard! They can help you plan your
menu with delicious and healthy options. Breakfast,
cold luncheon buffets, entrée salads, hot entrees to
hors d’oeuvres and desserts, Boulevard is there for
you. Complete beverage service available as well. Say
hi to Samar.

1992 Chain Bridge Road

Boulevard Café & Catering

By the radio tower in Tysons

8180 Greensboro Drive, McLean
703.883.0557
www.BoulevardCafeCatering.com

McLean, Virginia 22102

703-790-9000
www.da-domenico.com

bazin’s on church

EVO BISTRO

et on historic
Church Street in the
heart of Vienna, Bazin’s
on Church continues to
exceed the expectations
of our town’s most
discriminating diners…
Patrick’s “modern
American Cuisine” is simply “Extraordinary.”
ppetizers you can make a meal of, Super Entrees
and desserts to die for...and wines...by the glass
or by the bottle…our area’s best selection….very
reasonable…the most “cork savvy happy hour” in
town. Reservations strongly recommended. It’s a
Vienna “Hot Spot.” Say hi to Julie…

wonderful tapas
and wine bar
in McLean, where
friends meet for tapas,
laughter, and of course
wine. Everyone seems
to know one another.
. . you feel like you’re
at a friend’s house for
a “get-together.” Wine selections are available by
the taste with their “enomatic” wine system, so you can
choose that perfect bottle from their notable, varied and
affordable wine list. The Mediterranean-influenced tapas
are fabulous! Salads, seafood, grilled meats, and don’t
forget those lamb chops! Driss, Sydney, Jacques, Michael
and the gang are ready to welcome you! Check out the
newly expanded and renovated space.

S

A

A

EVO BISTRO

111 Church Street, Northwest. Vienna, VA 22180
703.255.7212
www.BazinsOnChurch.com
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1313 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean

703-288-4422
www.evobistro.com
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anache
Restaurant,
located in the
heart of Tyson’s
Corner, offers a
Mediterranean
experience without
leaving Tysons! A sleek, contemporary (and very
sexy) lounge and restaurant is always the perfect
setting when entertaining clients, that special
occasion, and anytime you're in the mood for the
flavors of Spain, France, and Italy. And with a
wine selection of over 150 varietals, you're sure
to find the perfect beverage to complement your
choice. For networking, private parties, a night on
the town or just a romantic dinner for two, Panache
is the perfect choice. Chef Claudio Sandri, and his
dedicated staff ensures your complete satisfactionThat's a promise!
703.748.1919
www.panacherestaurant.com
1753 Pinnacle Drive McLean, VA 22102

Tysons bagel MarKet

S

ave the five hours to
the Lower East Side,
real New York Style bagels
can be found on Route
7 in Tysons. Boiled and
baked the traditional way,
crusty on the outside, soft
and chewy on the inside.
Choose from one of their many variteies with a
schmeer. A full breakfast menu also awaits you,
along with a long list of deli and grilled sandwiches.
Impress the office with their easy and delicious
sandwich and salad platters, a perfect choice for your
catering needs. Get there early for a nosh as it gets
crowded, you'll quickly make it a regular part of your
week.

Open Seven Days - Full Breakfast & Lunch

Tysons Bagel Market

8137 Leeburg Pike (at Gallows Road)
703-448-0080
www.tysonsbagelmarket.com

ViennaVirginia.com

Ristorante Bonaroti
Since 1982….

A

ffectionately
nicknamed
“Bonaroti’s,” Serigo
Domestici’s classic Italian
cuisine has received
acclaim from all major
magazines and critics in
the Washington Metro Area.
Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s
is a favorite of Italian and fine
dining patrons and enjoys the
praise of visiting dignitaries
and the stars...you won’t be
disappointed, we promise...say
hi to Sergio...

Taste Of Tysons

P

Panache

Ristorante Bonaroti

428 East Maple Avenue. Vienna, Virginia 22180
703.281.7550 || www.BonarotiRestaurant.com

T

THE GREEK GRILL

he Greek
Grill, Vienna's
little secret offers
breakfast, lunch and
dinner the way only
the Makrigiorgos
family can fix.
Delicious salads,
Greek and Italian
specialties, their famous pizza, and delightful
desserts. Try their "Tour of Greece" for a real taste
of the isles. Great subs, burgers, sandwiches and
more... perfect for the whole family. Don't forget you
can get an early breakfast hot off the griddle on your
way to work or on weekends. You'll soon be a regular
at this great casual neighborhood restaurant. Say hi to
Mama and Bill.

The Greek Grill

312 Maple avenue West, Vienna
703.938.8600
www.thegreekgrill.com
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Backyard
Design
Trends
By Denise Willard

Most homeowners are aware of the standard options when it comes to backyard
design. When considering reworking their backyards, they often mull over the
traditional options: whether to install a patio, whether a garden or landscaping
makes sense, whether some sort of water feature makes sense, where to
put the grill, what type of furniture arrangement would work, and whether a
fire pit is in order. Now, however, with the advent of the green movement,
developments in outdoor textiles and lighting, and the emphasis on natural
settings, the options are much more extensive. Before you start planning your
backyard transformation, start by assessing which of these emerging backyard
design trends are a good fit for your vision and then work with a professional to
incorporate them into your design.

•The Native, Sustainable Yard.

Across the country homeowners
are going “native” as they move toward a more relaxed style of gardening and
landscaping that requires less water. Low-water gardens, drought-tolerant plants
and less turf grass have become the norm in landscape design. Homeowners now
assume sustainable design will be a major part of the plan — both for economic
and environmental reasons. This trend has taken hold due to the rise in ecofriendly awareness, promoted in large part by home improvement centers that
offer more diverse plant materials. According to HGTV, this movement is possibly
the most profound design trend we’ve encountered in outdoor design in some
time. A decade ago when designers talked about using native plant material in
gardens, the image that appeared in everyone’s head was a mangy, ugly garden.
Now many natives have been tamed just enough to thrive in cultivated spaces,
and using those plants in our garden benefits the entire neighborhood by using
fewer resources to remain beautiful. This means that water-intensive, grass lawns
are a thing of the past.
Whether it’s a recapturing of the front yard, in which a perennial bed takes over
some space previously devoted to lawn, or the introduction of a hardscape surface
in the backyard for a dining room where grass used to struggle under a huge ash
tree, the thirsty, resource-dependent turf lawn is being replaced.

•The Outdoor Kitchen.

Just as the kitchen inside the home provides the
central gathering place for families and friends, the outdoor kitchen has become
the heart of the garden. Appliances and finishes that used to be available only for
interior applications have been perfected to stand up to the elements, so people
are building significantly more elaborate and useful outdoor kitchen areas.
Cooking outside actually becomes part of the entertainment, with rotisserie
grills, outdoor taps and pizza ovens taking center stage.

•Edibles, Come Front and Center. Blended gardens that incorporate
edibles and ornamentals do double duty, giving gardeners a bountiful harvest of
fruit, vegetables and herbs and an alternative to turf grass.
•The Spa Retreat.

One of the fastest growing design trends is integrating a
private bathing experience into the garden, whether it’s a beautiful cedar Japanese
soaking tub or a small outdoor shower. One easy way to create a more intimate
feeling is to situate a spa within a garden setting instead of placing it in the more
traditional public space adjacent to the swimming pool. For those on a modest
budget, place a freestanding claw-foot bathtub in a private area near a bedroom
and run hot/cold water to the faucet for a unique and romantic bathing experience.
Two technological advances have contributed to the wider acceptance of these
private outdoor bathing areas. First, above-ground spas have come a very long
way, both aesthetically and functionally. Second, radiant floor heating—once
used only indoors or to thaw driveways in freeze zones—has contributed to
the growth of this trend. In radiant floor heating, hot water runs through tubes
embedded in the concrete of the floor, making walking on the floor substantially
more enjoyable, even on a chilly evening.

•Nature is In, Bling is Out.
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As a result of the economic downturn

VivaTysons.com

over the past few years, over-the-top, showy landscapes are
out. Now, homeowners prefer to invest in quality and natural
materials.

•Indoors Ventures Outside. The concept of outdoor
rooms has expanded far beyond the backyard picnic table
under an oak tree thanks to two big technological changes: the
development of low-voltage lighting systems and weatherresistant textiles.
Outdoor fabrics have changed dramatically beyond the stiff
canvas available only a few short years ago. Advances in
solution-dyed acrylics have resulted in fabrics that are soft,
durable and weather- and fade-resistant. Thus, the plushness

of interior living comes outside with the possibility of draperies,
floor coverings, cushy furniture and luxurious throw pillows.
Low-voltage lighting systems enable the use of the outdoor
space during the times most people have available for the
outdoors--weeknights when they come home from work and
during weekend evenings with friends and family. Low-voltage
systems can light an entire garden space with as little energy
as that required to illuminate a kitchen with a few can lights.
Now there are even table lamps and chandeliers available
for outdoor use. And, with the development of audio visual
equipment resistant to the elements, you don’t have to sacrifice
technological amenities traditionally reserved for indoors.
The next time you find yourself in the market for a new
backyard oasis, be sure to delve into these latest design trends
in more depth to see which ones are a good fit for your lifestyle
and vision.

Need help updating your home? Contact Decor by Denise at 703714-7343 or via email at info@decorbydenise.com. Gain decorating
inspiration at Denise’s design blog, DreamDesignLive.com.
Decor by Denise is a full service interior
decorating firm located in Vienna, VA.
With over a decade of experience in
the DC metro area, Decor by Denise
has been showcased in Home &
Design Magazine, Washington Home & Garden, The Washingtonian, and
The Washington Post.
www.DecorbyDenise.com 703-714-7343 info@decorbydenise.com

ViennaVirginia.com

J.P. Brehony Homes

Commonwealth Housing Corporation

Now Hatching:
The Cottage Collection
Beautiful In-Town Vienna
Homes from the $800’s

Call us to reserve
yours now!

703-938-4306
www.jpbrehonyhomes.com
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Lavash
J

ust inside the Beltway off Leesburg Pike, you'll
find a one-of-a kind bakery producing a bread the
likes of which has been around for at least a couple
thousand years. Technology may have changed how it's
produced, but not its authenticity. For more than eighteen
years, Mama Lavash Bakery has been providing Lavash,
a traditional Armenian flatbread, for
the metropolitan area. Close flatbread
cousins of Armenian Lavash can be found
from the Caucasus through the Middle
East to India: Sanguake in Iran, Manaqish
in Lebanon, Fetir made by the Bedouin in
Israel, Pita in Greece, Markook in Syria,
Chapati in Pakistan, and Yufka in Turkey
are all of similar ancient origin.

In the neighborhood...
A Versatile Ancient Bread Baked
by a Local Modern Family
bread for their families.
The current bakery used to be a bank at the end of a hidden
strip center behind the new Whole Foods on Leesburg Pike.
The vacancy was discovered during a trip to 7-Eleven for drinks
after their daughter's soccer game. Was this the place to take
the plunge as an entrepreneur? The technical experience was
there, but there was such a high risk to
pursue a passion with so little business
experience. The inevitable bumps in the
road of getting a new enterprise going
were overcome, and the bakery opened
in March, 1992.
Nearly a couple decades later, the
family's decision seems to have been
the right one. Their bread is found
all over the region from the largest
groceries to the smallest ethnic shops
to restaurants, fine hotels, and even at
the White House (their authentic and
versatile bread is a must for visiting
Middle Eastern diplomats). Locally,
you'll find their product served next
door at Idylwood Grill, along with the
kabobs at Shamshiry in Tysons, and on
the shelf at Shiraz Market on Tyco Road,
among dozens and dozens of others.

Rafee and
Hasmik
Karapetian
immigrated to Texas from Iran via
Germany in 1984. For a variety of
reasons, Texas wasn't for them. Why
not the nation's capital? In 1985, they
moved to Falls Church, where they had
some relatives. Trained as an engineer,
Rafee was always infatuated with
factories and production, and he always Rafee, Celine, and Hasmik Karapetian
standing in their Mama Lavash bakery
wanted his own business. The close-knit located just inside the Beltway.
family sat around their kitchen table
to discuss the options as they did for all family matters.
Restaurants were such a high risk with terrible hours, the The focus is to keep it simple. Their core product is fresh
family vetoed. Hey, do what you love, or at least what Lavash bread. They do make some Babri bread (a thicker
you love to eat. The vision was born at that table. They seeded version) and they dabble into some cookies, but
would do it right. Focus on quality, focus on service, and not on the scale of the Lavash. The bakery line is a site to
the success will come. There was nobody producing fresh see. From mixing the water, flour yeast and salt (no oils or
Lavash without preservatives and additives. preservatives!) into a dough, to a proofer, through a couple
Mama Lavash was named for all sheeters that press the dough literally paper thin, to the
the mothers of his generation conveyor oven that bakes the sheets to a slightly bubbly,
who baked delicious
The folded sheets of Lavash are bagged and shipped to retailers,
restaurants, hotels, and groceries throughout our Metro area.
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What to do with Lavash?

The easier question is, what can't you do? This
versatile bread was a staple of existence a couple
thousand years, but today, it is not only used as it
was back then, but in as many different ways as you
can imagine. It has been used throughout history
as an edible plate, an edible utensil, and an easy
wrapped up meal to go. Roll up your favorite meats
and veggies and you have a tasty wrap sandwich,
fold it around scrambled eggs and cheese for a
breakfast treat, or even with a spread of peanut and
jelly. Cut it up into pieces, spray a little oil , sprinkle
some herbs and parmesan and toast in the oven for
a delightful snack. Use it for dips, spreads, whatever
your imagination comes up with... Bari akhorzhak!

VivaTysons.com

slightly browned, piece of perfection. Baking four days a
week, they produce close to a couple thousand one pound
bags of Lavash a day, three delicious pieces to a bag.
All of this out of a pretty cozy facility in an unassuming
neighborhood strip center.
The company relies on a handful of dedicated employees
and a manager that has been with them for a good part of
their existence. As a family business, their employees are
treated like family. They celebrate birthdays and holidays,
and more. They are integral to the bakery's success and
the owners make sure they know it.
The store itself is pretty simple. Many products for sale
from the homeland, but where is the bread? You'll need to
ask. The bakery in the back is a better place to store the
loaves than the air-conditioned front area. You'll see some
people from the local neighborhoods come by to buy a
few bags, but the focus isn't on the retail, it's more about
community and having a conversation. This attitude helps
protect their retailers, the customers that truly have made
them a success and who have become part of the Mama
Lavash family as well.
So what's next? It's been a successful run. Rafee and
Hasmik could sell or retire and let someone else run it.
But who would operate it and look after their customers
like they do? The answer is easy. The next generation of
Karapetians is ready to take over. Celine just graduated
from Marist College and she will start taking part in the
family business full time this year. The mission stays the
same, just like it was discussed around the kitchen table
years ago and today: treat your customers like they are
part of the family business. They seem to be doing it
pretty well.
Thanks to the Karapetian family for sitting and talking
and sharing. It is always great to see an American dream
come true right in our own neighborhood. Find them at
2190 Pimmit Drive behind Whole Foods in Falls Church.
Though her daughter is stepping up, be sure to say hi to
Mama. She won't be going anywhere anytime soon.

Hot Lavash exits the hot oven at Mama Lavash's production
line just inside the Beltway in Falls Church.

ViennaVirginia.com
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All Purpose DeckingArtfully Nestled into Nature
A 1,000 square foot decking system on a sloping backyard can meet a
lot of needs... but creating one can be an earth-moving experience.

A

By John W. Byrd
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popular style of landscape architecture aims at creating outdoor environment
that looks “naturally occurring”-- so it’s fascinating how much seasoned
engineering, design skill and teamwork is actually required.
Case in point: the stunning transformation of sloping acreage surrounding a
25-year old Great Falls Tudor residence not far from the Potomac. Like many
homes built in the 1980’s, this structure’s rear elevation was appreciably
unfinished—the small rear deck even lacking a stairway to the back yard.
After eight years of occupancy, however, owners Charlie and Natalie
Givans, were ready for a more-fully-realized indoor/outdoor lifestyle.
They envisioned terraced decks with autonomous activity zones. A
BEFORE: The severe slope to the
multi-level complex hugging contoured terrain that subtly transitions
rear yard required the builder to
from built to natural settings. The ever-present mature trees and
develop a reinforced foundation
adjacent woodland paths only added urgency to a vivid inspiration.
system able support to both the
existing rear elevation and the
Alas, upon closer inspection, a lot of it didn’t seem feasible at all.
planned decking and hardscape.
“There was a steep drop on rear right side of the house that made that
part of the lot unusable," Givans recalls. “On the left—we were about five feet from a septic field.”
So it was fortuitous, Givans notes, that he had previously hired local remodeling wizard David Foster for an earlier assignment.
Owner of Foster Remodeling Solutions in Lorton, Foster’s particular strength is solving dicey engineering problems, a talent that
has earned him a reputation as one of his industry’s more innovative thinkers.
Such wide-ranging resourcefulness proved critical in accommodating the Givans’ sweeping backyard vision.
The new outdoor multi-component complex would consist of: a) an upper level deck wrapping the breakfast room on three
sides; b) a screened porch with two overhead fans; c) an intermediate level deck with built-in planters; and d) a lower level deck
with a spacious octagonal gazebo.
Moreover, the design had to be architecturally sympathetic to the existing Tudor style architecture, and pleasingly married to
the site’s bucolic ambiance.
So how does one wrest so many scenarios into a coherent whole?
“Every project is about clarifying goals," Foster notes. “In this case, you couldn’t consider
design or use requirements without resolving site problems. But once we worked out
how to structure the foundation everything proceeded pretty logically.”
Some highlights:
Site preparation: Since the existing house had been excavated into a hill, lowering the
rear grade to accommodate the new deck would require new support for the house itself
in the form of a cinder block foundation and retaining walls. An 8’ wall twelve inches thick
was constructed a few feet from the existing structure to retain necessary compaction
levels. This was further secured by concrete footings. A foundation of varying heights and
load bearing strengths was then put in place to form a footprint for the entire decking
complex,
Landscaping preparation: Earth on the rear of the house was redistributed into layered
terraces, especially on the steeply sloping right side of the site. The change physically
and visually reinforces the multi-level geometry of the deck—which was subsequently
landscaped.
Use Zones/ Traffic Patterns: The owners called for semi-private activity zones and a
well-orchestrated circulation plan. The uppermost level deck is contiguous with the
screened porch and an outdoor grilling area just off the breakfast room and the kitchen.
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AFTER: With the grading and foundation issues resolved, the resulting multi-level deck with gazebo and screened
porch-- overlooking a terraced rear yard with a water fall feature—satisfies a whole range outdoor entertainment needs.

Two steps below one arrives at an intermediate-level which
abuts the right side of the house and provides driveway access.
A gazebo on the lowest level is actually below sightlines from
the house. Lower decks are linked by stairway to the ground
level courtyard with its two ponds, running stream and
woodland walks.

Gazebo Privacy/Appointments: Because the decking
complex fans away from the house and is terraced to step
down, the gazebo is like an out-of the-way woodland hut. The
beadboard interior, overhead fan, light fixtures and electrical
outlets finish out the space in high style. Bathed in southerly
light, the gazebo is naturally shaded by nearby trees.

ViennaVirginia.com

Architectural continuity: The
deck design borrows elements
from the home’s Tudor style—
particularly the brick arches on the front façade. Earthmoving supported by retaining walls assure that walkways
proceed unhampered under the arches at several junctures.
The elevation also draws attention away from under-deck
storage rooms which are effectively recessed.
John Byrd has been writing about residential architecture,
building and remodeling for 30 years. He can be reached
at byrdmatx@comcast.net
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FX7330181

FX7133016

FX7293719

FX7312834

FX7237558

FX7275535

“I would love to hang
a SOLD sign on these
properties.
Let’s write a contract
together!”
FX7238275

Main Level Master

Visit my website for pictures,
floor plans and more!
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McLean Sales Office 703-790-1990

FX7331416

FX7313357

FX7357677

AR7355811

LO7354410

FX7301378

#1 Agent, McLean Sales Office 2009
Top 1% of Agents Nationwide, Realty Alliance Sales Awards
Walls Street Journal/LORE Top 100 Real Estate Professionals
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Real Estate

Staging could bring a faster home sale
What can a home stager do for your place that you couldn't do for
yourself? Plenty. Industry numbers show you could sell your home
in half the time if it is properly staged.
First, stagers heartlessly remove clutter and send extra tables,
chairs, lamps and knick-knacks to storage.
Then, with the heart of a decorator, they will rearrange the
furniture. They spruce up your home with various items in order to
make it more attractive. That could include colored pillows, a plant,
bedspread or window treatment.
Personal items, such as trophies, awards, kids' drawings and most
of the extra family photos you have on the walls, will also go to
storage. Inexpensive but attractive art could take their places.
Next come the closets and shelves. All the extra clothes you never
wear, plus extra salt shakers, serving dishes and small appliances
you rarely use, will not be jamming closet doors or clogging the
cupboards. All those extra hats will join them in storage.
Hire a stager that is qualified by an organization such as Certified
Staging Professionals or the International Association of Home
Staging Professionals.

Buyer protection: How to select the most qualified home inspector
Buying a place where you will live for many years can fill you with anticipation and excitement. Now you've finally found
the home that is just right for you. You've walked through the place, probably more than once, and everything looks
perfect. But this could be the largest investment of your life to date, so you need to be sure. You need a home inspection.
Today, it's required by most lenders before the deal is closed, but who do you choose to do it?
Your real estate agent can provide several names for your perusal. Here are some questions to ask when interviewing them.
• Certifications: Check for affiliations such as those from the National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) or the International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO). Ask if they have attended any recent
accredited seminars or classes.
• Experience in building: The inspector has to be able to look at a wall, for example, and know how it's put
together. Many home construction features are hidden from view. What did your potential home inspector
do before he was a home inspector? Someone who changed careers from general contracting to home
inspections may be better than the high school graduate that just took an online course.
• Experience as a home inspector: Check how long he or she has been in the business. Experience, training
and insight are required for a thorough inspection. IS he part of a franchise taht provides systems and
checklists that give you the report you are looking for?
•
Ask to see their typical inspection plan and checklist. It
should have plenty of space for written details and advice.
•
What types of equipment will be used? Cutting-edge
inspectors use more than a ladder and flashlight. They may
bring electrical circuit analyzers, a carbon monoxide and fuel
gas analyzer, a digital moisture meter and a digital camera to
document their findings.
The report should contain a detailed picture of the house on the
day of the inspection. It should itemize major components and
their condition. It should include a listing of items in need of normal
maintenance or attention. And the report must list major repair
items, any defect that could present a significant expense to repair
and estimated repair costs.
When choosing, don't pick the cheapest inspector. For about $50 more,
you could get a more complete picture of the property.
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Real Estate

Ask the Expert
We are wondering if this is a good time to buy an
investment property? What about fixer-uppers?
If you can find a reasonably priced fourplex, it could indeed be a good
time to buy. Many authorities think real estate prices will be rising soon. In
many areas, they already are. Look for a property with positive cash flow,
including a maintenance history that you could live with.
If the property is owned by a bank, it could be on the market for much less
than a seller-owned property. One problem with buying it: You could be
asked for a down payment of 20 percent to 25 percent.
Always make sure the building has been properly inspected so you know what repairs you would have to make If
you have the skills, a fixer-upper or repossession could be a good deal for you. After increasing the property's value,
you could flip it and pocket a nice profit. Some boasters say that on a nice property, if you install granite countertops,
stainless steel appliances and get a new coat of paint, you can sell it quickly. It's not quite that easy.
Bloomberg Business Week recently ran an article titled "Flipper, Come Home. All is Forgiven." The flipper became the
symbol of real estate fever a couple years ago. Many of them lost money when the market tanked.
Today the situation is different. Not only are flippers not frowned upon, communities are welcoming them. They buy a
property that was repossessed and is declining in value for lack of maintenance and repairs. They fix it up so it's a credit
to the neighborhood and sell it at a nice profit. They do it all quickly. The Federal Housing Administration is helping. In
February, a one-year waiver of anti-flipping rules took effect. Borrowers can now get FHA financing to acquire homes
from investors who have held title for less than 90 days.
If you're looking for an investment and can do the work of upgrading a property, you could be pleased with the monthly
income from rents. Over time, rents will rise, and when the property is paid off, you would have a nice income stream.

Looking for a new home? It's about ... Making all the right moves
Buy or rent, apartment or condo, new or pre-owned home, single family or duplex. When you think about changing
your residence, there are decisions to be made. If you plan to live in the area for the next few years, buying can be the
best financial move. If you have children, the need to find a satisfactory place to live would increase your desire to buy.
It's one of the right moves, especially since homes are priced more attractively than they used to be. There are still
bargains available, although housing prices in many areas are rising or will be rising within the next year. Always be
preapproved for a loan before shopping . You'll know how much of a mortgage amount you qualify for. You could be
pleasantly surprised. Trade-up buyers will get the best deals this year. Higher-priced homes are on the market about
twice as long as those in the $100,000 to $250,000 range, according to the National Association of Realtors. If your real
estate agent says prices are already stabilizing in your area, consider acting before they begin to rise again.
Visit cnnmoney.com/realestate2010 to see price projections for 384 U.S. metropolitan areas.
Ask your agent to make an offer that is 5 percent to 10 percent below selling prices of comparable properties within the
last 60 days, rather than the percentage below the asking price. Your agent will negotiate for you. You can get more
house for your money right now because interest rates are still low. A few years ago, 8 percent interest on a home loan
was considered to be low. Today, there are loans available for about 5 percent interest. The best mortgage now is the
15-year fixed. At an interest rate of 4.5 percent or so, it's more than half a point better than for a 30-year mortgage. You
would save more than $165,000 over the life of a $300,000 loan, and about $82,000 on a $150,000 loan.
Celebrate Independence Day. For most Americans, that's the Fourth of July. For you, independence day could come just
a little later. It's the day you become independent from a landlord or independent from someone else's rules. It could be
the day you become the owner of your own home.
Success is not final, failure is not fatal; It is the courage to continue that counts. -Winston Churchill
Until you play it, St. Andrews looks like the sort of real estate you couldn't give away. -Sam Snead
He is not a full man who does not own a piece of land. -Hebrew Proverb
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Housing
News
Are we seeing the light? Fairfax County sales and prices on the rise.

In a rush to beat the deadline on the federal tax credit available to buyers, May home sales
jumped 7% from the same time last year. Though contracts had to be signed by April 30,
settlements need to take place to obtain the credit by the end of June, so there were many
settlements taking advantage of the tax credit in the May numbers. The rush to get the tax
credits also pushed down the number of days on the market to 38, about half of a year before.
Nearly three quarters of sellers found buyers within 30 days of listing.
Not only did the number of sales increase dramatically, but the prices rose as well. Sale prices
were also up nearly 7% from a year ago to an average over $420,000. Sales prices faired better
on condos (up over 13% averaging over $236,000), and townhouses (up over 12%averaging
over $360,000), than single families (up over 8.5%). The price of an average single family
home in Fairfax County sold in May was $597,144.
Here are statistics for May by Zip code. The changes shown are from 2009.
Zip Code
22182 -Vienna
22181 -Vienna
22180 -Vienna
22124 -Oakton
22102 -McLean
22101 -McLean
22066 -Great Falls
22046 -Falls Church
22043 -Falls Church

Average Sales Price
$806,319 +19.9%
$519,507 -6.8%
$554,439 +6.6%
$565,558 -7.7%
$755,967 -17.9%
$952,405 -10.9%
$1,225,590 +17.8%
$ 498,260 -6.7%
$ 444,276 +1.3%

Median Sales Price Avg Days to Sell # of sales
$700,000 +11.3%
57 (-13)
31 (+6)
$515,000 -7.6%
12 (-63)
17 (-8)
$525,000 +16.7%
38 (-96)
45 (+22)
$617,000 +13.3%
52 (+1)
38 (+18)
$567,500 +39.1%
80 (-41)
21 (+2)
$749,750 -13.3%
110 (+17)
32 (-3)
$1,100,000 +55%
123 (-18)
17 (+5)
$ 506,100 -6.3%
17 (-42)
20 (-3)
$450,000 +28.6%
19 (-99)
21 (+4)

All statistics courtesy of Metropolitan Regional Information Systems, Inc. www.mris.com

Just a quick Snapshot of houses for sale in our area as of June 21(number/median price/ change since May):
Oakton:
Vienna:
Homes for Sale 113
New Homes
1
Foreclosures
42

Great Falls:

Homes for Sale 269
New Homes
0
Foreclosures
43

54

$690,000
$304,400
$489,000

+3.0%
0.0%
+77.8%

$1,380,000
n/a
n/a
$988,000

-1.4%
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Homes for Sale 326
New Homes
2
Foreclosures
110

$659,000
$1,449,990
$472,000

-3.8%
0.0%
+5.4%

Data from Informa Information Systems

+16.8%
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Creating The Kitchens and Baths
of Their Dreams and Beyond
Thank You, Thank You, Thank You, Michael Nash! …That’s what my wife says, even today, years after
they remodeled our master bath. From the start of the design, the actual construction, (always on
time and with very little dust) to the promise of a “flat rate with no contingencies” Michael Nash
Kitchens and Baths delivered beyond our expectations. So it comes as no surprise to us that the
company continues to win Regional COTY’s, Contractor of the Year, and a prestigious 2010 Chrysalis
Award from the National Association of the Remodeling Industry (NARI).
					
Here are two examples of their recent Award Winning projects:

-Johnny and Michelle Hanna, Vienna, VA

2009 NARI Capital COTY Award Winner, Residential Bath under $30,000

A

n Owner, returning from several years living overseas, had
decided to re-occupy 1970’s contemporary that he had
previously established as a rental property. Objectives included
remodeling and updating the master bedroom suite with a
particular emphasis on the 7’ x 8’ bathroom situated between
the master bedroom and a small 4’ x 8’ balcony overlooking the
open lower level. The goal was to convert the drab bathroom
interior characterized by dated, low-end amenities into a
fully-equipped spa bath with finely developed interior design
concepts featuring distinctive detailing . To accomplish this,
the design-builder developed a plan to enclose and annex the
seldom used balcony, strategically reconfiguring the new foot
print to accommodate a walk-in closet with built-ins. Other
key items included: Soaker Roman-style tub mounted on a tile
deck, Roman walking shower with bench without enclosure,
and an easy circulation between Master Bath and new walk-in
closet.
A Creative eye for
converting a drab
bathroom interior
into a fully equipped
spa bath included a
Soaker Roman-style tub
mounted on a deck, new
flooring, decorative wall
cladding and Granite
counter surfaces.
The Roman open
"Walking Shower"
with bench adds to the
"expanse" and openness
of the project...
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The Roman open
"Walking Shower"
with bench adds
to the "expanse"
and openness of
the project...

A fully equipped spa bath
included a Soaker Romanstyle tub mounted on a deck,
new flooring, decorative wall
cladding and granite counter
surfaces ...
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"This dramatic open and functional kitchen from an existing 12'x 18' twenty
year old center all colonial."

2010 Chrysalis Award and 2009 NARI
Capital Coty, Grand Award Winner

A

growing family, with 3 children sought a budget sensitive addition to
enlarge the existing 12'X18' kitchen in a 20 year old center hall colonial.

The owners wanted an "open" configuration providing physical and visual
connectivity to the adjacent 12'X14' family room.
The design team added a 12'X9' breakfast room with bay window on the
south side and double French doors and transom on the West side leading
to new flagstone patio for outdoor entertaining. Upscale appliances
accommodated the clients' busy and entertaining life style.

"The added 12'X9' breakfast room with bay window on
the south side and double French door accommodated
the owners busy and entertaining life style."

Before
"A truly dramatic
change in these before
and after illustrations."

After
Detailed photos of all award-winning projects may be viewed online at
www.michaelnashkitchens.com
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You... Only More Beautiful. Today.

By Leigh Macdonald
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We all want to look and feel more beautiful.
And with these easy tips, you can do just that. Today.
Show us your whites. That's right, smiling and laughter function much like instant make overs. And if you're

not smiling often, and laughing easily, you're missing an easy beauty fix. Here's why. Your face is the very first thing
people notice about you. And when you wear a smile, you look younger and more attractive, and you genuinely
feel happier. Plus, smiling and laughter are tried-and-true techniques for better health. We all know that smiling
utilizes fewer face muscles than frowning [translation: frowning rushes wrinkles right along]. But did you also
know that when you smile and laugh, your body combats stress hormones and releases endorphins? Endorphins
are much like natural pain killers, and when you reduce stress hormones---things like cortisol and epinephrine---in
your body, you look younger, you feel better, and you're generally in a better mood. Oh, and showing your pearly
whites will also speed healing and slow aging. Doesn't thinking about all of this just make you smile? And lest you
need one more reason to smile . . . when you do so, other people will want to be around you.

Eat face food. We eat particular foods for any number of reasons. For heart-health, for strength, for energy.

So why not put some face food on the menu? And if you want a great place to start, remember that skin loves
colorful food. In fact, the most colorful fruits and vegetables are loaded with antioxidants. Here's the colorful food
rundown, in rainbow order. Red, orange, and yellow foods most often derive their color from carotenoids like
beta-carotene and lycopene, which are among the strongest antioxidants. Translation: they fight aging skin like
champs. By the way, yellow standouts include mustard and the spice turmeric, and both reduce inflammation.
Nothing ages a face like puffiness, so a steady supply of yellow skin friendly foods isn't a bad idea. Green foods are
rich in chlorophyll and magnesium, which are both vital for nerves, muscles, and hormone balancing. And your
skin will thank you if you keep moving along the rainbow since blue foods can also be great skin buddies. Indeed,
blueberries have one of the highest known levels of antioxidants of any food, and they also sport crazy amounts of
amino acids, vitamins, antioxidants, and essential fatty acids.

Be a first-class citizen. This one sounds like a lot of work, but it needn't be, and it'll change your life. Start simply:
smile at strangers. I've already enumerated the abundant health benefits associated with smiling, but the best part
about smiling is that it's truly contagious. More often than not, people return smiles and then pay them forward. So
who knows what you might start by smiling as you go through your day? Next up: give. Your time or your money.
That's right, choose a charity that's important to you. And if you don't already have a preferred charity, ask your
friends and family about theirs. Alternatively, you can visit CharityNavigator.org, a well-established independent
charity evaluator that analyzes more than 5,000 charities. Once you've found your chosen charity, give money, and
better yet, time. It's been shown time and again that the satisfaction corresponding to volunteerism is significant.
And when you experience the pride and satisfaction of making others’ lives better, you feel good. And you know
what? When you feel good, you look good. You just do.
Love to love. Sex is a surefire way to feel and look better. It's been linked to lower blood pressure and a stronger

immune system. Sex relaxes you, strengthens relationships, and increases longevity. When you have sex, you
increase your heart rate, which is great for your cardiovascular well-being. And if all of that isn't enough, the fast
breathing that coincides with sex puts added oxygen into your bloodstream. The point? Sex is good for you. And we
haven't even touched upon the best benefit: it's fun!

Do the to-do tackle. Unfinished items on a to-do list are burdensome. In fact, if you leave projects undone, the

cumulative effect of those projects can be as significant as major life events like death and divorce. Generalized
stress affects sleep and adds years to the way you look and feel. So, take a few minutes and complete one small
task today. And then do another tomorrow. You needn't conquer your whole list in a flash, but if you break it up
bit-by-bit, you'll have a sense of order before you know it.

Get some beauty sleep. We all know this, yet we're all violators. But do you remember the last time you

woke up from a great night's sleep? The day that followed was likely more productive, more fun, and easier to
get through. If those seemingly surface reasons aren't enough, remember this: insufficient sleep weakens your
immune system and increases your risk of heart disease, obesity, and diabetes. Oh, and did I mention puffy eyes?
So, get some rest tonight. And tomorrow, you'll be all set to conquer the list above.

Leigh is an attorney and former law professor, but nowadays, she works as a freelance writer and blogs at Nice
Shoes, A Great Bag, and No Drama. Leigh is a staunch advocate for real beauty and personal style, and she lives
in Leesburg with her husband and two children. leigh@NiceShoesNoDrama.com www.NiceShoesNoDrama.com
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Some fun texting abbreviations for the
workplace...
BEG Big Evil Grin
DLTBBB Don't let the
bed bugs bite
LOL Laugh Out 		
SE2E Smiling ear to
		
Loud
		
ear
BWL Bursting with
		
laughter
EG
Evil grin
LTNC Long 			
:-P
Tongue in 		
time no see

C&G Chuckle and 		

Grin

NETMA Noboby ever

tells me anything

CSG

Grin

Chuckle Snicker

ROFL Rolls on the 		
CID

floor laughing

		

cheek

FWIW For what it's
worth

:-&
Tongue tied
GMBO Giggling my 		

		

butt off

:-)) Very Happy
HHIS Hanging head
in shame

Crying in 		
disgrace

GMTA Great Minds

humour failure

L8R G8R Later Gator
;-)
Winking

SOHF Sense of 		

ViennaVirginia.com

Think Alike
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Breakfast like a King...
Lunch like a Prince...
Dinner like a Pauper.

Breakfast.

It's supposed to be the first meal of the day. The word is a compound of
"break" and "fast" referring to what many believe is the conclusion of fasting since the last
meal of the previous day, and hence "breaking the fast." Others take the German and Gothic
translation of the original "brak fasten" which results in "to fill a hole in the dyke." What the
heck does that mean?
Breakfast like a king ... words to live by, at least if you want to lose or maintain your weight,
stay more alert and awake throughout the day, and get the nutritional boost your body
needs after a night of rest. There are many studies about the benefits of a hearty morning
meal that we address on the following pages, so let's get to business on the eating part.
Forgetting all the nutritional merits of eating the large meal first to fuel your day and help
you control your metabolism and weight, here's the question we ask every day: "Where can
we go to get two eggs over easy with rye toast?" Those fast food operations can't help us...
but these wonderful restaurants on the next pages can... Good Morning!

We have taken a look around our
area for the best choices to get
the body's metabolism going and
to enjoy some great breakfast
food. Some of the qualifications
include the need for a grill or
griddle, an offering a variety
eggs to order and/or a choice
of omelettes along with other
breakfast options like pancakes,
waffles, bacon, sausage, ham,
steak, etc. We didn't include hotel
restaurants, or those who just
serve weekend brunches (that's
for another issue). We found some
traditional old school "greasy
spoons," a few newer versions
of those, along with some good
office delis with grills, a couple
national chain representatives,
and a couple ethnic choices.
Take a look. We tried not to miss
anyone, but if we did, let us know,
and we apologize in advance.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Amphora Restaurant

377 Maple Avenue West, Vienna
703-938-7877
www.amphoragroup.com
The only place in our area to get
breakfast 24 hours a day, which is a good
thing at print deadline for Viva Tysons.
Eggs with everything, pancakes, crepes,
quiche, and a whole listing of decadent
hollandaise topped poached eggs...
Benedict is just the start.

Boulevard Cafe & Catering

8180
Greensboro
Drive,
McLean
703-883-0557
boulevardcafeandcatering.com

Grab a breakfast quesadilla
or a delicious ham and egg
croissant sandwich, or just a
couple eggs the way you like
them at this popular office deli
on Greensboro at International.
Their grill is ready to serve it up nice
and delicious.

McLean Family Restaurant

1321 Chain Bridge Road, McLean
703-356-9883
The most popular spot in McLean
to get a full breakfast. A family
restaurant serving up traditional
eggs, pancakes, and more. It's the
place to meet, or bump into those you
haven't seen in awhile. Sit with the
paper and enjoy a great morning meal.
You'll need some luck getting a parking
space during prime time.

Tyco Deli

8496 Tyco Rd, Vienna
703-734-6950
Tucked at the end of a two-story flex
building, this popular deli has a wide
variety of menu offerings. Breakfast is
standard but top-notch, eggs to order,
and all your griddle choices. Don't be
worried about seeing a crowd, they get
the grill orders out fast.

A blonde with sand:
coffee with cream
and sugar
Deadeye: poached egg
Schmeer: cream cheese,
usually on a bagel
Birdseed: Cereal.
Mystery in the alley:
a side order of hash
62
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Greek Grill
Adam & Eve on a raft &
wreck them:
two scrambled eggs
on toast.

Heart Attack on a Rack:
biscuits and gravy
Whiskey down: rye toast
Pope Benedict:
Eggs Benedict
Vienna Inn

120 Maple Avenue East, Vienna
703-938-1480
www.viennainn.com
This Vienna landmark may be known for
chili dogs and cold drafts, but it is the
awesome home-style breakfast that
keeps many coming back. Hot cakes
to omelettes to scrambled eggs with
salami. Don't forget a side of scrapple!
(Save the chili dogs for lunch). Served
7-11 am, don't be late.

Katie's Coffee House

760 Walker Road, Great Falls
703-759-2759
www.katiescoffee.com
Attached to the Old Brogue, this coffee
house has a delicious breakfast offering
including egg sandwiches for those
on the run. And for those dining in to
savor a fresh latte, you can't go wrong
with the Farmer's Omelette or their All
American Scrambler.

Cafe 1600

1600 Tysons Boulevard, McLean
703-506-0533

312 Maple Avenue West, Vienna
703-938-8206
www.thegreekgrill.com
This may be the best kept secret in
Vienna. So many choices in their
small strip center, like bagels and
donuts, just can't compete with the
Greek Grill's home-style plate of
eggs, bacon, and home fries. Say hi to
Mama Makrigiorgos.

Tysons Bagel Market

8137 Leesburg Pike, Vienna
703-448-0080
www.tysonsbagelmarket.com
Here is the best of both worlds, a great
freshly baked-from-scratch New Yorkstyle bagel, and a full breakfast menu
including omelettes, home fries, bacon,
and sausage and more. Easy in and out
from Eastbound Route 7. They open
early, so beat the rush!

Madison Deli

1320 Old Chain Bridge Rd,
McLean
703-847-9600

A nice office deli in downtown McLean
with the rare grill to give the variety
to keep the menu fresh. Pancakes,
omelettes, and eggs to order. A good
neighborhood find for breakfast during
the week.You can't miss their sign on the
building.

Blackjack Deli

8607 Westwood Center
Vienna
703-448-4444
www.blackjackdeli.com

You'll find a real good hot breakfast In
the Ringling Bros. building off Route
7. Eggs to order, omelettes, breakfast
sandwiches, and more...

Working around Tysons Boulevard?
Take a stroll into Cafe 1600 and start
your morning off with a large selection
of eggs, pancakes and more. Every
building should have a grill like this.

Wreck ‘em:
scrambled eggs

Santini's

Baled hay:
shredded wheat

2975 Chain Bridge Road, Oakton
703-766-6666
www.santinisdeli.com
Santini's has been serving up great
pizza, subs, salads and more, but
if you're in the a.m. rush going to
work, you can't beat grabbing a quick
breakfast sandwich to go, or if you have
a moment to spare, sit down and enjoy
one of their classic omelettes while
catching Sports Center at the counter.
What better way to start your day?

Dr.,

Burn the British:
toasted English muffin
Flop two:
two fried eggs,
over easy
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Boss Hog's Smoke Barbeque
6811 Elm St, McLean
703-821-1869

You wouldn't suspect a good breakfast
at this downtown McLean BBQ joint,
but do yourself a favor and order the
blueberry pancakes. Light, fluffy, and
filled with fresh blueberries. Of course,
get your eggs to order along with some
very tasty sausage and other standbys.
It's worth checking out McLean's
newest (at least new to us) secret.

Tysons Corner Silver Diner
8101 Fletcher Street, McLean
703-821-5666
www.silverdiner.com

Diners are harder to find these days.
Located at the corner of International
and Watson Street, they are offering up
breakfast all day. They have launched a
new menu with new items like banana
granola pancakes, black bean and egg
burritos, and even gluten-free waffles
along with all the standard diner
favorites. And what's wrong with a
milkshake with those eggs?

Metro 29 Diner

4711 Lee Highway, Arlington
703-528-2464
www.metro29diner.com
OK, it's not Tysons, but we love diners
and it's not that far away. Breakfast
fare all day in a classic stainless steel
and glass building with all the neon. The
large variety of offerings is what you'd
expect at a classic diner like this. Don't
be shy, get that extra side of bacon.

Tastee Diner 29

10536 Lee Highway, Fairfax
703-591-6720
www.29diner.com

Once again, we love diners and this one
is a classic streamlined steel building
that has been on this site since 1947.
You know what they serve: a real diner
breakfast the way you like it. Not too
many of these left.

The Virginian

Mother and child
reunion: chicken and
egg sandwich
Blowout patches:
pancakes
Tycon Cafe

8229 Boone Blvd, Vienna
703-442-4567
Tucked in the back of an office building
on Boone Boulevard, Tycon Cafe offers
up a delicious full breakfast of eggs to
order, pancakes, a breakfast burrito,
and more. For those really on the run
or who want a little of everything, they
serve up a variety of options at their
hot breakfast bar along with a buffet of
freshly cut fruit.

Sophia's Cafe

7930 Jones Branch Drive, McLean
703.734.2233
www.sophiascafecatering.com
Not too many office cafes have grills,
but when they do, it opens up a new
world of menu offerings. Omelettes,
pancakes, bacon, sausage, and more
available off the griddle at Sophia's,
and they do it right. You'll need to seek
it out. It's off the lobby of the Hilton
headquarters building just North of
their hotel on Jones Branch.

Original Pancake House

370 West Broad Street, Falls Church
703-891-0148
www.originalpancakehouse.com
What to choose? The menu offerings
are long and diverse. Of course there
are pancakes, but so many varieties.
Not just flavors, but different recipes
from buttermilk to sourdough to wheat
germ to Swedish, even gluten-free.
Eggs, waffles, crepes... oy! You need to
get there early on the weekends as the
line gets long, but it's worth the wait.

Bob Evans

Fry two/Let the sun
shine: two fried eggs
with unbroken yolks
$%#@ on a Shingle or
SOS: chipped beef with
gravy on toast

ViennaVirginia.com

10433 White Granite Drive, Oakton
703-591-7550
www.bobevans.com
Yes, a national chain, and we hear your
sighs. We couldn't leave it out since they
do offer a full breakfast. Eggs any way is
just the start. Nothing like their biscuits
and sausage gravy... They do now have
a menu line of healthy choices like fresh
fruit and yogurt, a veggie omelette, and
fruit-topped oatmeal.

169 Glyndon Street, Vienna
703-938-2333
www.thevirginianrestaurant.com
As seen on the front cover, this longtime Vienna favorite serves up quite
the hearty breakfast and they do it all
day, starting at 6 a.m. Fluffy pancakes,
French toast, waffles, eggs all ways,
along with my favorite, grits. Breakfast
from this local icon will surely jumpstart your day. If there's a seat open, sit
at the counter and schmooze with the
waitresses.

Anita's

521 East Maple Avenue, Vienna
703-255-1001
www.anitascorp.com
Not only can you get traditional
American fare, you can get fabulous
New Mexico-style breakfast plates.
Tortillas, chorizo sausage, marinated
pork, refried beans, and salsa are some of
the things you'll find stimulating the menu.
Try their wonderfully filling breakfast
burrito platters in the restaurant or take a
couple burritos to munch on to keep you
happy during your commute.

Cafe Delicious

1577 Spring Hill Rd., Vienna
703.827.4110
www.cafedelicious.net
This deli in the Ratner Building
serves eggs, French toast, and a
great breakfast burrito to order. A
great spot if you're in the area. Parking
is pretty tight at this building.

Wolftrap Cafe and
Catering

442 Maple Avenue East, Vienna
703-281-0182
wolftrapcafeandcatering.com

This deli has been serving our area
for over thirty years. You can't
go wrong with their East Street
Griddle Special of eggs, sausage
and pancakes. Trying to stay
healthy? Oatmeal with cranberries,
but then again, the homemade corned
beef hash may be the ticket. Breakfast
served until noon Monday through
Saturday.

Shingle with a shimmy
and a shake: buttered
toast with jam or jelly
Stack/Short stack:
order of pancakes
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Who's got time
for breakfast?
. . . You should!
We highlight some results of several studies about breakfast
(usually in regards to weight control), a few interesting facts, and
some statistics that may surprise you. Bottom line: Eat breakfast!
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•

A University of Missouri study found that a protein-rich breakfast helped teens control
hunger and eat less later in the day. In the study, adolescents who traditionally skipped
breakfast ate morning meals of high-quality protein foods like eggs and lean Canadian
bacon. On average, the participants ate 130 fewer calories at lunch.

•

Breakfast beats all other meals in terms of sales growth in the quick-service restaurant industry.
For the fiscal year ended in March 2010, breakfast made up 21 percent of fast food purchases,
up from 18.8 percent in the year ended February 2005. Sales of breakfast sandwiches rose 19
percent in the last five years to 3.24 billion annual servings industry wide. (NPD Group)

•

From the Nutrition Journal: When eaten at breakfast, rye bread preformed better than wheat
bread in helping subjects maintain a feeling of fullness through the afternoon. The breads used
in the study contained the same amount of calories.

•

Eggs for breakfast can be part of smart weight-loss strategy. A study from the Pennington
Biomedical Research Center showed that participants who ate two eggs for breakfast lost 65%
more weight than participants in the same study who ate a bagel for breakfast, even though the
bagel and the eggs contained an equal number of calories. The egg-eaters also lost 61% more
body mass and felt more energetic than the participants who ate bagels.

•

A University of Alabama and Baylor College study published in the International Journal of
Obesity showed that mice who ate a large breakfast were likely to lose weight as long as high
carb and high calorie meals were consumed at breakfast - and smaller meals were eaten for
lunch and dinner.

•

According to Mintel Research, U.S. restaurant chains added 460 new breakfast items to their
menus in 2009, an increase over both 2008 and 2007. Many of the new items were value-priced,
supporting additional Mintel research that 90% of U.S. consumers spent less on breakfasts in
2009 than in 2008.

•

A study from the Chicago based research firm Technomic found that consumers consider
breakfast foods comforting and many, especially women, wish they could eat it at any time
of the day. Forty six percent of the 1,500 consumers surveyed said they would like to see fullservice restaurants offer breakfast throughout the day.

•

According to a Yale University study, breakfast cereals marketed to children contain 85 percent
more sugar, 65 percent less fiber, and 60 percent more sodium than those targeted at adults.
Cereal makers spend more than $156 million a year marketing to children. The average American
preschooler sees 642 TV cereal ads a year.

•

Researchers from the Imperial College of London found that the reward centers of the brain
respond greatly to high-calorie, fatty foods at lunchtime in study participants who skipped
breakfast. The brains of people who ate breakfast were far less likely to be enticed by fatty foods.

•

According to a study of 1,089 kids in the Netherlands ages 12 to 15 years old, children were more
inclined to eat breakfast daily if their parents ate breakfast daily. Parental rules regarding the
morning meal also played a key role in getting kids to eat breakfast regularly.

•

According to a University of Connecticut study published in Nutrition Research, eating eggs for
breakfast might help you eat less later in the day. The key is protein. Subjects were fed an egg
breakfast and a bagel breakfast on alternating days - the same number of calories, but the eggs
provided more protein. After eating the egg breakfast, subjects ate between 100 and 400 fewer
calories for lunch than they did after the bagel breakfast.
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Who eats it?
Per a recent ABC News poll, as for adults, the younger you
are the less likely you eat breakfast. Seniors 65 and older eat
breakfast over 83% of the time, that drops to 71% for those 55
to 64, about 55% for those 35 to 54, and drops to 53% for the
18 to 34 year olds.
So about half of us eat breakfast, but it's usually a rush. Taking
45 years old as the average adult, those younger rush through
breakfast over 50% of the time, and those older take their time
95% of the time. Those with children rush nearly 76% of the
time. So you're a working stiff? you're probably rushing 49%
of the time, while those who don't work take their time over
85% of the time.

What we eat?
Cold cereal is the number one breakfast food in the US. 35%
of men and 27% of women are likely to eat cold cereal for
breakfast. Fifteen percent of men and 6% of women are likely
to eat eggs and bacon for breakfast.
There are regional differences. Nearly 40% of Northeasterners
prefer cereal to only 25% of Southerners. Southerners are more
likely to have eggs and meat (bacon , ham or sausage). Eleven
percent of Northeasterners eat bagels, more than anywhere
else in the country. (At least real bagels)
As for hot cereal, 13% of those over 35 were likely to eat hot
cereal compared to 4% of those under 35.

PEKING EXPRESS OF VIENNA
Love, Love, Love!
Peking Express of
Vienna… outstanding
selections for lunch
and dinner.
A
neighborhood Chinese
restaurant, just down
the street ready to satisfy your craving. Combination
platters include Egg Roll and choice of Soups…. Health
Food selections with no salt or oil added…authentic
appetizers, chicken, shrimp, beef and pork selections.
And the Fried Rice or Lo Mein is to die for…Don’t
miss the Express Specialties…and remember they
cater! Office Party Trays are always a hit!

carryOut & Free DelIvery
tySOnS, vIenna, & OaktOn FOr lunch & DInner

PEKING EXPRESS
oF

Vienna

103 Center Street North, Vienna, VA 22180

703-281-2445

www.peking-express.com

In a hurry? Slow
down and eat!
Younger adults are more likely to have to rush their
breakfast -- as noted, half of people under 45 do; by contrast
95 percent of seniors take their time. People with children
at home, focused on getting the kids off to school, also
are more likely to have to rush their breakfasts. Rushing
breakfast, naturally, also is much more prevalent among
people who work. Forty-nine percent of full-time workers
rush; among people who are not working, 85 percent take
their time.

How about
cold pizza for
breakfast?
Probably a pretty recent phenomenon. Only 16% of seniors
have had it, compared with nearly 50% of those under 45.
Geographically, 45% of Westerners and Midwesterners, 38% of
Southerners, and 30% of Northeasterners have had cold pizza
for breakfast. Full time workers are 23% more likely to have
eaten cold pizza than those who don't work.
Along with cold pizza as a regular favorite: cold spaghetti.
Other non-traditional foods people responded with: left over
Chinese, Peanut Butter & anything sandwiches, donut and a coke,
cold left over burger or hot dog, ramen noodles, Oreos & milk.

ViennaVirginia.com

Fairfax County Emergency Telephone Numbers
Police, Fire and Ambulance (Emergency):
911, TTY 911
Police, Fire and Ambulance (Non-Emerg):
703.691.2131
				
TTY 703.204.2264
Poison Control: 202.625..3333
Flooding: 703.691.2131
Sewer Line Breaks or Emergencies: 703.323.1211
Humane Society of Fairfax County: 703.385.7387
Animal Shelter of Fairfax County:
703.830.1100
Power Outage: 888.667.3000
Information Telephone Numbers
For General County Information:		
For General Court Information:		
For General School Information:		

703.324.3185
703.691.7320
703.246.2502

If you are unable to find a listing for the office you wish to
reach, Dial 703.324.3185 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday. For 24-hour recorded information,
call 703.324.INFO (4636)
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Metro Construction and Traffic Update
Fifteen months after construction of Phase 1 of the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project began, construction
is under way all along the 11.5 mile route from East Falls Church to the eastern edge of Reston.
Construction is literally changing the face of Tysons as station foundations, piers, aerial structures,
roadways are widened and motorist adjust to new traffic patterns.
•
•

Crews are building four of the five stations and construction will begin in early fall on the fifth.
Piers for the aerial bridges that will carry the tracks through the heart of Tysons Corner are in place and giant yellow
and blue trusses –weighing about 399 tons each—are being used to build the concrete spans between those piers along
the northwest side of Route 123 from the Dulles Connector Road, across the Capital Beltway, along Route 7 from Route
123 west to the Dulles Connector and in the median of the Dulles International Airport Access Highway at Route 7. (see
photo)
• In June, the first of those trusses started moving from the Connector Road along the Northwest side of Route 123
toward the Tysons East Station at Scotts Crossing/Colshire Drive, home to both Mitre and Northrup Grumman. In
October, a truss will begin the year-long complicated, intricate process of erecting the aerial rail bridge over I-495.
• Meanwhile underground, miners are making significant progress on construction of two tunnels that will carry tracks
from Route 7 to Route 123 using what’s known as the New Austrian Tunneling Method. By the end of July, the first half
of the outbound will be mined, a significant milestone. Both the inbound and outbound tunnels are now complete
underneath International Drive, one of the busiest roads in Tysons Corner.
• Two other major construction events happened in June. One took place where the new rail extension will tie into
Metro’s existing Orange line near I-66 and the Dulles Connector Road. Rail crews built caissons and piers to support the
aerial guideway that will carry the new tracks from the existing line across the westbound lanes of I-66 into the median
of the Dulles Connector Road. (See photo)
• A section of the eastbound lanes of Route 7 between Spring Hill Road and Route 123 was shifted more than 40 feet
south to make room for construction of the Tyson Central 7 Station in the median of Route 7 near Marshalls and SAIC.
The widening provided sidewalks along the widened lanes. Dulles Corridor Metrorail construction crews have been
preparing for this significant widening of Route 7 for several years, including relocations and undergrounding of 21
utilities, removal of service roads, relocations of traffic signals and eliminations of mid-block turn lanes. The widening
is necessary to create space for the rail station and for a large construction zone to support that work. When the rail
project is completed, there will be sidewalks on both sides of Route 7 from Route 123 to the Dulles Toll Road.
• The lane shifts have created an issue for pedestrians crossing Route 7 at the Westpark/Gosnell intersection. Because of
the widening in this area, pedestrians now only have time to cross half of Route 7 during a “green” traffic signal cycle.
To remedy that, a new traffic signal has been installed that will require pedestrians to stop in the median, press a newly
installed signal button, and wait for a signal to cross to the other side of the street. Pedestrians should not attempt
to cross the entire width of Route 7 in one green light cycle. This is necessary to help ensure the safety of pedestrians
crossing the wider road. We can't encourage drivers enough to pay extra attention and watch for pedestrians in these
construction zones.
• Later this summer, a similar lane shift will take place on Route 7 in the area of Spring Hill and Tyco Roads to make room
for construction of the Tysons West Metrorail Station.
• All five of the stations in Phase 1 of the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project will be under construction by late fall.
• This summer piers will start rising in the median of Route 7 to support the future overhead system.
• In the Reston area: Construction of the platform for the Wiehle avenue Station is under way. A significant lane
shift has taken place in June along the Dulles International Airport Access Highway near Wiehle Avenue as station
construction expands.
In summary, construction is now in full swing and residents, employers, employees and commuters will experience the
most intense rail related construction during the next 16 to 18 months. Drivers and pedestrians need to play close attention

to changing traffic patterns. There will be a lot to look at and we expect a lot of gawking.
If you have any construction-related emergencies, please call the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project Hotline at
877-585-6789. For further information about the project, please visit the project website at www.dullesmetro.
com or call 703-572-0506.
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Above is a view of "ground zero," where the Beltway crosses over Route 123. This is the most intense area of construction
where two of the largest transportation projects in the country, the HOT Lanes and the new Metro Silver Line, are
being built simultaneously necessitating the coordination of many contractors, schedules, and other construction
logistics all while maintaining open traffic flow in one of the most traffic congested areas found anywhere.
The yellow dots show the alignment of the elevated rail over the beltway and Westpark Bridge between the Tysons
East and Tysons Central 123 stations. The Orange dots show the alignment of the HOT Lanes that will run between
the two loops of the beltway. The red dots show the alignment of the new access point from the HOT Lanes to the
Westpark Bridge (the bridge of 123 connecting Tysons Corner Center to the Galleria side of 123). The bridge is being
widened, as shown here at the left side of photo to accommodate the new access point.
This massive yellow and blue truss structure was custom designed for
the Metro extension. The structure moves along the elevated path of
the rail placing each of the nearly 2,800 pieces that make up the spans
in its proper place. The pieces are then epoxied together and strung on
tensioned steel cables to hold them in place. Currently on the connector
road between I-66 and the Dulles Toll Road, it is quite an impressive site to
see. Just wait until it makes its way down Route 123 and over the beltway.
Rubbernecking most likely be taken to a new level. The truss has quite a
gawk factor attached to it, especially with the those bright IKEA colors.

A view inside the attached
precaste pieces.
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Virginia Mega Projects Update
The HOT Lanes project that is affecting our commutes, our landscape, and our daily travels is just part
of a large web of huge projects in our area. I-95, the Telegraph Road interchange, and the Fairfax County
Parkway projects all will affect how we get around throughout Northern Virginia and/or head South
for vacations. Here is the latest update we received from the Virginia Department of Transportation.

I-495 High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes
The early spring and summer were busy times for the HOT Lanes Project, with several bridge overpass spans opening to
traffic and existing bridges being demolished to make way for new spans. On the Beltway, from Braddock to Arlington
Boulevard (Route 50), new lanes are beginning to take shape on the Inner and Outer loops, and at Route 123, the
southbound I-495 lanes were shifted to a new bridge overpass. Construction crews continue to advance bridge work at
Westpark Drive, the bridge that connects Tysons Corner Center and Tysons Galleria shopping centers. At Route 123 and
the Beltway, the left lane in both directions closed in late spring and will remain closed for 18-24 months while cranes
crews begin construction on the new Beltway bridges and a new HOT Lanes connection into Tysons Corner at Westpark
Drive. Crews will also start construction of Dulles Metrorail guideway piers over the Capital Beltway. This project progress
will continue through July and August, with several milestones in sight including steel beams going up at Lewinsville
Road, traffic shifts at Lee Highway and Route 7, traffic flowing on the new Oak Street bridge, and beams linking I-95/395
at the Springfield Interchange. Look for the Idylwood Bridge demolition to start mid July. Please pay attention to detours.

I-95 Widening
Phase II of the I-95 widening project will be in full stride in mid to late summer, with great strides being made on the
southbound lane to meet the deadline of fall 2010. In many places, retaining walls will be going up, followed by sound
walls on the retaining walls and finally a roadbed and paving. At Accotink Creek, the bridge is being widened as well.
Motorists beware though, there will be daytime lane closures each week from 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m., Monday through
Thursday, and 8 until 11 a.m. on Friday, and weeknight lane closures from 9:30 p.m. until 5 a.m., Sunday through Thursday.
The beam work at the Occoquan Bridge is being completed in July, and crews will begin placing the new decking down on
the northbound side in August. In addition, the bridge carrying traffic from Route 1 to the northbound High Occupancy
Vehicle lanes will be completed as well.

Fairfax County Parkway
In May 2010 the Fairfax County Parkway project took a big step forward with the first sections of paving going down on
this 1.5-mile section of road which goes through the Fort Belvoir North Area, just west of I-95. Throughout the summer,
crews will be working feverishly, on the Fullerton Road overpass, the bridge over Accotink Creek, and the Alban Road exit.
By the fall of 2010, motorists will be able to continue on the Fairfax County Parkway from Springfield to I-95 without being
detoured to Backlick Road or Rolling Road.
As part of the project, the southern portion of Rolling Road is being rebuilt. From the intersection with Fullerton Road, a
1500-foot section of Rolling Road is being torn out, the road bed is being rebuilt, and new pavement is being laid to bring
it up to grade and improve transportation in this area. This six-month component of the project will be highlighted by
occasional daytime lane closings and night work.
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As part of the HOT Lanes project,
Route 123 was closed in June for a
whole weekend to take down the
Southbound lanes of 495 that crossed
Route 123 (as seen by the missing
bridge noted with the yellow arrow).
Prior to the demolition, Southbound
traffic was rerouted to the new
Southbound lanes (lanes to the left
side of photo). When the demolished
bridge is replaced, the Northbound
lanes (at the far right of photo) will shift
to the new overpass, and we will get
another weekend closure to demolish
the existing Northbound overpass so it
can be replaced.
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Put OUR
money where
YOUR mouth is!

Errands
Retail

Grocery

Dry Cleaning

Pharmacy

Transportation to Medical Appointments

Seasonal/Gift Shopping

Salon

Call Maria Niklason 703.698.8991 MariaNiklason@aol.com

Viva Tysons! Magazine wants to hear from you.
We know that our readers know the best places to
eat. We want you to tell the rest of our readers about
your favorite finds. Send us your review of a local
Tysons area restaurant. If we print it, you get a $50
gift certificate to a fine area restaurant! So what's the
catch? Just the catch of the day! Creative, sincere,
and well written reviews will get to the top of the
stack, so put some thought into it. Who knows?
Maybe you'll get a regular column! Send your review
to comments@vivatysons.com, put REVIEW in the
subject line and try keep it under 500 words. Deadline
is August 15th at midnight. Bon appetite!

Hopefully your next meal there will be on us!

ViennaVirginia.com

Spa Certificates make
the perfect gift.

703.848.2640

1420 Beverly Rd, Suite 100, McLean, VA 22101
Experience Prima. Our highly skilled and
professionally trained stylists can create the
look you desire. Pamper yourself with the
esthetic spa and clinical treatments you deserve.

20% Off Professional
Services
Viva Tysons! • Salon
July - August
2010
with Selected Stylists with mention of this ad.
Not available with any other offer or special. Expires 08/31/2010
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Local
Women
Entrepreneurs
Shine

T

ake an idea, a passion, a new
enterprise or venture, then establish
it as a viable endeavor with the intent
of making it financially successful, while you're assuming all the risks and voilà... you've
become an entrepreneur. Taking on risk to pursue an opportunity is not something that
everyone is cut out for. Forget the comfort zone of having a job with a regular paycheck and all the
necessities to do your work paid for by your employer. Entrepreneurs do it hoping that the right amount
of sweat, passion, and attitude will get them to be successful at something they believe in and love to
do. Is it hard? Of course. And it has probably been harder for women, they deserve even more credit.
We've taken a look around the community and found a handful of women entrepreneurs that we
spotlight here. There are many more than we may ever know, and we only tell a few stories here about
what they are about... what they do and why they do it. We've included some small, some larger, but
all determined to do their best and be successful. We applaud them and all the entrepreneurial women
business owners around us for their hard work and determination to follow their dream.
Woman-owned businesses make a significant contribution and play an important role in Fairfax county's
economic growth and prosperity. How significant? Here is some data which was derived from the 2002 US
Census Bureau and the 2008 Central Contractor Registration Dynamic Small Business Search database and
Fairfax County Economic Development Authority (www.FairfaxCountyEDA.org):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fairfax County is home to more woman-owned firms than anyother locality in
Virginia, representing 19 percent of all woman owned firms in Virginia.
Sales and receipts for all Fairfax County woman-owned totaled more than $4.1
billion, representing 18 percent of sales and receipts earned by all woman-owned
firms in Virginia.
Annual payroll for Fairfax County woman-owned firms accounted for 24 percent of
payroll for all woman-owned firms in Virginia.
Fairfax County woman-owned firms represented 14.6 percent of all woman-owned
firms in the Washington/Baltimore Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area
(CMSA).
Fairfax County woman-owned firms accounted for 14.5 percent of total sales and
receipts and 16 percent of annual payroll of all woman-owned firms in the CMSA.
Fairfax County Woman-Owned Businessesat a Glance (2002):
• Total Number of Woman-Owned Firms: 29,857
• Total Sales and Receipts: $4.1 billion
• Annual Payroll: $1.1 billion

Looking for more information? The Woman's Business Center of Northern Virginia (www.wbcnova.org) is
funded through a grant from the SBA and is a cooperative effort of Fairfax County government, the Community
Business Partnership and the Mason Enterprise Center of George Mason University. The center provides
counseling and training in financing, management, procurement and marketing at minimal cost to small
business start-up clients. For more information, please call 703.778.9222 or e-mail info@wbcnova.org.
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Name: Lynn Alloy
Business: Dress to Sweat, Vienna
Age: 45
Resides: Vienna

A business based on a passion and sparked by frustration? Two years ago Lynn
decided that it was too hard to find stylish and quality workout wear without
going to the internet. Online purchases meant getting it shipped, trying it on,
shipping back (and paying for it) what you didn't like or didn't fit (or sized for a
supermodel), or the color didn't look the same as on your monitor. There were
so many great lines of clothing no one knew about and weren't available locally.
The objective: Bring those hard to find quality items to the local market. Lynn
decided to put her consulting practice helping other organizations on hold to
follow her passion; Dress to Sweat launched in March of 2008.
Lynn knows all too well how difficult it is to find time to shop with 3 children of her
own so she tries to make it easy for her customers who are often juggling careers
and family. Lynn reaches and expands her client base by holding trunk shows at
local gyms and spas, holiday boutiques at local schools, and private parties. Lynn
also offers personal appointments that fit into her customers' schedules. Work
all day and can only shop at night? No problem- just let Lynn know what works
for you! Even Denise Austin, local fitness guru, sought out Dress to Sweat to
purchase her wardrobe for her latest national workout DVDs! Lynn and her assistant brought a rack of clothes to Denise's
home to make her shopping experience simple and enjoyable.
She has found a niche market that no one has really focused on. Sure there are national chains with fitness wear, but
her clients want something different, something comfortable, and something functional. The products are not only high
quality for the most serious fitness conscious (as Lynn is), but they are stylish enough to wear everyday around town (as
Lynn does). Personal contact has kept Dress to Sweat successful. Clients know they will get the attention and convenience
of a business owner looking out for their satisfaction, not the impersonal experience you find online.
Dress to Sweat has over 11 lines of clothing for a broad range of fitness activities; and accessories to include stylish gym
bags, headbands, weight lifting gloves designed specifically for women, Pilates gloves for wrist sensitivities, Yogitioes towels,
Toesox, high impact bras, and more. Dress to Sweat even carries a unique tennis line from Denmark. Lynn lives to workout
and she sells what she feels good in. You know she believes in the products she offers, as she wears them to the gym, to the
mall... wherever. If she doesn't like them, she won't carry them. Have a fitness related item you love and can't find it locally?
Talk to Lynn- she is always looking for the unique workout item to add to her offerings! www.dresstosweat.com

Name: Jonna S. Wooten
Business: State Farm Insurance, Vienna
Age: 41
Resides: Fairfax

The 3rd Generation and the 9th State Farm agent in her family, Jonna started her
agency on January 1, 2000. Insurance has always been a big part of her professional
life. Starting in 1990 in auto claims, she moved to The Senior Investigation Unit doing
arson and fraud work. "Sunday dinners were all about State Farm and it seemed like
something I was born to do. The move to insurance seemed only natural... so I just
'did it'."
Hailing from North Carolina, the challenge was where to start an agency, and how
to become a part of the Vienna and Tysons community. "It takes time to build an
agency." Long hours, strong mailing campaigns, and dedication to servicing the
client was her strategy to build the agency she always wanted.
Jonna's management style is refreshing: "I have a team of four very competent
agents that work with me. I treat them as if they run their own smaller agencies,
letting them handle clients that they have a relationship with and only becoming
involved if they need me."
Special challenges are few. They include the occasional client who doesn't want to work with a woman, and the never
ending search for more hours in a day. "I have two men that work with me and they can handle those clients."
Hobbies include traveling, reading and time with her friends and colleagues. www.jonnawooten.com
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Name: Renneye L. Pike
Business: Real Estate, Tysons Corner
Age: 57 Resides: Oakton

Renneye came to the real estate field from the magazine publishing business.
The real estate publishing business was booming then, and she saw the promise
of the industry.
Working with builders in the 1980's, she began her real estate career at the age
of 37 in New Home Sales for local builders. Always one for details, she longed for
a career which allowed her to "specialize"...but what and where?
Armed with her real estate license in 1988, she set her eyes on the "Vision" which
was Tysons Corner... attending planning meetings, Metro seminars, and as a
new resident at the Rotunda, became active in the community and made it a
point to understand the direction which these changes were leading.
Her management style: "Everyone wants to work with an expert... People call me
because I'm knowledgeable about Tysons. The options, the value, the future and
a deep understanding on how and why we got here... I live and breath Tysons."
"Know your Pond. That's the answer!"
Find Renneye at McEnearney Associates. rpike@mcenearney.com

Name: Lara Stuckey
Business: Fluffy Thoughts Cakes, McLean
Age: 32
Resides: McLean

Follow your passion. That may be the easiest answer to the question we posed
to Lara Stuckey of Fluffy Thoughts in McLean, why did you open a custom cake
store? She opened her doors in April and hasn't looked back. We sat and talked in
her "tasting room" a small glassed in room that takes about half her retail space
where clients can sample a variety of cakes and frostings for that special day. In the
other half is a case full of unique delicate cup cakes and other baked goods, and an
espresso machine. The back houses her production area, an office and refrigeration.
Attending Marymount as a psychology major with a minor in fine arts, baking
was her love. She took a job at Cakelove, a local custom cake company part time
for nearly a year and a half. There she learned the business and gained valuable
experience. She also fined tuned her skills at L'Academie de Cuisine in Gaithersburg.
She has always had a love for baking. Baking for friends and family soon got her
the opportunity to bake a wedding cake for a good friend. It sank in! Mistake
made. Lesson learned. Fortunately the friend was forgiving (since the cake was still
delicious!). For seven years, she had been baking cakes out of her apartment with
two assistants. Baking single layers at a time and decorating and trying to move large
cakes through the hall to the elevator and all the logistical headaches that entailed... she obviously was determined. But there
came a time to make a decision, either find a space and make this passion a career to pursue, or get out of the business.
McLean had the right demographics in regards to wealth and education, plus she had grown up there. The space on Old Chain
Bridge Road seemed perfect. A small storefront to share her creations with the public, and a spacious production bakery to bake
her specialty cakes. The ribbon cutting was held April 1st.
So now she is in business. What keeps her going? She doesn't hesitate to answer. "Everyday is something different. We are
constantly creating something new and unique." Combining her love for baking along with her love of art makes it natural.
Airbrushing, making flowers, painting designs are all skills that keep her products striking and original. Of course the positive
feedback doesn't hurt. Her insistence on the highest quality ingredients without preservatives, and the help of some recipes
from her Grandmother is all part of her strive for success. Just take a look at the wild varieties of her cupcakes. Everything from
the popular red velvet, to Italian cannoli, to apple and bacon (no typo here). What's next? "We've been applying to Food Network
to be on the Food Network Challenge.", she replies, "it's what we do." Nothing wrong with a little competition to go with your
passion to keep your business successful. www.fluffythoughts.com
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Name: Hue-Chan Karels
Business: Open Kitchen, Falls Church
Age: 44
Resides: Washington, DC

FDA regulatory and compliance consulting practice just doesn't seem to fit the
fresh, exciting and unique business Hue-Chan Karels started in Falls Church. But
that is exactly what she did before opening Open Kitchen, a creative concept
bringing a casual bistro, cooking school, and a time share commercial kitchen all
under one roof. Entering its ninth month of serving up delicious dishes, it is an ever
evolving vision that has brought success.
It all started with a problem and a need to find a manageable solution. Hue-Chan
wanted to start an artisan cookie business, a complete lifestyle change from the
international consulting world. Finding affordable and convenient commercial
kitchen space was near impossible. After finding partners in the food business
with similar needs, ideas were floated and the Open Kitchen concept began to
take form. Not only a commercial kitchen available to rent, but a place to fine tune
techniques, and of course, the bistro.
Evolving the vision is what Hue-Chan is all about. Her experience as an integrator, putting
people and their skills together in a productive system helps her keep Open Kitchen
on the right path. The concepts from her previous job are still used, just for a different
industry. Managing the front of the house, the catering operation, the finances, and of
course the ever present Chef Bernard are all components that seamlessly work together as whole built upon individual strengths.
As much as she is in a totally different business, her prior experiences have given her a way to stay organized and create the
systems necessary to ensure success. Giving her strong people direction and instilling ownership creates a means to achieve Open
Kitchen's goals. Particularly in the food business, there is no stopping. The show must go on. There is sustainability in this company
because the whole is greater than the parts, if one part is missed, the rest should be able to pick up the slack, successfully.
So what gets her up every morning? She says the better question is "what gets me to sleep at night?" Knowing that she has
assembled a great team that gets it, the vision of Open Kitchen. Success in everything they do, the bistro, the catering, the
cooking school, and the shared commercial kitchen. Yes, there is always a financial struggle in the food business, but the
compliment on a fine entree and an enjoyable experience, those many times the staff just gets it right, the fact that you're doing
what you like to do, and the support of a loving husband makes it all worthwhile.

Name: Sarah Wiener
Business: Trousseau, Vienna
Age: 45 Resides: Potomac Falls

Trousseau,a store dedicated to the art of romance. Not just fine lingerie
and sleepwear, but a wide selection of elegant bridal accessories, many
designed exclusively by Trousseau. Trousseau truly understands women and
that choosing the right lingerie is essential. Sarah has developed a business
with the personal touch, providing services that area hard to find in the area
from truly expert bra fitting by her knowledgeable staff and a special gift
registry to make it easy without embarrassment.
Armed with a 60 page business plan, a degree from Carnegie Melon and a
background in "Christmas Mechanical Animation," Sara set her sights on
Vienna in September, 1993 and began her enterprise to change the way
women feel about themselves...both for special occasions and everyday.
"We started as a Bridal Accessory retailer and later saw the need to offer
more." "As we developed closer relationships with our customers, and since the Bridal business was so seasonal, we
added an extensive line of lingerie."
The demand for those special brands they offered brought them to where we are today. With a staff of 11, Sara puts
in a 60 hour work week and assures excellent customer service by stressing teamwork. She's "hands on" while fiercely
dedicated to her strong and knowledgeable staff. Headpieces and veils are still made right in the shop...that's service!
Known throughout the Metropolitan area for expert, unparalleled bra fitting (extensive line-up for any size), Sara and
The Trousseau Team are always ready to solve any problems women have in looking and feeling their best.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Beginning at an early age:
Working toward financial literacy

The recent financial crisis made it obvious that many Americans
spent more than they earned, signed up for unaffordable mortgages
and carried credit-card debt.
Add to that the fact that a quarter of U.S. households were unbanked
at the end of 2009. They had no bank accounts at all, according to
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Some paid for checkcashing services or used expensive pay-day lenders.
Many American households, including almost all pay levels,
were living paycheck-to-paycheck. Because they never learned
the fundamentals of money management, they were living at a
disadvantage.
* That's one reason why Operation HOPE, a nonprofit, teamed
with Gallup to form the Gallup-HOPE Financial Literacy Index.
They will poll over 70,000 participants in grades five through 12
who are located in 18 states. The poll will yield information on
whether they have savings accounts, whether they understand
what it takes to run a home or a business, and whether they have
a positive view of the free enterprise
system.
* President Barack Obama reinforced
the move to raise financial IQs by
creating the President's Advisory
Council on Financial Capability.
The Education Department wants a
financial course included in programs
of public school students in grades
one through 12.
* A bill before Congress would
require the recipient of every
guaranteed student loan to take a
course in financial literacy. And every
college that gets federal funds would have to offer one.

Starting July 1,

all schools provide
student loans through the Direct
Loan program

Beginning with the 2010-2011 school year, all students who take
out federal student loans will borrow directly from the federal
government, instead of through a private lender.
The change was included in the health care bill. Interest rates for
federal student loans won't change and are less than those charged
by banks. Here are the interest rates under the new bill:
Subsidized Stafford loans, 4.5 percent. For unsubsidized Stafford
loans, the interest rate is 6.8 percent. For PLUS loans, interest is
7.9 percent
Annual loan limits for dependent undergraduates are: Freshman,
$5,500; Sophomore, $6,500; and third year students and beyond,
$7,500.

The process is simpler than before, says Mark Kantrowitz,
publisher of FinAid.org. He says the school determines how much
you're eligible for; they send you the master promissory note; you
sign it, and you're done.
Expanded Pell Grants: The Pell Grant for millions of low-income
students, reduces the amount they have to borrow. For this year
and through the 2012-2013 school year, it is increased to $5,500,
up from $5,350.
Lower interest rates for federally guaranteed Parent Loan for
Undergraduate Students (PLUS): For these parents, the interest
rate falls from 8.5 percent to 7.9 percent. Graduate students are
eligible for PLUS loans on the same terms as parent borrowers.
Lower loan payments for low-income graduates: Beginning in
2014, borrowers experiencing financial difficulties can apply to
have their loan payments capped at 10 percent of discretionary
income, according to SimpleTuition, a student loan comparison
Web site. That percentage is lower than the 15 percent in current
arrangements.
Because all student loans will be through the federal government,
students will be less likely to make costly mistakes. For example,
they won't be able to combine federal
and private bank loans into one bank
loan, which would result in a higher
interest rate.

Five Ways
that
Finances Can Ruin a
Relationship

These trying financial times can put a
real damper on a marriage, sometimes
even ruin it. Be aware of these five
ways that add new dimensions of stress
on spouses. Be aware and head them
off with serious conversations before
it's too late, or at least consider getting some help sooner than later.
* Reduced Circumstances. Spouses who are used to living in a
certain lifestyle may not be ready or willing to live otherwise when
the money is not there.
* Your Mistakes. There is only one person to point the finger at if
that person is the one who handles the finances.
* Your Parents. Some of the toughest financial problems that come
up well into a marriage are those that feel like a choice between
your spouse and another loved one.
* Your Children. While the desire to do right by the children often
keeps couples together, the financial challenges that children pose
can be formidable.
* Your Uncertainy. Most couples have dealt with some low-grade
financial stress. The stakes only get higher as you and your
marriage age, and you have children or other large financial
responsibilities that weren't that daunting just a short while ago.

Money was never a big motivation for me, except as a way to keep score. The real excitement is playing the game.-- Donald Trump
Who is rich? He that is content. Who is that? Nobody. -- Benjamin Franklin
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investment
patience, caution

goals

with

If you've been reading about investments, watching those hotinvestment stories on TV, and wracking your brain over how
to get the best returns, one authority has advice for you: Relax
and follow these steps.
* Forget the hot stocks. Too many go bad and end up in a loss.
Instead of trying to predict tomorrow's big gainers, choose a
mix of five or six funds that cover assets such as large and small
U.S. stocks, foreign shares, bonds and another that invests in
natural resources or other inflation hedges.
* Invest for the long term, not for next year's stock returns.
You can't pick winners year after year. Some will end up going
down as fast as they went up.
* Consider a fund's expenses. You never hear people bragging
about their low mutual fund expenses because high returns are
more fun to talk about. Money advisor Stephen Lewis analyzed
stock funds over a 15-year period. His conclusions agree with
those of Burton Malkiel and Charles Ellis in their new book,
The Elements of Investing: The higher a fund's fees, the lower
its average return over time.
* Don't panic. The stock market goes up and down and
sometimes crashes. Those who often lose a lot can't blame
the market entirely for their misfortune. When
things are going well, they put more
into risky assets, making them more
vulnerable.
Realize that the market will turn
around, so don't sell your stocks or
funds when prices are very low.
The less you fiddle with your investments, the
fewer mistakes you will make, says Lewis.

Save a few bucks on groceries

It takes time to study the Sunday newspaper insert and clip
money-saving coupons, especially since most are for products
you never buy. Here's a better way. Make your grocery list,
including pet foods and housekeeping supplies.
Go to the Internet and call up the foods and supplies on your
list. There's a good chance that a coupon is available for you
to print out.
When you find a coupon that interests you, check the net price
against the store brand. It could turn out to be less.
Why not save $4 or $5 on groceries, supplies and pet food? It
adds up.

$1 movie rentals

Renting a movie from Redbox costs less than renting from
a video store, just $1 for an over-night rental. But customers
don't have the pleasure of browsing and examining DVD
information before renting as they do in a video store.
There are about 22,400 Redbox kiosks in the United States.

They are in every sort of store and even in parking lots.
Redbox has agreed with movie makers to wait 28 days before
renting new DVD releases. The first 28 days after a new release
is the period when 90 percent of new DVD sales occur.
Netflex has agreed to the same 28-day waiting period after a
DVD release before they offer it to their customers.

money

Reach

States delay tax refunds
If you haven't received your state income tax refund yet, it
could be a couple of weeks more until you get it.
The recession has tied up cash and caused officials in several
states to delay sending refunds for five months or more.
Sometimes it's not so much about not having the cash handy,
but cutbacks in employees processing the returns has created a
huge backlog in many states. One way to help avoid this is to
e-file. E-filers tend to receive their refunds with thirty days, but
you must have a bank account to direct deposit into.
According to the National Association of State Budget Officers,
delaying refund checks is not without precedent. Delaying
refunds so other state bills can be paid can trigger interest
on overdue payments, depending on state laws. In Virginia,
refunds paid after July 1 start to acrue interest,
though at today's rates, it isn't much.
The National Governors Association
expects states to have difficult financial
conditions for three years or more.

Keep

estate info in
the cloud or on
your computer?

If you checked out tomorrow,
it would be nice if your spouse
and your heirs had all of your
various kinds of information in an easy-to-access place.
New software services by InformationSAFE (www.infosafe.
com) can help you do it. It is a relatively simple way to
organize personal and sensitive information where your
spouse and attorney can get to it.
InformationSAFE comes in two versions. The first is for your
PC and stores encrypted data. The second has most of the
same features, but it's an online service and costs $49.95 a
year.
You can authorize anyone to access either of the plans from
a computer. The information you put on your PC or Mac is
under your control every day, but it's vulnerable to fire, flood
or whatever makes the computer crash.
The Web-based information resides on infosafe's servers. It's
always available and has many great features. But you need
to have faith that the company's level of security would keep
a criminal out of it. You can authorize anyone else to use the
site and the company sends you an alert if anyone logs onto it.
The question is, who do you trust, yourself or the Web 2.0?

It's a recession when your neighbour loses his job: it's a depression when you lose yours. -- Harry S. Truman

ViennaVirginia.com
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In well developed and planned communities, trails
can be a very popular part of the landscape. They link
neighborhoods with parkland, provide alternative scenic
The clearly defined Pimmit Run Trail runs
transportation routes, offer recreational and fitness
along Pimmit Run, a quiet stream lined with
opportunities, and allow us to step away from our very
wildflowers. Where the trail crosses the
stream, Fairfax Trails has installed concrete
urban life and revitalize ourselves by taking advantage of our
stepping stones, along with wooden bridges
beautiful natural surroundings.
that cross the gullies that feed the stream,
to make the path safe and enjoyable.
Many times trails are located along stream valleys as they are
a natural path through the many disjointed developments in
our ever growing area. Resources to maintain usable trails
for the enjoyment of the community is often lost among
the many priorities that vie for limited funds for our areas
parkland maintenance.
Using the existing stream valleys may be the last chance
to provide a network of interconnecting off-road trails
through our area since these streams are usually protected
as wetlands and they run in long spans connecting to
other stream valleys. A grassroots trail and environmental
advocacy group, Fairfax Trails and Streams, has taken
stewardship of this process. Working with landowners, trail user groups, and government officials, Fairfax Trails and Streams'
mission is to help complete these networks of scenic trails, and to be an advocate for our fragile watershed.
The two main projects of the group are the Pimmit Run Trail and the Cross County Trail (CCT). The CCT runs from the Occoquan
River north all the way to Great Falls. This nearly 40 mile continuous trail was the result of a successful collaboration of many
government agencies, Fairfax Trails and Streams, charitable organizations, private landowners and numerous volunteers. The
Pimmit Run Trail follows Pimmit Run starting at Leesburg Pike and follows the Pimmit Run stream all the way to Chain Bridge at
the Potomac River. There is one break in the trail between Highland Swim Club and the Potomac School in McLean, so it is not yet
continuous, but pretty close.
Walking a portion of the trail in McLean parallel to Lemon Road from Great Falls Street
to Westmoreland, one had to wonder why more people didn't take advantage of the
clearly defined path. Other than the occasional traffic noise close to the roadways,
the trail was quiet. It was an obvious contrast to the traffic and concrete scenery
not too far away. A jogger ran by and there was a local resident who described how
she used to play in the stream as a child, but now just enjoys the easy walk through the
woods. Gullies were easily crossed by wooden bridges and when the trail crossed the
stream, there were permanent concrete foot stones that made crossing safe and easy
(and dry). The clearly marked trail is all due to the hard work of Fairfax trails and Streams.
There was an abundance of wildflowers, an opossum was seen perched on a high
branch, and the sound of birds and trickling water put a nice touch to the peaceful
atmosphere for the easy walk.
Don't take for granted the beautiful natural parkland we still have in this area. This trail
is the perfect way to enjoy nature and get some exercise. Don't forget to bring the kids.
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Local organization provides valuable
stewardship of our stream valleys and
maintains the trails that follow them
through our ever growing developed area.
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Why seek out and use our area trails?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Taking a stroll down the Pimmit Run Trail is a beautiful
way to see a stream valley winding through what is a
very developed area.
It's close by and it's free!
It's a great exercise venue away from the noise of
Tysons traffic and the heat of the sun.
It's a great place to take your children to see some
nearby natural beauty, and spend some quality family
time.
You can find a wide array of wildlife and fauna along
the trail: deer, birds, wild flowers, herbs, and other
wildlife.
It's the natural place to meet other trail enthusiasts
and discover new opportunities to volunteer your
time to help keep the trails usable for the whole
community.
It's fun, and it makes you feel good!

Remember some rules when travelling the trail.
•

Walking the trail can be a sanctuary from the sun as it winds
through beautiful wooded stretches of shade. Morgan, 4, was
spotted catching his first fish with uncle Ryan Jenkinson. Though
pollution from storm water runoff will keep anything caught off the
menu, it can still be a memorable thrill while enjoying local nature.

•
•
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The Pimmit Run Trail follows the Pimmit Run stream valley about
8 miles from Chain Bridge in Arlington to Olney Park in Pimmit
Hills. The trail crosses Pimmit Run seven times using volunteerbuilt stepping stone crossings. On the mile nearest Chain Bridge
(below Fort Marcy) it co-exists with the Potomac Heritage Trail.
The trail is the result of a public/private partnership between
Fairfax County Park Authority and Fairfax Trails & Streams (FTAS).
The trail was built and is maintained by volunteers from FTAS.
The trail has one segment in the middle section where easements
have not yet been obtained and no trail exists at present. This
can be seen between the two red circles above. Maps can be
downloaded at www.fairfaxtrails.org or by mail from FTAS at
info@fairfaxtrails.org. Part of the Pimmit Run Trail creation
involved the restoration of the 19th century Burke Spring house
which was used for drinking water and storing food in its cold
water. The first detailed historic and environmental map of the
Pimmit Run stream valley area, showing the proposed hiking trail
along the Pimmit, is on sale at the McLean Community Center.
Measuring 18" x 24", it has detailed texts explaining sites along
Pimmit Run.
Most of the Pimmit Run Trail is on public land. In places it uses
formal or informal public easements across private property. If
using the trail and don't know whether you are on public or private
property, you'll be just fine keeping to the trail to respect the
private property owners.
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Due to the extensive development of the watershed,
the stream valley suffers flooding conditions
immediately after major downpours due to increased
runoff from parking lots, roofs, and driveways. The
trail should not be used during or immediately after
heavy rains.
Use common sense. Please don't disturb areas off the
trail. The fauna helps control erosion and keeps the
trail green and beautiful.
Stay on the trail and do not trespass on private
property. Respect those owners' right to have quiet
enjoyment of their property.
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Beach Sipping Wines
By Tomme Casmay/Classic Wines of Great Falls

T

here is no doubt that summer has arrived, and we
Northern Virginia residents enjoy nothing better than a
trip to the beach to break out of the summer doldrums.
Whether you enjoy splashing around in the surf, soaking
up some rays on the sand, or just hanging out on the
deck forgetting your cares, a nice glass of vino just makes the
entire beach experience that much more pleasurable.
I can see myself now, lounging on my favorite, high-backed beach
chair, which I have precisely positioned right at the wave line on
one of the beautiful beaches in Corolla on North Carolina’s Outer
Banks—my beach of choice for many years now. I lean back
and relish the dual caress of the cool ocean water tickling
my feet, while at the same time the toasty rays of the sun
warming my face. With any luck, there will also be a
mild breeze coming off the ocean to keep any pesky
bugs away. At moments like these, I love
nothing better than sipping on an ice
cold glass of bubbly, which I drink out
of a “sand” flute. A “sand” flute has
the top of a regular champagne flute,
but instead of the traditional flat wine
glass base, it has an 18 inch glass spike
attached to allow it to be pushed into the
sand for stability. Now, how cool is that?
So, beachcomber Ladies and Gents, let’s
explore some fun and refreshing wine options
for your beach outing. When I refer to a class
of wines as “beach wines”, I am talking about
wines that are not necessarily intended to be
matched with any particular food, in other words,
“sipping wines”. Regardless of whether you are a
white, red or rosé lover, refreshing is the operative
word for beach-friendly wines.
As you can tell from my comments above, my
personal beach favorite is a fresh, crisp sparkling wine f r o m
any number of places around the world. For me, it’s all about the
bubbles. I love looking at them in the glass and there is just nothing
fresher. Real Champagne is, of course, a wonderful choice for your
beach bubbly, but you don’t have to break the bank to enjoy a
delicious sparkling wine on those hot summer beach afternoons.
Cava from Spain, Prosecco from Italy and dry Sparkling Wine from
the Good Old USA are delicious, reasonably priced alternatives
to the pricier Champagne from France. There are a multitude of
good sparklers for under $20, and even under $10 per bottle, that
will refresh you quite nicely. After all, every penny counts during
these uncertain economic times.
However, if you are not in the mood for bubbly, or are not a
sparkling wine fan, there are some still white wines that just cry
out…”Take me to the beach.” Many people refer to these wines
as “summer whites”. The list is endless, but they all share some
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specific characteristics—light mouth-feel, quite dry, stainless steel
fermentation with little or no oak aging, and a lively finishing
acidity. The following types are perfect for wave watching:
• Sauvignon Blanc from almost anywhere, but especially
those from New Zealand which offer lots of citrusy
grapefruit flavors.
• Albariño from northwestern Spain’s Galicia region—the
country’s most respected white wine area. Albariño is a
crisp, refreshing, dry wine with citrus and pear flavors.
• Pinot Grigio from northern Italy or Pinot Gris from Oregon
(same grape—different growing area). One of America’s
most recognizable grape varieties, Pinot Grigio
(Pinot Gris) is crisp, light, and dry, generally
with melon and apple flavors. Oregon is
famous for their Pinot Gris, which
is the state’s best white grape.
Note that Pinot Gris from Alsace
in France tends to be richer, fatter
and more honeyed than their Italian
or Oregon cousins—so, save those
Alsace Pinot Gris wines for the dinner
table, rather than the beach.
•
Pinot Blanc from California, Italy
or Alsace is just marvelous. They offer a
different flavor profile than Pinot Grigio
(Gris) with peach and pear notes. They are
wonderfully fresh.
•
Yes, yes, I know—Chardonnay belongs in
this beach group also. The world’s most recognized
white grape is so very versatile. However, remember
we are sitting on the beach here—no heavy clothing
and no heavy wine is the rule. So, choose an UNOAKED
Chardonnay for collecting the sunshine and leave the
oaky, heavier versions for less sandy occasions, or perhaps
a late evening soirée with someone special.
There are certainly many other white wines suitable for
“beaching” (I just made that word up), but these stand out in my
mind. Certainly, dry rosé wines, served quite chilled, also fill the
bill. However, one wine that I generally do not sip on the beach is
Viognier. I love good Viognier to death; however, it has a tendency
to be higher in alcohol than the wines previously mentioned and
one thing you do not want on the hot sand is a high alcohol wine
that tastes “hot”, which can happen, especially if it loses its chill.
I know that I have concentrated on sparkling and white wines.
They are just a natural fit for your summer beach-sitting excursion,
just like ice cold beer is for some people (however, I don’t know too
many people who drink stout while tanning themselves on the hot
sand—get my drift?) Nevertheless, for the red wine only lovers,
don’t despair, choose a red that is light- to medium-bodied and
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ideally, is enhanced by a slight chill. In other words, skip the heavy oak treatment and choose a red that is dry and fruit-forward…a
quaffing red. The Gamay grape is a wonderful choice, and a light- to medium-weight Beaujolais from France (NOT be confused with
Beaujolais Nouveau) is just perfect. Keep that baby lightly chilled in your cooler and drink freely (but hold the ice, please—it so waters
down the flavor).
Well, enough generalities about what drinks well on the sand. Here are a few specific, value-priced wines to look for as you plan your
beach excursion:
Segura Viudas Cava Brut Reserva ‘NV ($8.99) Available in classic blanc or rosé, this value-priced sparkling wine from
northern Spain is vibrant, balanced and quite dry with very long-lasting bubbles. The blanc is absolutely perfect for that
breakfast mimosa that I always enjoy to start my beach day.
Candoni Brut Prosecco ‘NV ($16.99) From the Veneto region in northern Italy, this Prosecco has pretty, tiny, effusive
bubbles and it offers delicate melon and apple flavors. Dry with only 11% alcohol, you can sip it all day long, as you ponder
life’s mysteries while staring at the rolling waves.
The Infamous Goose Sauvignon Blanc 2009 ($13.99) This wine from New Zealand is just a delight—dry, fresh, limey, and
grapefruity. It has a lively finishing acidity to keep you fresh while sunbathing.
Martin Codax Albariño ($16.99) From the Rias Baixas area in northwestern Spain, this Albarino is crisp and refreshing with
lemon, pear and even a note of peach on the palate. It is a super seafood wine.
Stellina di Notte Pinot Grigio 2008 ($12.99) From the Veneto area of northeastern Italy, this light quaffer is smooth and
silky on the palate with tropical fruit and citrus flavors. The name means “little night star,” so pour yourself a glass for one of
those evening stargazing walks on the beach.
Acrobat Oregon Pinot Gris 2008 ($12.99) A little heavier than the Italian Pinot Grigio. This western Oregon wine is stylistic
and elegant. It is crisp and refreshing with tart apple and melon flavors…Yummy.
Valley of the Moon Pinot Blanc 2008 ($13.99) A touch of peach, a touch of pear, and a charming touch of spice make this
Sonoma Valley wine distinctive. It has a smooth, crisp finish which is sure to please. You’ll just love the unique painted label
on this wine--it’s quite sensual.
George Duboeuf Julienas 2008 ($15.99) From the Beaujolais region in eastern France, this medium-weight red wine is
100% Gamay. With a beautiful red ruby color, it offers a bouquet of raspberry and red cherry which follow on the palate. Dry,
lush and fruit forward, it is delightful by itself, or with beach grilled burgers and dogs.
Well, there it is…I really had fun writing this article because it
brought back so many of my own happy wine and beach memories
in the Outer Banks. Enjoy your summer, enjoy the beach, and enjoy
every day with a glass or two (or three) of nice vino. Remember, a
day without wine is like a day without sunshine.

CLASSIC WINES OF GREAT FALLS
Classic Wines of Great Falls—a fine wine, beer and cigar shop—has been serving
Great Falls, Reston, Herndon and the McLean areas since 1992. Located in the
center of Great Falls, next to the fire station, the shop offers over 800 handselected wines, 200 imported and domestic beers, a walk-in cigar humidor and
a great gourmet section specializing in cheeses, olive oils and Virginia peanuts.
We are open 7 days a week and wines are available for tasting every day. If you
are tired of snobbish, pretentious wine shops, then let us share with you our
passion for wine in a friendly, informal atmosphere. WINE IS OUR PASSION,
AND OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR FRIENDS! Please visit us soon.

Viva Tysons! Readers' Special from
Classic Wines of Great Falls!

Take 10% off your purchase with this ad
Good through 08/31/10. Not to be combined with any other offer.
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Pets

A gym for your dog: Local Dog Parks
Want to get your companion some needed exercise? Just because you get to the
gym doesn't mean that short walk around the block is doing Fido enough good. Get
them out and running at these nearby dog parks where they can run unleashed.
Remember, your dog needs to be licensed and shots up to date. Be careful with heat
(as we mention to the right). Have fun!
"Murphy" of Annapolis

Blake Lane 10033 Blake Lane, Oakton Capacity 25 dogs.
Sponsored by Oakton Dogs, Inc.
Vienna Dog Park at Moorefield Park 700 Courthouse Road, Vienna
.3 acres, water, must be licensed in Vienna or Fairfax.
Visit www.viennadogs.org for more info.
Chandon 900 Palmer Drive, Herndon Capacity42 dogs.
Sponsor: Herndon Dogs, Inc.

"Squeaky" of Reston

Baron Cameron 11300 Baron Cameron Ave, Reston Capacity 40 dogs.
Water, separate area for small dogs.
Sponsor: Reston Dogs, Inc.
Fort Ethan Allen Dog Park 3829 North Stafford Street, Arlington
.6 acres, water, mulched.
Sponsor: Banneker Dogs, Inc.
Benjamin Banneker Park 1701 N. Van Buren, St., Arlington
11 acres, picnic tables, playgrounds, community canine area.

Some Light Pet Humor: The Reality of Cats and Dogs
"Prince" from Vienna.

“Dogs have Owners, Cats have Staff.”
“Everyone needs a dog to adore him, and a cat to bring him back to reality”
“Dogs come when they're called; cats take a message and get back to you later.”
“Dogs believe they are human. Cats believe they are God.”
“Women and cats will do as they please, and men and dogs should relax and get
used to the idea.”

K9 Rockstar with Andrea at Viva Vienna.

Got a “Super Pet”
picture?

Send it to us... we want to share it
with the town... email picture to
pets@calamitymedia.com
...please include pet’s name,
age and your name... Thanks!

“Cat's motto: No matter what you've done wrong, always try to make it look like
the dog did it”
“Every dog has his day - but the nights are reserved for the cats”
“In order to keep a true perspective of one's importance, everyone should have a
dog that will worship him and a cat that will ignore him.”
“Cats are smarter than dogs. You can't get eight cats to pull a sled through snow.”
-Jeff Valdez
"If a dog jumps in your lap, it is because he is fond of you; but if a cat does the same
thing, it is because your lap is warmer." -Alfred North Whitehead

www.foha.org
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Heat Stroke:
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The Summertime
Killer of Pets

The heat of Summer is upon us. Leaving your pet for
"just a minute" in a car can mean death. According to
a study at Stanford University, the temperature of a
closed car on a 72 degree day can top 116 degrees in
just over an hour. Heat stroke is a serious matter that
all too often is not on an owner's mind as they think
pets and humans react the same way to heat.
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Though we usually hear about the hot car situations,
heat stroke can also occur during more common
outdoor activities. Heat stroke results when a pet's
natural defense system cannot handle the buildup
of body heat. Dogs usually pant the heat out of their
body. Even on days that feel wonderfully warm to
many, it can be too hot for physical activity for many
dogs. High humidity can make a day in the eighties
feel like over a hundred degrees.
MY
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Pets shouldn't be exercised in the middle of the day
when the heat index is the highest, particularly in
the sun that can create even more heat for our furry
friends. Even swimming can cause internal body
temperatures to rise. Stick to earlier in the morning or
later in the evening to exercise your companion.
What are the symptoms? Excessive panting, glazed
eyes, restlessness and/or anxiety, bright colored
tongue, and vomiting are the obvious signs. What do
you do if you suspect heat stroke? Cool the pet down
with towels soaked in cool water. Do not immerse in
cold water, cooling down too rapidly can be dangerous
as well.

AuPurr
CatSitting
Professional Feline Child Care
703-203-4930

info@aupurr.com ● www.aupurr.com
Friendly or feral, indoor or out,
Cats 1 or 20, give us a shout!
Serving the cats of
the Vienna/Tysons area

(& other Northern VA areas)

Licensed, bonded & insured

Notable PetCARE Websites:
www.avma.org
www.televets.org
www.aspca.org/pet-care
www.webvet.com

www.thepetcenter.com
www.healthypet.com
www.vetinfo.com
www.thepetplace.com

Stay alert! The best practice is prevention.
1. Always keep fresh clean water
available.
2. Keep pets indoors on hot days.
3.
Keep your pet in shape.
Just like humans, overweight
pets have to work harder,
especially in hot weather.
4.
Keep you pet well
groomed. Fur actually will keep
your pet cool by blocking the
sun and insulating them
from the heat. Matted,
dirty, or tangled fur makes
the fur much less efficient.

ViennaVirginia.com
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Balsamic-glazed sirloin

Start with four 8 to 12 ounce strips of lean sirloin steak.
5 tablespoons Balsamic vinegar
1 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce 		
1/2 stick melted butter
Add salt and pepper to taste
Score steaks diagonally and brush both sides with
butter. Dust with salt and pepper. Mix the vinegar and
Worcestershire sauce in a dish and brush the steaks with
the mixture as they cook. One variation to this glaze would
be to add a couple of tablespoons of maple syrup.

Spicy baked beans

Add these ingredients to two 15-oz. cans of pork and beans.
6 pieces bacon in small pieces
1/2 cup brown sugar
1/2 cup barbecue sauce
12 dashes Louisiana hot sauce
Mix in a grill-proof pan, and set on a medium-heat area of
the grill before grilling the meat. Stir occasionally until it's
bubbling.

Summer Grilling Suggestions:
The big three for the grill
Man's love affair with grilling goes all the way back to the
invention of fire, and to that first prehistoric cook who
accidentally dropped a raw piece of meat onto the glowing
coals.
Since then, techniques for grilling have been honed and
improved. Great varieties of grills can be found. They range
in price from a small tabletop grill that uses charcoal to big
grills in stainless steel cabinets powered by propane.
Here are three short recipes for a surefire backyard cookout.

Perfect grill corn

6 ears corn on the cob
1/2 stick, melted butter salt to taste
Carefully peel the husks back on the ears of corn and
remove corn silk. Brush the corn inside with the melted
butter and add dashes of salt. Put the husks back in
place and soak the corn in water for a few minutes
Place the corn in its husks on the grill in a position of
medium heat. Turn frequently until charred spots start
to appear on the husks. Cooking should take about 10 to
15 minutes. Check for tenderness.
Add your favorite summertime drink and a wedge of
watermelon for a great backyard picnic.

Who Reads Viva Tysons?

She’s a Mom. She works. And she works hard at balancing the needs of
her family and office. She exercises, shops, makes selections for the family,
home, and kids. She’s a partner in the family’s finances and wants the best for
everyone who depends on her. She wants to stay on top of what’s happening in the
neighborhood. What services are close by and ready with the goods and services
she needs. Lunch with the girls. Dinner with the family. At home or out.
When she can manage a break, she wants an enjoyable read. On topics like
staying fit, nutrition, money, decorating and style.
She looks to Viva Tysons! for those tidbits of information- recipes, changes
in traffic patterns-what’s opening and what’s to do with the kids this weekend. And she looks for values she can trust.
After all…she’s the “Super-Glue” holding it all together.

For advertising or subscription information, contact us at
info@vivatysons.com or 703-442-9410
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Got a question?
Ask the Coach.
Panache Restaurant, in the heart of Tysons Corner!
Dear Coach Amy,
My husband, our six month old baby and I live a small one
bedroom apartment in the Tysons Corner area. We are
looking for a house so we can have more room for our family.
My husband works downtown and I work in Bethesda, MD,
of which my contract may not last the year. I like living
close to DC with the amenities of shopping and a variety of
restaurants. My husband has just discovered houses with
“acreage” and is dragging us to look at houses in Manassas and
towards Fredericksburg, VA. He even talked about us moving
to Martinsburg, West Virginia! I can’t see myself living out in
the “boonies”! Besides, the upkeep on such a big house with all
that land is not my idea of fun! What am I to do?
Sincerely,
- Torn in Tysons
Dear T.T.,
The discussion of where you would consider living is an
important discussion to have with a potential spouse before
you get married!
I really wish couples would talk about these things before the
wedding and not afterwards. Be that as it may, here you are
and with a baby. I suggest you sit down on your own and write
out what your ideal house looks like and where it would be
located. Be as descriptive as you can so he can get a picture of
where you see your family. Ask him to do the same exercise.
Then you can see where you are aligned and where you are far
apart in your vision of your ideal home.
Think about if there are any non-negotiables for you? For
example, the house has to be within walking distance to a
Metro. What about your husband’s must haves? Also, discuss
the “pros” and “cons” of each scenario. Perhaps you can see
where you two agree, and work from there to find a suitable
compromise that you both will embrace.

?
ViennaVirginia.com

Pinnacle Towers South
1753 Pinnacle Drive
McLean, VA 22102

P: 703.748.1919
F: 703.748.6022
www.panacherestaurant.com

With any home there are responsibilities. There are regular
upkeep and maintenance issues associated with a single family
home. For instance, who would be expected to mow the lawn,
attend to the landscaping and the maintenance of the house?
Another consideration is your husband’s commute. What
would be the impact of your husband’s commute time with his
daily time with the baby? How would the commute time of
living beyond the Beltway affect your lifestyle and your daycare
options?
I am curious if you have been afraid to express your needs
and wants to your husband since it seems that you have been
taking a back seat to the home search and going along (even
reluctantly) with his idea of finding a bigger house in the remote
suburbs. I encourage you to take this courageous step today to
make your feelings known to your husband.
The goal is to create a shared vision for your family life. I
recommend you give the shared vision you come up with
to your real estate agent. That way, her search can be more

Amy Schoen is a Certified Professional Life Coach
and Dating/Relationship Expert based in the DC area.
She is the author of “Get It Right This Time- How to
Find and Keep Your Ideal Romantic Relationship”.
Go to www.CoachAmySchoen.com and submit any
questions you may have for her.
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Maggie's Timeless Treasures has opened at
320 Maple Avenue in Vienna. Unique, eclectic,
vintage, and retro finds of furniture, jewelry,
antiques and more. Ask for Chris... England
Furniture at the old Eastern Motors on Route
7 is now Urban Street Interiors... As we told
you months ago, Homegoods has put their
sign up at the old Comp USA space, so I guess
they're definitely coming. .. Looking to be
the next "Iron Chef"? Stratford University on
Leesburg Pike just inside the Beltway has
seen their culinary enrollment surpass 200, a 15% increase over
last year. Hopefully those students know what they're getting
into... speaking of the tough food business, we are sad to see
Chutzpah Deli close its Tysons
location. Thanks for the great
efforts Eric, I'll miss the
"fuggedaboutit" sandwich. It was
the closest thing we had around
here to a true New York deli. They
still have their original location in
Fairfax... Peter Pagonis, owner of
Mykonos Grill in Rockville has
signed a lease to open another
Greek Restaurant, this one called
Nostos at the old Chutzpah at 8100
Boone Boulevard. It will include a
nice bar for happy hour and feature
their very popular "small plates"
Probably open by November.... The
newly renovated Giant Food in McLean now offers valet parking,
bag service to your parked car, and an expanded offering of
upscale items including $40/lb Kobe beef, new prepared items,
and Kosher foods... Baker Tilley has their sign up at 8219
Leesburg Pike. The 13th largest accounting firm in the US merged
with Beers+Cutler last February... JP Brehony Homes is now
offering their "Cottage Collection," homes in Vienna starting in
the 800's. Are builders seeing a light?... Not that this will change
anything in the near future, but the Elevation Burger (one of my
favorites) building at 442 S. Washington Street in Falls Church
sold for $2.8 million, well over two times it's assessed value.
Downtown Falls Church may be the next real estate play. I should
be so lucky... McDonalds on Elm Street closed a few weeks ago.
Corporate decided to sell it. No drive thru and a second one down
the street. No need for two in McLean. So many rumors of what
will or should go in there, we just can't speculate. Everyone
seems to want a Chipotle. Why?... STS Personal Training is
moving to Elm Street Fitness in McLean. Monthly memberships
now being offered at the gym along with personal training. Open
in July... As we inferred last issue, INOX on Tysons Boulevard is

the latest Tysons restaurant casualty. Jim Mathieson and
Jonathan Krinn seemed to have all the right stuff. It's sad to see
them go... Is Gold's Gym moving? I've heard it from more than
one source now, but Gold's won't say anything (they haven't
denied it though). Lots of big space around like the old Circuit
City and Linens and Things sitting empty... Edan and Thea
MacQuaid have opened Pizzeria Orso. The restaurant is located
at 400 S. Maple Street in Falls Church. The owners come from
the team behind 2941 Restaurant in Falls Church. Edan comes
from a long list of very notable local pizza restaurants including
Two Amys in DC. Great big tiled picture of a bear eating a pizza
next to the brick oven. Orso is Italian for bear. Go figure... Vienna
Youth Sports (VYS) congratulates Michele Sullivan and Drew
Fielding on being recipients of the Pollin Award, named for the
late Abe Pollin, honoring their dedication
to youth sports in the DC area... Karen
Sherwood opened Nourish Market in
McLean at 8100 Old Dominion Drive at
Spring Hill. The mother of three and
former Micro Strategy employee became
interested in healthier lifestyles after
having children. She now operates two
stores, the new market in McLean and
the Kennedy's Natural Food Store at
1051 W. Broad St. in Falls Church which
she bought while getting the McLean
store together... Fitness professional
Jan Crerie signed a lease for a new
studio. Body Grace Fitness and Yoga is
opening at 124 Park Street at Church in
Vienna.... OK, not quite in Tysons, but it may save a schlep out to
the Sterling or Fairfax warehouse clubs, BJ's is back on track
after the snow delays. They should open in Seven Corners near
the Eden Center late this summer. And you thought Seven
Corners has bad traffic now... New music at Merrifield Park
behind the Vantage building. Uniwest, the developer of the 31
acre Merrifield Town Center (the property around the old movie
theatres) is sponsoring the free concerts and will maintain the
park after the dedication to Fairfax County on June 16. Saturdays
6 to 8 pm through the summer. See you there... MOM's Organic
Market has signed a lease for Merrifield Town Center. This is a
very popular organic market in the Metro area and they are
expanding quickly. They should be occupying sometime in 2012
as the development of the Town Center progresses... We hear a
rumor that Vienna Vinter is talking to the new building across
the street on Maple Ave. A move may be in the future... Congrats
to Jesse Kraft of Providence Elementary for being named the
2010 outstanding first year principal in Fairfax County... Silver
Diner is focusing on sustainable food sources for their restaurants.
These local sources account for nearly 40% of their ingredients

What We
Hear
Around
Tysons
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and growing. Look for the newly designed menu with new 600
calorie and gluten free menu items... Some Route 7 news in Falls
Church: Sfizi, the Italian trattoria and market now on Lee Highway
in Fairfax is moving to 800 W. Broad Street in Falls Church (the
"flower building," it has vines and purple flowers painted on the
outside walls)... Mad Fox Brewery has been coming soon in the
Sprectrum building for an eternity. Typical construction delays,
but the big problem is getting the brewery equipment delivered...
Chipotle has taken over the Duron Paint store at Broadale
Shopping Center. Parking is already tough there... Walking in
Tysons? Take note! Crossing Route 7 at Gosnell/Westpark now will
take you TWO green light cycles. The widened road is too long to
make all the way across, so there'll be a second set of crossing
buttons in the median. Wasn't Tysons described as an urban
pedestrian area?... In case you haven't seen the HUGE sign,
Tysons Jeep and Dodge has moved out of their Route 7 building
and is now at Koons on 123 (no more service road entrance from
Route 7)... Plush Gelato and Coffee is opening at the corner of
123 and Park Street in Vienna in the Superb Framing space. I'm
still figuring out the parking there, but I love gelato... A new
Capital One Bank branch will be the result of the construction at
123 and Elm Street in McLean. Originally planned as a Chevy
Chase Bank, but they were bought out. Should be open by late
September, early October... Northrop Grumman may still
consider Tysons for headquarters. Lots of conflicting
announcements, but they will most likely buy a building at
Fairview Park as a temporary location as they solicit proposals
from developers in Rosalyn-Ballston Corridor, Tysons Corner (and
maybe Reston as a long shot) for a permanent facility to purchase.
An RFP from CB Richard Ellis is out for an unnamed user (hint
hint) for 160,000 square feet. Rosalyn seems to be at the top of
the list, but you never know with the Metro now arriving here...
Newest dry cleaner: GQ Cleaners on Elm Street in McLean, $1.19
for shirts, cash only... Just when you'd think government would
be giving incentives for local transit, Fairfax County is hiking fares
and reducing service on its Fairfax Connector bus service. A 75%
reduction in standby buses that are used to accommodate delays
and heavy use, plus fares are going up 10-20%. They admit there
may be noticeable delays. Really? Is that supposed to make us use
it more?... KPMG, LLC, the tax, audit and advisory firm, is bringing
375 jobs to Tysons Corner as they moved to newly renovated space
at 1676 International Drive in June. There was an incentive of
course from the state, like a $250K grant... The Viva Vienna
festivities Memorial Day Weekend were hot, as in blazing sun, but
the free ice coffee served in front of Vienna Presbyterian Church
made the day bearable while manning the VIva Tysons booth.
They sell Land of 1000 Hills Coffee from Rwanda at their
Grapevine Bookstore at cost, in order to support sustainable
farming, pay fair wages, and build community in a country
ravaged by war. Great coffee. Worth checking out... OK, I got a
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chewing out about the restaurant going into the old Friday's
space at Old Courthouse and 123. Yes, they have had permit
delays, NO, they don't have any money problems. My sincerest
apologies on an unsubstantiated speculation. The Indian banquet
style restaurant will not be called ISHQ (there is a conflict with
another of the same name in Florida). It will be called DIYA, along
with catered events there will be a large restaurant and bar.
Owner Rahul Arora says construction is back on track for an
anticipated August opening. We hope... We offer our sincerest
condolences to the loving family, friends and loyal customers of
Francois Haeringer, who made L'Auberge Chez Francois in Great
Falls a DC culinary landmark. He passed away at age 91... An
interesting store, Tibeten Souvenirs has moved out of
Chesterbrook to Joyce street in Arlington... I'm not one to
complain (too often), but what is up with the parking at the
Fairfax Square garage? Do all their office tenants need 24/7
reserved parking? Seriously, I had to drive to the third floor to get
anywhere near the elevator for Chef Geoff's and that was at 8 pm
on Memorial Day. No way I risk getting towed around here (yeah,
I hear you, pay the $2 for valet). Maybe someone from Charles E
Smith/Vornado can shed some light. Construction nuisances I get,
this I don't... Congratulations to Bobbi Bowman on launching her
new web site www.theMcLeanear.com. She's on top of all the
McLean news. If you live in McLean, you should add it to your list
of things to check out (right after you subscribe to Viva Tysons!)...
My food recommendation of the month: salteña's (a Bolivian style
savory turnover) at Luzmilla's in Falls Church (their peanut soup is
a close second). If you like authentic Bolivian cuisine in an a lively
dive, check it out for lunch. Be prepared, this small place on the
first floor of Broad Falls Apartments gets very packed. Brush up on
your Español... Congratulations to our Viva Tysons family member
John Michael Hanna on his graduation... One last thing: please
make an effort to be aware of your surroundings during all this
construction and traffic mess we're dealing with. Yacking on the
phone and being oblivious is dangerous enough when things are
normal, time to be extra aware, and extra courteous. Remember,
don't block the box. Just a thought... Stay cool this summer and
don't let the traffic get to you. See you around town. -D
PLEASE Don't forget- we love hearing from our readers about what's
happening in the Tysons area. Send us your tid-bits of info to comments@
vivatysons.com. Let us decide if it is too trivial, it rarely is.

Like what you're reading? A subscription is the best way to guarantee
getting every issue of Viva Tysons! delivered to your home or office.
See the details at www.vivatysons.com or page 12. Support a home
town magazine owned, written, published, and sweated over by Tysons
Corner locals. Isn't this column alone worth a couple bucks?
PLEASE NOTE: We are soon starting an electronic version of this
column to be named "Talk of Tysons". It will be sent about twice a
month along with some exclusive local deals from various merchants.
Best part? It's free! Sign up at www.vivatysons.com
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Fun & Games

Turn the next page for all the answers.

There is something unique about this
sentence- other than being really hard
to understand! Can you figure it out?
“I do not know where family doctors
acquired illegibly perplexing
handwriting; nevertheless,
extraordinary pharmaceutical
intellectuality counterbalancing
indecipherability, transcendentalizes
intercommunications
incomprehensibleness”.

Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else. -- Will Rogers

The Lighter Side
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•

To solve a
sudoku, you only
need logic; no
math is required.
Simply make
sure that each
3x3 square
region has
a number
1 through 9
with only one
occurrence of
each number.
Each column and
row of the large
grid must have
only one instance
of the numbers 1
through 9.
The difficulty
rating on this
puzzle is easy.

This is like an optical illusion....with numbers!
This riddle MUST be done in your head and
NOT using pen and paper.
• Take 1000 and add 40 to it.
• Now add another 1000.
• Now add another 30, then another 1000.
• Now add 20. Now add another 1000. Now add 10.
What is the total? (It's not 5000, see p.80)

Dunkin'n Time Crossword

Formicidae family
21. Highlander
22. Archaeological site
24. ___ meridiem
25. "Beetle Bailey" dog
26. Neon, e.g.
27. Monthly charges at
a club

Funny Ads seen in newspapers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lost: small apricot poodle. Reward. Neutered. Like one of
the family.
A superb and inexpensive restaurant. Fine food expertly
served by waitresses in appetizing forms.
Four-poster bed, 101 years old. Perfect for antique lover.
Expert laundry: We do not tear your clothing with
machinery. We do it carefully by hand.
Expert dry cleaner: No matter what your topcoat is made of,
this miracle spray will make it really repellent.
For sale: A quilted high chair that can be made into a table,
pottie chair, rocking horse, spring coat, and refrigerator.
Jewelry special: Now is your chance to have your ears
pierced and get an extra pair to take home too.
For sale: Beautiful desk suitable for lady with thick legs and
large drawers.
Dinner specials: Turkey $3.35; Chicken or Beef, $3.25,
Children, $2.
Wanted: 50 girls for stripping machine operators in factory.
Stock up and save. Limit: one.
We build bodies that last a lifetime.
Illiterate? Write today for free help.
Tired of cleaning yourself? Let me do it.
Dog for sale: eats anything and is fond of children.
UsedCars: Why go elsewhere to be cheated? Come here first!

Across
1. Found in the
bottom of a wine
bottle
5. Prospector's need
8. Infinitesimal
amount
9. Knowing, as a

secret
11. Bit of slander
12. Ancient
colonnade
13. Binding with a
bandage
15. "So that's it!"
16. Members of the

Down
1. Criticize, slangily
2. Throw, as dice
3. Small handbag
4. Found on Notre
Dame
5. Part of an engine
6. Against
7. "High" time
10. Bother
14. "Bingo!"
16. ___ Khan
17. "You ___?"
18. Intro to physics?
19. Ballet wear
20. Locale
23. Discouraging words

“I know that you believe you understand what you think I said, but I'm not sure you realize that what you heard is not what I meant.” Robert McCloskey
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Set up ten
pennies in a
triangle like
shown
here.

Can you figure a
way to make a
new triangle
by moving
only three
of the
coins?

Fun & Games

Comical Word Search

Tricky Pennies!
If a daddy bull weighs 1,200 pounds and eats twelve bales of hay
each day, and a baby bull, who weighs 300 pounds eats three
bales of hay each day, how much hay then should a mommy bull
eat if she weighs 800 pounds?

Some Tricky Riddles . . .
AGNES
ANDY CAPP
BEN
BETTY
BIG NATE
BREVITY
DILBERT
DRABBLE

F MINUS
FARCUS
FRAZZ
GET FUZZY
HERMAN
JANES
WORLD
LOLA

LUANN
MOMMA
MONTY
NANCY
PEANUTS
PICKLES
RIP HAYWIRE
RUBES

SPOT THE
FROG
THE BARN
THE KNIGHT
LIFE
WATCH YOUR
HEAD

What's a Ditloid? A quick puzzle whose
answer is a fact or phrase derived from
numbers and letters. Can you solve these?
EXAMPLE:

28=D in F = Days
in February

1000 = W a P is W
5 = O of the W
7 = C of the R
3 = S on a T
5 = F on a H

3 = R in a C

2 = H in a W

5 = R form the OS

16 = M of J

7 = D in SW

2 = BT in S

10 = F in B

64 = S on a CB

11 = P on a FT

29 = D in F in a LY

1 = E on a C

88 = K on a P

4 = C in the HH

9 = P in the SS

200 = D for PG in M

54 = C in a D (WTJ)

206 = B in the HB

3=SYO

3=LP

24 = B in a P

5=D in a ZC

13 = a BD

1 = W on a U

50 = WTLYL

1 = T that O K

21 = D on a D

48 = S in the CUS

1 = SS for M

7 = Y of BL for B a M

101 = D

1 = GL for M

9 = R in SS

7 = B for 7 B

3 = WM at B

5 = L in a L

90 = D in a RA

14 = L in a S

Time Killer: How many "1"'s and "one"'s are their
on a ONE dollar bill (not icluding serial numbers)?
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1. Fill in the blank... YYUR,YYUB. ICURYY4______.
2. What word in the English language changes its pronunciation
when capitalized?
3. You have 4 black socks and 5 brown socks in a drawer. If you need
a matching pair- either black or brown-, what is the maximum number
of socks you will have to remove to ensure getting one?
4. There are 12 1 cent stamps in a dozen. How many 2-cent
stamps are in a dozen?
5. What is the last word in this famous phrase? 'A man, a plan, a canal...'?
6. There was a one story house. Everything was pink. The wall was
pink, the desk was pink, the stove was pink, the dog was pink, and
even the floor was pink. What color were the stairs?
7. If today is Monday, what is the day after the day before the day
before tomorrow?
8. Loops is to spool as straw is to...
9. If you drop a yellow hat in the Red Sea, what does it become?
10. Take one out and scratch my head, I am now black but once
was red. What am I ?
11. What is greater than God, More evil than the devil, The poor have
it, The rich need it, And if you eat it, you'll die?
12. What can run but never walks, has a mouth but never talks, has
a head but never weeps, has a bed but never sleeps?
13. Why can't you take a photo of an Indian woman using hair curlers?
14. What was the President's name in 1975?
15. What is yours but your friends use it more than you do?
16. Two cannibals were chatting as they had their dinner. One
complained that he really quite disliked his new mother-in-law.
What was the advice given to him by his companion?
17. What do the letter ‘t’ and an island have in common?
18. What ends everything always?
19. What can you put in a barrel which makes it lighter?
20. Mice can multiply very fast. Adult mice can give birth once every
month, and baby mice grow into adult mice in just two months after
they are born. If you would buy a baby mouse just after it was born,
how many mice would you have in 10 months?
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2 = Halves in a Whole
1000 = Words that a Picture is Worth
10 = Frames in Bowling
5 = Oceans of the World
11 = Players on a Football Team
16 = Moons of Jupiter
7 = Colours of the Rainbow
1 = Eye on a Cyclops
2 = Blank Tiles in Scrabble
3 = Sides on a Triangle
4 = Chambers in the Human Heart
64 = Squares on a Chess Board
5 = Fingers on a Hand
200 = Dollars for Passing Go in
29 = Days in February in a Leap Year
88 = Keys on a Piano
14 = Lines in a Sonnett
Monopoly
3 = Little Pigs
206 = Bones in the Human Body
9 = Planets in the Solar System
1 = Time that Opportunity Knocks
24 = BlackBirds in a Pie
54 = Cards in a Deck (with the Jokers)
1 = Small Step for a Man
1 = Wheel on a Unicycle
3 = Strikes Your Out
1 = Giant Leap for Mankind
21 = Dots on a Die
5 = Digits is a Zip Code
50 = Ways to Leave Your Lover
3 = Wise Men at Bethlehem
7 = Years of Bad Luck for Breaking
3 = Rings in a Circus
a Mirror
48 = States in the Continental US
9 = Reindeers in Santa's Sleigh
101 = Dalmations
5 = Rings form the Olympic Symbol
7 = Dwarves in Snow White
5 = Lines in a Limerick
7 = Brides for 7 Brothers
90 = Degrees in a Right Angle
TIME KILLER: Sixteen
BULLS EATING HAY? There is no such thing as a "mommy" bull.
TRICKY RIDDLES 1. The correct answer is ME. (Too wise you are, too wise you be. I see you are
too wise for...) 2.Polish (others work like Chile, Reading, Nice) 3.Three 4.12 5.Panama. This
phrase is a palindrome (it reads the same forwards and backwards!) 6.No stairs in a one story
house. 7.Monday 8.Warts 9.Wet 10.A Match 11.Nothing 12. A river. 13.Hair Curlers
can’t take pictures. 14.Barack Obama 15.Your name. 16.Stop complaining and just eat your
vegetables. 17.They are both in the middle of waTer. 18. The letter G. 19.A hole. 20.None.
You would need at least two mice (a male and female) to multiply.
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UNIQUE SENTENCE:
Each word gets one letter
longer than the previous one.
NUMBER ILLUSION:
Did you get 5000? Most
people do. Actually the
answer is 4100. Try again.

FUN PAGE ANSWERS

Get out from under that rock! Our new electronic
newsletter has all the latest news and interesting
happenings around the Tysons area (like the column
on page 76). "Be in the know" and don't be left out.
The best part? It's Free!
Get it about twice a month. Never a burden on you
inbox, but a gift! Signup at www.vivatysons.com

Talk of
Tysons
Cuisine type? Directions? Metro stop?
Credit Cards? Soup du jour? Catering?
Kid-friendly? Hours? Value?
Menu selections?

July
ARIES: Your tenacity and determination will
take you far in life. But sometimes it's good
to leave room for serendipity. Incidental
or accidental occurrences can give you an
idea that will be useful in another area.
TAURUS: There are times when you feel
like walking out on a relationship, but
think twice. It's not that unusual a feeling.
Consider all the benefits and blessings of
staying and you could change your mind.
GEMINI: So you are having an intense desire
to just play all day. Fortunately, it's a great time to take
a break from work. There is only one summer after all.
Shoot off some fireworks. Renew your energy.
CANCER: If you reflect on your past mistakes and
accomplishments, you could find the answer to the
situation that is foremost in your mind now. Focus on
your successes and how you achieved them.
LEO: The balance of power in your workplace is
somewhat complicated. Work on doing your job well
instead of trying to figure out who to please. Higher-ups
will recognize your upbeat attitude.
VIRGO: A case of the envies has plagued you recently.
Get over it and get on with your own life instead of
thinking about others. Your personal life can make you
happier than turning your attention outside.
LIBRA: The rest of 2010 will feature some endings and
some beginnings in your life. When one door closes,
another is likely to open. Welcome the new and leave the
ending doors closed.
SCORPIO: Isn't it time to liven up your home base?
A new coat of paint can do wonders for your outlook
whenever you come home. Invite people to your place
and be proud.
SAGITTARIUS: Though it's difficult to imagine that
anyone's way is better than your own, think about it.
Transitions at work are inevitable. At home, your partner
has ideas that merit your consideration.
CAPRICORN: Too much conversation can end up
clouding the situation. Don't talk it to death. Re-evaluate
what you want, what the other person wants, and how
you can come to a win-win conclusion.
AQUARIUS: Things are falling into place now and your
world is spinning in the right direction. You might have
to make an effort to recognize that positive direction. Life
is good, but it's not perfect!
PISCES: The impact you have on other people makes
you feel worthy and attractive. Keep that impact on a
constructive note and you'll succeed in helping others
while helping yourself. Nice work.
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August
ARIES: Though you are not usually a risk
taker, this could be the time to move out of
your comfort zone. A new responsibility,
assignment or project will be successful for
you. Put away your doubts. Move forward.
TAURUS: Your understanding of that
certain situation is evolving. As the fog
clears, you will have a better picture of what
is going on. Whether it's business, financial
or personal, you'll handle it well.
GEMINI: This month will end on a high note, and
good fortune will continue to come your way in September.
While hitting simple milestones may seem difficult, with
dedication you can do it.
CANCER: Though a co-worker or family member is
troublesome, you could make your life run smoother in
the future. Consider your approach. Make it dramatically
different for dramatically better results.
LEO: Don't overlook the opportunity to get out of town for
a short vacation. Though responsibilities are all around you,
time off will be good for your health and will help you gain
perspective when you return.
VIRGO: It's best not to wait for the full moon on August
24 to improve your relationship and love life. The full moon
could make you more amorous, but your partner wants to
get closer to you right now.
LIBRA: Watch it, Libra! After months of being conservative
with spending, your tendency to be extravagant has come
roaring back. Summer fun is good, but watch your purse
strings.
SCORPIO: Your adventurous mind makes it difficult to
put your own ideas on hold. But sometimes it's better to let
someone else play out their agenda first. Then the ball will
be back in your court.
SAGITTARIUS: It might seem that you should make a
decision on an important matter right now. But wait for the
next step to reveal itself. A rash decision could be one you
will regret in the near future.
CAPRICORN: You have worked hard and tried to be all
things to all people. But by now you know that's not possible.
Your self-confidence will come back in a delightful way
when you become more selective.
AQUARIUS: Your creative side is steering you in the right
direction. At work and at home, good ideas are flooding
your adventurous mind. At work, communicate with your
boss. At home use the paint brush.
PISCES: Again, your water sign is drawing you to lakes,
rivers or oceans. Whichever you choose, being close to one
will finally bring the relaxation you have been yearning for.
Inspiration will follow.
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Tysons Quick Guide
Where to get your shoes repaired?

So you've got that brand new pair of expensive boots you need treated for the wet weather, or that pair of favorite shoes you'd
rather resole than toss, or a stitch came undone, or a number of other shoe ailments that may stress you out. Where to go,
where to go? Here are some choices around town we've found. We won't review them (I just don't own that many shoes to have
repaired), but we will tell you that they do their own work on premises, many will also repair other leather goods like handbags
and luggage, and they are locally owned. Stop in and say hello and be sure you tell them you saw them in Viva Tysons!
Alfa Shoe & Luggage Repair
105 Park Street SE, Vienna
(703) 255-6458
www.alfashoeluggage.com
Guarantee Shoe Repair
131 Church Street NW, Vienna
(703) 938-8881
Jade's Budget Shoe Repair
348 Maple Avenue W, Vienna
(703) 281-9373

Paul's Shoe Repair & Leather
Accessories
9903 Georgetown Pike, Great Falls
(703) 759-3735
www.paulsleather.com
Tricks of the Trade
752 Walker Rd
Great Falls, VA 22066
703-759-4565
George's Shoe Repair
8709 Lee Hwy, Fairfax
(703) 876-9660

Bedo's Leatherworks
412 W Broad Street, Falls Church
(703) 534-3233
www.leatherrepair.com
McLean Shoe Repair
6819 Old Dominion Drive, McLean
(703)821-9788
Simon's Shoe Repair
1309 Old Chain Bridge Rd, McLean
(703) 893-8782

Just a thought...
Housemade vs. Homemade?
Ever walk into a restaurant and see something "housemade"? "Housemade" is not in
the dictionary, but it's found on the menu of more and more establishments. Google
it and they want to know if you mean homemade.
Updated menus found in many eateries are using this word as a marketing tool to
claim something special. But does it mean anything at all?
Housemade sounds like a quality product, while homemade sounds amateurish.
Homemade has lost its cachet, it sounds more hokey. Housemade many times not
only means they are preparing the food themselves, but they are preparing the
ingredients that go into the food. That is a good thing. But then again, is it made
in a house? Who lives in the restaurant? Do the words "made-in-house" sound more
authentic? It is kind of wordy, but it is a commonly accepted phrase.
Menupages.com reports that about 120 restaurants in DC now have housemade
choices on their menus, but most of them still have the homemade word on the menu
as well.
So take it as you want, but the best thing to do is ask your waiter. Hopefully the answer
will sway you into ordering that made-in-a-strip-center-food-place item. Maybe the
best choice is to just ignore those confusing adjectives.
Just a thought...
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Guarantee delivery of Viva Tysons! Magazine directly to your mailbox. Subscribe at www.vivatysons.com

